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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
**************

CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,
Petitioner-Respondent,
Vs

)
)
)
)
BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.
)
Cross-Petitioner-Respondent,
)
Vs
)
)
IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS, )
INC., NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER USER)
DISTRICT and MAGIC VALLEY GROUND
)
WATER DISTRICT
)
Cross-Petitioner/ Appellant
)
Vs.
)
)
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSN
)
Cross-Petitioner-Respondent
)
Vs
)
)
RANGEN, INC.
)
Cross-Petitioner-Respondent.
)
Vs
)
)
GARY SPACKMAN, Director of the Idaho )
Deportment of Water Resources, and IDWR)
Respondents-Respondents
)

Supreme Court No. 37308-201 0
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL

IN THE MADER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO
WATER RIGHT NOS 36-02356A 36-07210, AND 36-07427
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)
IN THE MADER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-040l3A 36-04013B
And 36-07148 (Clear Springs Deiivery Call)

Appeal from the District Court of the 5th Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding

**************
HONORABLE JOHN MELANSON, DISTRICT JUDGE

**************
Randy Budge
Candace McHugh
RACINE OLSON
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83201

Phillip Rassier
Chris Bromley
Idaho Dept Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
BOise, ID 83720

Daniel Steenson
Charles Honsinger
RINGERT CLARK
P.O. Box 2773
BOise, ID 83701-2773

Jeff Fereday
Michael Creamer
GIVENS PURSLEY
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

J. Justin May
MAY SUDWEEKS & BROWNING
P.O. Box 6091
Baise, ID 83707

JOHN SIMPSON
TRAVIS THOMPSON
BARKER ROSHOLT
P.O. Box 485
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485
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User: CYNTHIA

Case: CV-2008-0000444 Current Judge: John Melanson
Clear Springs Food, Inc., etal. vs. Idaho Department Of Water Resources, etal.

Date

Code

User

7/28/2008

NCOC

CYNTHIA

New Case Filed

APER

CYNTHIA

Plaintiff: Clear Springs Food, Inc. Appearance
John K Simpson

Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

Filing: R2 Appeal or petiton for judical review, or
cross-appeal or cross-petition, from Commission
Boardl or body to the District Court Paid by:
Clear Springs Food, Inc. (plaintiff) Receipt
number: 0003175 Dated: 7/28/2008 Amount:
$88.00 (Check) For: Clear Springs Food, Inc.
(plaintiff)

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Amended Notice Of Hearing

John Melanson

8/6/2008

CHJG

CYNTHIA

Change Assigned Judge

John Melanson

8/11/2008

APER

CYNTHIA

Cross Petitioner: Blue Lakes Trout Farm,
Appearance Daniel V Steenson

John Melanson

CYNTHIA

Filing: R2 Appeal or petiton for judical review, or John Melanson
cross-appeal or cross-petition, from Commission
Boardl or body to the District Court Paid by:
Steenson, Daniel V (attorney for Blue Lakes Trout
Farm,) Receipt number: 0003374 Dated:
8/11/2008 Amount: $88.00 (Check) For: Blue
Lakes Trout Farm, (plaintiff)

APER

CYNTHIA

Defendant: Idaho Department Of Water
Resources Appearance Phillip J Rassier

John Melanson

APER

CYNTHIA

Defendant: Tuthill, David Appearance Phillip J
Rassier

John Melanson

NOAP

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Appearance

John Melanson

APER

CYNTHIA

Plaintiff: Idaho Ground Water Appropriators,
Appearance Randall C. Budge

John Melanson

CYNTHIA

Filing: R2 Appeal or petiton for judical review, or John Melanson
cross-appeal or cross-petition, from Commission
Boardl or body to the District Court Paid by:
Budge, Randall C. (attorney for Idaho Ground
Water Appropriators,) Receipt number: 0003413
Dated: 8/13/2008 Amount: $88.00 (Check) For:
Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, (plaintiff)

8/12/2008

8/13/2008

8/20/2008

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Judge
Other Claims

Hearing Scheduled (Oral Argument on Appeal

Barry Wood

John Melanson

01/13/200901:30 PM)

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order on Judicial Review for scheduling and
setting oral argument

John Melanson

8/2912008

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion for Extension of Time to Lodge Agency
Record

John Melanson

9/312008

PETN

CYNTHIA

Idaho Diarymen's Association for Leave to
Intervene

John Melanson

9/4/2008

APER

CYNTHIA

Plaintiff: Idaho Dairymen's Association, Inc
Appearance Michael C Creamer

John Melanson

(0
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User: CYNTH IA

Case: CV-2008-0000444 Current Judge: John Melanson
Clear Springs Food, Inc., etal. vs. Idaho Department Of Water Resources, etal.

Date

Code

9/4/2008

Judge

User
CYNTHIA

Filing: J3 - Special Motions Petition For
Intervention Paid by: Creamer, Michael C
(attorney for Idaho Dairymen's Association, Inc)
Receipt number: 0003680 Dated: 9/4/2008
Amount: $51.00 (Check) For: Idaho Dairymen's
Association, Inc (plaintiff)

John Melanson

9/10/2008

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/30/2008 11 :00
AM) Petition to Intervene

John Melanson

9/3012008

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Petition to intervene
Hearing date: 9/30/2008 Time: 11 :00 am Court
reporter: Maureen Newton Audio tape number:
DC 08-11

John Melanson

APER

CYNTHIA

Other party: Idaho Dairymen's Association, Inc
Appearance Michael C Creamer

John Melanson

GRNT

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion held on 09/30/2008
Motion Granted

John Melanson

10/1/2008

NOTC

CYNTHIA

Notice of IGWA's Objection to Agency Record

John Melanson

10/2/2008

MISC

CYNTHIA

Spring Users Joinder in Ground Water Users
Objection to Agency Record

John Melanson

10/16/2008

NOTC

CYNTHIA

Notice of Lodging of Agency Record/Transcript
with the District Court

John Melanson

10/2212008

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Oral Argument on Appeal

John Melanson

02/10/200901 :30 PM)
10/24/2008

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order Setting Scheduling Conference

John Melanson

10/31/2008

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
11/24/2008 01 :30 PM)

John Melanson

1116/2008

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Rangen's Motion to Intervene

John Melanson

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Memorandum in support of Rangen's Motion to
Intervene

John Melanson

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

John Melanson

11/17/2008

MISC

CYNTHIA

Clear Springs Foods Request for Clarification of
Agency Record and SuspensionlModification of
Briefing Schedule

John Melanson

11/19/2008

MISC

CYNTHIA

Groundwater Users Response to Request for
Clarification of Record ...

John Melanson

11/24/2008

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Hearing Scheduled
Hearing date: 11/24/2008 Time: 1:30 pm Court
reporter: Maureen Newton Audio tape number:
DC 08-12

John Melanson

HRHD

CYNTHIA

John Melanson
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
11/24/200801 :30 PM: Hearing Held Scheduling
conference
Rangen's Motion to Intervene

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Oral Argument on Appeal

John Melanson

04/28/200901 :30 PM)
11/25/2008

PTSO

CYNTHIA

Amended Scheduling Order

John Melanson

11/26/2008

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order Granting Rangen's Motion to Intervene

John Melanson

(U,d

Uate: LILILUl U
Time:

User: CYNTHIA

Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County
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Case: CV-2008-0000444 Current Judge: John Melanson
Clear Springs Food, Inc., etal. vs. Idaho Department Of Water Resources, etal.

Date

Code

User

Judge

1215/2008

NOTC

CYNTHIA

Second Notice Regarding Status of Agency
Record

John Melanson

1/912009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Opening brief of Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc.

John Melanson

MISC

CYNTHIA

Opening Brief of Clear Springs Food, Inc.

John Melanson

1/13/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Ground Water Users Opening Brief

John Melanson

1/15/2009

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion to Augment and Correct Agency Record

John Melanson

1/28/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Ground Water Users Submission of Opening
Brief wlHyperlinks (DVD attached)

John Melanson

2/5/2009

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order Granting Motion to Augment and Correct
Agency Record

John Melanson

2/6/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Respondent's Brief

John Melanson

2/9/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Spring Users Joint Response Brief (and
attachments)

John Melanson

2/10/2009

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion and Memorandum Seeking Withdrawal of John Melanson
Spring User's Joint Response Brief

2/19/2009

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Spring Users Motin to Augment and correct
Agency Record

John Melanson

NOTC

CYNTHIA

Notice of Withdrawal of Spring Users' Response
Brief and Intent to file March 9, 2009

John Melanson

3/9/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Spring Users Joint Reply Brief

John Melanson

3/10/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Ground Water Users Reply Brief

John Melanson

3/11/2009

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order Granting Spring Users Motion to Augment
and Correct Agency Record

John Melanson

3/16/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Ground Water Users Submission of Reply brief
with Hyperlinks (CD)

John Melanson

4/21/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Clear Springs Supplemental Citation of Authority

John Melanson

4/28/2009

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion to Augment Agency Record

John Melanson

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes Hearing type: Oral Argument on
Appeal Hearing date: 4/28/2009 Time: 1:30 pm
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter Audio tape
number: DC 09-05

John Melanson

HRHD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Oral Argument on Appeal held
on 04/28/200901 :30 PM: Hearing Held

John Melanson

ADVS

CYNTHIA

Case Taken Under Advisement

John Melanson

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order Granting Motion to Augment

John Melanson

6/19/2009

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order on Petition for Judicial Review

John Melanson

7/10/2009

PETN

CYNTHIA

Blue Lakes Trout and Clear Springs Joint Petition John Melanson
for Rehearing

7/13/2009

PETN

CYNTHIA

Ground Water Users Petition for Rehearing

John Melanson

7/23/2009

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Scheduling Order on Petitions for Rehearing

John Melanson

8/19/2009

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion to Amend Scheduling Order on Petition for John Melanson
Rehearing

."

4/2912009

(e)
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Case: CV-2008-0000444 Current Judge: John Melanson
Clear Springs Food, Inc., etal. vs. Idaho Department Of Water Resources, etal.

Date

Code

User

8/20/2009

ORDR

CYNTHIA

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Judge
Amended Scheduling Order on Petitions for
Rehearing

John Melanson

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled

John Melanson

09/09/2009 10:00 AM)

CONT

CYNTHIA

Continued (Hearing Scheduled 09/29/2009
10:00 AM)

John Melanson

8/2112009

MISC

ROSA

Blue Lakes farm,lnc.'s and Clear Springs Foods,
Inc.'s brief in Support of Join Petition for
Rehearing

John Melanson

8/24/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Ground Water Users Rehearing Brief

John Melanson

9/11/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

IDWR Response Brief on Rehearing

John Melanson

9/18/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Blue Lakes TrouUClear Springs Joint Reply in
Support of Joint Petition for Rehearing ...

John Melanson

9/21/2009

MISC

CYNTHIA

Ground Water Users Rehearing Reply Brief

John Melanson

9/29/2009

HRHD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
Hearing Held

John Melanson

09/29/2009 10:00 AM:

CMIN

CYNTHIA

Court Minutes
Hearing type: Oral Argument on Appeal
Hearing date: 10/9/2009
Time: 1:24 pm
Courtroom: Courtroom 1
Court reporter:Linda Ledbetter
Minutes Clerk: CYNTHIA
Tape Number:

John Melanson

10/23/2009

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Supreme Court Order of Assignment of Judge
Melanson

John Melanson

12/412009

ORDR

CYNTHIA

Order on Petitions for Rehearing

John Melanson

DPHR

CYNTHIA

Disposition With Hearing

John Melanson

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

John Melanson

APSC

CYNTHIA

Notice of Appeal To The Supreme Court

John Melanson

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Inactive

John Melanson

CYNTHIA

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to John Melanson
Supreme Court Paid by: Budge, Randall C.
(attorney for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators,)
Receipt number: 0000206 Dated: 1/15/2010
Amount: $101.00 (Check) For: Idaho Ground
Water Appropriators, (plaintiff)

1/15/2010
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FILED
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John K. Simpson, ISB #4242
Travis L. Thompson, ISB #6168
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
113 Main Avenue West, Suite 303
P.O. Box 485
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0485
Telephone: (208) 733-0700
Facsimile: (208) 735-2444

Attorneys for Petitioner Clear Springs Foods, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,
Petitioner,

~
)
)

)
vs.

)
)

DAVID K. TUTmLL, JR., in his capacity as
Director of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources, and THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT
OF WATER RESOURCES,

)
)
)
)

Respondents.

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHTS NOS. 360413A, 36-04013B, AND 36-07148.
(Clear Springs Delivery Call)

IN THE MATER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36023S6A, 36-07210, AND 36-07427.
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)

CASE NO. CV

&! -c2tVf - <l0Y

Fee Category R.2 '- $88.00

CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.'S
NOTICE OF APPEAL AND
PETmON FOR JUDICIAL
REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTION

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

------------------------------)
NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTION

COMES NOW, the Petitioner Clear Springs Foods, Inc. ("Clear Springs"), by and
through its undersigned counsel, and hereby files this Petition as follows:

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
1.

This is a civil action pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 67-5270 and 67-5279 seeking

judicial review of a fmal order issued by the Director of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources, David K. Tuthill. Jr., on July 11, 2008 ("Final Order").
2.

A hearing before the agency was held in the matter from November 28, 2007 to

December 13, 2007.
3.

Clear Springs intends to assert the following issues on judicial review:
a.

Whether the Director erred in reevaluating the extent of Clear Springs'

beneficial use of its water rights prior to the date the rights were decreed by the Snake River
Basin Adjudication (SRBA) District Court to fmd that some of Clear Springs' water rights are
not entitled to delivery of water pursuant to its senior water rights as required by Idaho law.
b.

Whether the Director erred in determining that junior priority ground

water rights do not injure Clear Springs' 1955 priority senior water right (#36-04013A).
c.

Whether the Director erred in using a 10% "trim line" to exclude certain

junior priority ground water rights from administration.
d.

Whether the Director erred in using a percentage of reach gains to the

Snake River to reduce the quantity of water junior priority ground water right holders are
required to provide to Clear Springs' as mitigation for Clear Springs' water losses in lieu of
curtailment.

NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETmON FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTION

2

2

e.

Whether the Director erred in failing to properly account for and require

junior priority ground water right holders to perform their outstanding mitigation obligations for
the injury they caused to Clear Springs in 2005,2006,2007, and 2008.
f.

Whether the Director erred in using a "public interest" criteria in the

administration of junior priority ground water rights.
g.

Whether the Director erred in phasing-in curtailment or mitigation

obligations of junior priority ground water rights over a 5-year period.
h.

Whether the Director erred in using a "replacement water plan" process

not provided for by statute or the Department's conjunctive management rules in administration
of junior priority ground water rights in 2005,2006, and 2007.

i.

Whether the Director erred in approving "replacement water plans"

through various orders issued in 2005,2006, and 2007.
4.

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(d)(5), Clear Springs reserves the right to assert additional

issues and/or clarify or further specify the issues for judicial review stated in this petition or
which become later discovered.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
5.

This petition is authorized by Idaho Code §§ 67-5270 and 67-5279.

6.

This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 42-

1701A(4) and 67-5272.
7.

Venue lies in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5272. Clear Springs' Snake

River Farm aquaculture facility is located in Gooding County and the water rights which are the
subject matter of the agency action are appurtenant to lands located in Gooding County.

NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETmON FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTION

8.

The Director's July 11,2008 Final Order Regarding Blue Lakes and Clear

Springs Delivery Calls is a final agency action subject to judicial review pursuant to Idaho Code
§ 67-5270(3).

PARTIES
9.

Petitioner Clear Springs is an employee-owned Idaho general business

corporation, with its principal office located in Twin Falls County and aquaculture facilities,
including its Snake River Farm facility (subject of the agency action in this case), located in
Gooding County.
10.

Respondent Idaho Department of Water Resources is a state agency with its main

office located at 322 E. Front St., Boise, Idaho. Respondent David K. Tuthill, Jr., is the director
of the Idaho Department of Water Resources.

AGENCY RECORD
11.

Judicial review is sought of the Director's July 11,2008 Final Order Regarding

Blue Lakes and Clear Springs Delivery Calls.

12.

The Department held a hearing in this matter from November 28,2007 to

December 13, 2007, which was recorded and a transcript created, which transcript should be
made a part of the agency record in this matter. The person who may have a copy of such
transcript is Victoria Wigle, Director's Administrative Assistant, Idaho Department of Water
Resources, 322 E. Front St., P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0098, Telephone: (208) 2874803, Facsimile: (208) 287-6700, email:

victoria.'.;vigJ.~.~f.i.9.Y{[::Adaho.gov.

The transcript has

already been paid for and prepared at the request of the parties to this matter.

NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETmON FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTION
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13.

Clear Springs anticipates that it can reach a stipulation regarding the agency

record with the Respondents and the other parties, and will pay its necessary share of the fee for
preparation of the record at such time.
14.

Service of this Petition for Judicial Review of Agency Action has been made on

the Respondents at the time of the filing of this Petition.

. <-

DATED this "2 t day of July 2008.
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP

John K. Simp~;on
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
Attorneys for Petitioner Clear Springs Foods, Inc.

NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTION
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
()~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the Z ,-,' day of July, 2008, I served true and correct copies
of the Notice of Appeal and Petition for Judicial Review of Agency Action upon the following by
the method indicated:
Deputy Clerk
Gooding County District Court
624 Main St.
P.O. Box 27
Gooding, Idaho 83330

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
v/ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Facsimile
Email

Clive 1. Strong
Phillip J. Rassier
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
:,~jjye.stronf! (i'J ag;o kbho.g;ov
·:>hiJ.m<;sier@idwr.idaho.'"'ov
_ ........... olli ..... .
jg.ht1.homan@id\"¥T.ldaho.g;ov

~"tJ.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Facsimile
_ _ Email

~

chris.bro.mlev@id'>'VT.i~t.~h~?:gQ.::.

Randy Budge
Candice M. McHugh
RACINE OLSON
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391

( "Y'US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

Daniel V. Steenson
Charles L. Honsinger
RINGERT CLARK
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, Idaho 83701-2773

(~US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

Mike Creamer
Jeff Fereday
GIVENS PURSLEY
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720

( ·1"1JS Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

Michael S. Gilmore
Attorney General's Office
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

( ...)"US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

NOTICE OF APPEAL AND PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AGENCY ACTION
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Frank Erwin
Watermaster
Water District 36
2628 South 975 East
Hagerman, Idaho 83332

(x)-"US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

Bob Shaffer
Watermaster
Water District 34
P.O. Box 53
Mackay, Idaho 83251

( .:.~""US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

Allen Merritt
Cindy Yenter
Watermaster - Water District 130
IDWR - Southern Region
1341 Fillmore St., Ste 200
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380

( ':1--1.)S Mail. Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

Justin May
May Sudweeks & Browning LLP
1419 W. Washington
Boise. Idaho 83702

( 'tollS Mail, Postage Prepaid

Robert E. Williams
Fredericksen Williams Meservy
P,O. Box 168
Jerome, Idaho 83338-0168

( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

( <yl1S Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

Travis L. Thomps'on
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Randall C. Budge (ISB #1949)
Candice M. McHugh (ISB #5908)
Thomas J. Budge (ISB #7465)
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE &
BAILEY, CHARTERED
201 E. Center Street
Pocatello, ID 83201
Telephone: (208) 232-6101
Facsimile: (208) 232-6109
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
)
)
Petitioner,
)
-vs)
)
IDAHO GROlJND WATER APPROPRIATORS,
)
INC., NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER
)
DISTRICT, and MAGIC VALLEY GROUND
)
WATER DISTRICT,
)
)
Cross-Petitioners,
)
-vs)
)
DAVID K. TUTHILL, JR., in his capacity as Director )
of the Idaho Department of Water Resources; and the )
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, )
)
Respondents.
)
)
)
IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF \VATER )
TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02356A, 36-07210,
)
AND 36-07427
)
)
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)
)

CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,

Case No. CV -2008-444

CROSS-PETITION FOR
JUDICIAL REVIEW

Fee Category: R -2
Fee A.mount: $78.00

)

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER )
TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-04013A, 36-04013B,
)
AND 36-07148
)
(Clear Springs Delivery Call)

)
)
)
.
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IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS, INC., NORTH SNAKE GROUND
WATER DISTRICT, and MAGIC VALLEY GROD'-ND WATER DISTRICT, acting for and on
behalf of their members, through counsel, respectfully submit this Cross-Petition for Judicial
Review pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5270 and Rule 84 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
CROSS-PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

1.

This Petition requests judicial review of actions taken by the Idaho Department of

Water Resources.
2.

This Petition is taken to the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of

Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding. Venue is proper pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5272.
3.

This Petition seeks judicial review of the Final Order Regarding Blue Lakes and

Clear Springs Delivery Calls issued by the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources

("ID\VR") on July 11, 2008, including prior agency action incorporated therein.
4.

A hearing was held before IDWR from November 28 through December 13,2007.

Hearing proceedings were recorded by tape recording which is in the custody ofIDWR.
5.

The Petitioners request judicial review of the following issues:
a.

Whether the laws of optimum beneficial .use of water, full economic

development of ground water resources, reasonable use of water, or futile call preclude the
curtailment of junior-priority water use where less than 1-2% of the quantity curtailed will
be made available to the calling senior water user.
b.

Whether the Director erred in ruling that the amount of time required for the

effect of curtailment to be realized has no bearing on whether a delivery call for the
curtailment of ground water is deemed futile.
c.

Whether the Director erred in failing to account for uncertainty in the East

Snake Plain Aquifer Model attributable to factors other than stream gauge error.
CROSS-PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
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d.

Whether the Director erred in ruling that the ordered curtailment does not

result in an unreasonable waste of water resources.
e.

Whether the Director erred in failing to constrict the location of the "trim

line" to insure that a significant portion of the curtailed water use will be made available to
Blue Lakes Trout Farm., Inc. ("Blue Lakes") and Clear Springs Foods, Inc. ("Clear Springs")
(collectively the "Spring Users") within a reasonable time.
f.

Whether the Director erred in fmding material injury to Blue Lakes and Clear

Springs without supporting evidence that more water would produce more or larger or
healthier fish.
g.

Whether the Director erred in fmding that the ordered curtailment will result

in a usable quantity to Blue Lakes and Clear Springs that will be applied to beneficial use.
h.

Whether the Director erred in failing to implement the protections of ground

water development provided for in the 1986 Idaho State Water Plan.
1.

Whether the Director erred in failing to implement the protections of ground

water development provided for in the Swan Falls Settlement.
J.

Whether the Director erred in ruling thatJhe Spring Users' are absolutely

protected in their means of diversion and appropriation which rely upon inflated overflows
from the ESP A.
k.

Whether the Director erred in failing to consider his authority under CM Rule

42.01. h. to compel a decreed surface water right to convert to a ground water source.
1.

Whether the Director has authority to require the Spring Users' to comply

with the reasonable pumping level mandate ofIdaho Code § 42-226.
m.

Whether the Director exceeded his authority in issuing the curtailment orders

on an emergency basis without a prior hearing.
CROSS-PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
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n.

Whether the Director exceeded his authority in issuing the curtailment orders

without written statements from Blue Lakes and Clear Springs made under oath as required
by Idaho Code § 42-237b.
The Petitioners reserve the right to assert other issues as allowed by Rule 84 of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure.
6.

The Petitioners request that a transcript of the hearing be made a part of the agency

record for judicial review. The undersigned certifies that a transcript of the hearing has been paid
for by the Petitioners and other parties seeking judicial review. A copy of the transcript may be
obtained from Victoria Wigle, Administrative Assistant to the Director, Idaho Department of Water
Resources, 322 E. Front St., P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0098, Telephone: (208) 2874803; Facsimile: (208) 287-6700; Email: victoria.wigle@idwr.idaho.gov.
7.

The undersigned certifies that the Petitioners have contacted IDWR and agreed to

pay their share of the cost of preparing the agency record for judicial review. IDWR has not at this
time estimated the cost of preparing the agency record for judicial review.
DATED this

~ day of August, 2008.
RACINE,OLSON, NYE, BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED

By:
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

7 fl1 day of August, 2008, the above and foregoing

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
document was served in the following manner:

I

Deputy Clerk
Jerome County District Court
233 W. Main
Jerome, Idaho 83338

U.S. MaillPostage Prepaid
Facsimile
[~ Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery

Daniel V. Steenson
Charles L. Honsinger
Ringert Clark
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, Idaho 83701-2773
dvs((lrim!ertclark.com
clhrarinQertclark.com

[]
[]
[]
[]

Phillip J. Rassier
Chris Bromley
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
,Qhil.rassier@id\\T.idaho.Qov
chris.bromlevraid\\Tjdaho.Qov

[]
[]
[]
[]
~

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
E-Mail

Michael S. Gilmore
Attorney General's Office
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
mike.!.!ilmorera:aQ.idaho.Qov

[]
[]
[]
[]

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
E-Mail

[]
[]
[]

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
E-Mail

[]
[]

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
[~ E-Mail

ttY

Jeff Fereday
Mike Creamer
Givens, Purslev
I P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
I jcfr(l;'Qivens,Qurslev.com
mcc'liQivens12urslev.com

I

I
I J. Justin Mav
I May, Sudw~eks &

Browning

I P.O. Box 6091
i Boise. Idaho 83707
I .
~
I
I llnavamav- aW.com

I

fk
, [ J]
I
I [J

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
i [ ] . Hand .Delivery
I [q/ E-MaIl

I
. tv
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[]
[]
[]

John Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Barker Rosholt
P.O. Box 2139
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139
jksrqidahowaters.com
tlttaidahowaters.com

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
[~Hand Delivery
~
E-Mail

Josephine P. Beeman
Beeman & Associates
409 W. Jefferson
Boise, Idaho 83702
j o. beeman@beemanlaw.com

[]
[]

Robert E. Williams
Fredricksen Williams Meservy
P.O. Box 168
153 E. Main Street
Jerome, Idaho 83338-0168
re\villiamst@cableone.net

U.S. MaillPostage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand .Delivery
E-MaIl

[]
W
[]
[]
[]

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
~Hand Delivery
E-mail

RAl\JDALL
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Daniel V. Steenson, ISB #4332
Charles L. Honsinger, ISB #5240
S. Bryce Farris, ISB #5636
RINGERT LAW CHARTERED
455 South Third Street
P.O. Box 2773
Twin Falls, Idaho 83701-2773
Telephone: (208) 342-4591
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657

2D08 AUG 11 M1 2: 45

Attorneys for Petitioner Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

CLEAR SPINGS FOODS, INC.,
Petitioner,
vs.

BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.,
Cross-Petitioner,
vs.

IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., NORTH SNAKE
GROUND WATER DISTRICT, and MAGIC
VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT,
Cross-Petitioners,
vs.

DAVID K. TUTHILL, JR., in his capacity as
Director of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources. and THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT
OF WATER RESOURCES.
Respondents.

~

CASE NO. CV

/lAo ~ - ~Lf Y

)
)
)
)
)

Fee Category R.2 - $88.00

)
)
)

BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM,
INC.'S CROSS-PETITION FOR
JUDICIAL REVIEW

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
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IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF)
WATER TO WATER RIGHTS NOS. 36)
0413A, 36-04013B, AND 36-07148.
)
)
)
(Clear Springs Delivery Call)
)
IN THE MATER OF DISTRIBUTION OF )
)
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36)
02356A, 36-07210, AND 36-07427.
)
)
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)

COMES NOW, the Cross-Petitioner Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc. ("Blue Lakes"), by and
through its undersigned counsel, and hereby files this Cross-Petition as follows:

CROSS-PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
1.

This Cross-Petition is filed pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5273(2) and LR.C.P.

2,

On July 28, 2008, Clear Springs Foods, Inc. ("Clear Springs") filed a Notice oj

84(c).

Appeal and PetitionJor Judicial Review ojAgency Action pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 67-5270
and 67-5279, seeking judicial review of a final order issued by the Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources ("IDWR"), David K. Tuthill; Jr., on July 11,2008 ("Final

Order").
3.

Blue Lakes is a party to this action and participated in the consolidated

administrative proceedings and hearings on the rDWR Director's May 19,2005 Order in
response to Blue Lakes' water delivery call, and the Director's July 8, 2005 Order in response to
Clear Springs' water delivery calL which culminated in Director Tuthill's issuance of the Final

Order.

2
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4.

This Cross-Petition seeks judicial review of the Final Order. Blue Lakes intends

to assert the following issues on judicial review:
a.

Whether the Director erred in reevaluating the extent of Blue Lakes'

beneficial use of its water rights at the time of appropriation and at other times prior to the date
the rights were decreed by the Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) District Court to find
that Blue Lakes' second priority water right no. 36-7201 is not entitled to priority delivery of the
decreed quantity during the decreed period of use.

b.

Whether the Director erred in concluding that Blue Lakes' water right no.

36-7210 is not injured by junior ground water pumping.

(l)

Whether the Director impermissibly shifted the burden of proof or

relieved the junior ground water users of their burden of proof to show that Blue Lakes is not
entitled to priority delivery of the decreed quantity of its second priority water right no. 36-7210.
(2)

Whether there was sufficient evidence to overcome the

presumption that Blue Lakes' is entitled to priority delivery of the decreed quantity of its second
priority water right no. 36-7210.
(3)

Whether there was sufficient evidence for the Director to infer that

the water supply was insufficient to fill Blue Lakes' second priority water right no. 36-7210 at
the time of appropriation.
(4)

Whether the Director erred in concluding that the water supply in

2005 was adequate to fill Blue Lakes' water right no. 36-7210.
c.

Whether the Director erred using a 10% "trim line" to exclude certain

junior priority ground water rights from administration.

3
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d.

Whether the Director erred in using a percentage of reach gains to the

Snake River to reduce the quantity of water junior priority ground water right holders are
required to provide to Blue Lakes' as mitigation for Blue Lakes' water losses in lieu of
curtailment.
e.

Whether the Director erred in failing to properly account for and require

junior priority ground water right holders to perform their outstanding mitigation obligations for
the injury they caused to Blue Lakes in 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008.
f.

Whether the Director erred in using a "public interest" criteria in the

administration of junior priority ground water rights.
g.

Whether the Director erred in phasing-in curtailment or mitigation

obligations of junior priority ground water rights over a 5-year period.
h.

Whether the Director erred in using a "replacement water plan" process

not provided for by statute or the Department's conjunctive management rules in administration
of junior priority ground water rights in 2005,2006, and 2007.
1.

Whether the Director erred in approving "replacement water plans"

through various orders issued in 2005,2006, and 2007.

J.

Whether the Director's procedures for submission, review, approval and

performance of mitigation plans are arbitrary and capricious and in violation his statutory
obligations and Blue Lakes' statutory and constitutional rights.
k.

Whether the Director erred in exempting ground water rights for de

minimis domestic and stock watering purposes from priority administration in order to supply
Blue Lakes' senior priority water rights.

4
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4.

Pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(d)(5), Blue Lakes reserves the right to assert additional

issues and/or clarify or further specify the issues for judicial review stated in this petition or
which become later discovered.
5.

The Cross-Petitioners request that a transcript of the hearing be made a part of the

agency record for judicial review.
6.

IDWR held a hearing in this matter from November 28, 2007 to December 13,

2007, which was recorded and a transcript created, which transcript should be made a part of the
agency record in this matter. The person who may have a copy of such transcript is Victoria
Wigle, Director's Administrative Assistant, Idaho Department of Water Resources, 322 E. Front
St., P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0098, Telephone: (208) 287-4803, Facsimile: (208)
287-6700, email: victoria.wigJe((!)idwr.idaho.Qov. The transcript has already been paid for and
prepared at the request of the parties to this matter.
7.

Blue Lakes anticipates that it can reach a stipulation regarding the agency record

with the other parties, and will pay its necessary share of the fee for preparation of the record at
such time.
8.

Service of this Cross-Petition for Judicial Review has been made on the other

parties at the time of the filing of this Cross-Petition.
-tit

DA TED this ~ day of August 2008.
RINGERT LA \V CHARTERED

Daniel V. Steenson
Attorneys for Petitioner Blue Lakes Trout Fmm, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day of August, 2008, I served true and correct
copies of the Notice 0/Appeal and Cross Petition/or Judicial Review upon the following by the
method indicated:
Deputy Clerk
Gooding County District Court
624 Main St.
P.O. Box 27
Gooding, Idaho 83330

Clive J. Strong
Phillip J. Rassier
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
eli ve. strong(cvag.idaho. gov
phil.rassierr(l)idwr.idaho.gov
iohn.homan(a)jdvvT.idaho.Qov
chris.bromlev(Q'iid\:VT.idaho.Qov

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
Email

-X-

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Overnight Mail
Facsimile

~Email

Randy Budge
Candice M. McHugh
RACINE OLSON
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391

( ) US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
o<t E-mail

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L.Arrington
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
P.O. Box 485
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0485

( ) US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
(';«l E-mail

Mike Creamer
Jeff Fereday
GIVENS PURSLEY
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720

( ) US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
C'>4-E-mail
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Michael S. Gilmore
Attorney General's Office
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

( ) US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
(~ E-mail

Frank Erwin
Watermaster
Water District 36
711 East Avenue North
Hagerman, Idaho 83332

(>() US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

Bob Shaffer
Watermaster
Water District 34
P.O. Box 53
Mackay, Idaho 83251

()<1 US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
( ) E-mail

Allen Merritt
Cindy Yenter
Watermaster - Water District 130
IDWR - Southern Region
1341 Fillmore St., Ste 200
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380

( ) US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
ME-mail

Justin May
May Sudweeks & Browning LLP
1419 W. Washington
Boise, Idaho 83702

( ) US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
~ E-mail

Robert E. Williams
Fredericksen Williams Meservy
P.O. Box 168
Jerome, Idaho 83338-0168

( ) US Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
~E-mail

Daniel V. Steenson
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Michael C. Creamer, ISB #4030v
Jeffrey C. Fereday, ISB #2719
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock St.
Post Office Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300

C/Irk 0.' the District Court
Oodtng County, Idaho

S:\CLIENfS\728313\Petition to Intervene in Judicial Review.DOC

Attorneys for Idaho Dairymen's Association

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

CLEAR SPRINGS FOOD, INC.,

Case No. 2008-444

Petitioner,
vs.
BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.,

PETITION OF THE IDAHO
DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION FOR
LEAVE TO INTERVENE

Cross-Petitioner,
vs.
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., NORTH SNAKE
GROUND WATER DISTRICT, and MAGIC
VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT,
Cross-Petitioners,
vs.
DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR., in his capacity as
Director of the Idaho Department of Water
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Resources, and THE DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES,
Respondents.
IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 360413A, 36-04013B and 36-07148.
(Clear Springs Delivery Call)
IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 3602356A, 36-07210 and 36-07427.
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)

Idaho Dairymen's Association, Inc., an Idaho non-profit cooperative association
organized under the provisions of Chapter 3, Title 30, Idaho Code ("IDA"), through its attorneys
Givens Pursley LLP and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 24, hereby moves to
intervene in the above-captioned matter. The grounds for this motion are stated herein.

1.

IDA's Interests in this Proceeding.

IDA was formed to promote dairy interests in the State ofIdaho, and is authorized to
represent its members and take actions it deems necessary to stabilize and protect the dairy
industry ofIdaho and to protect the interests of its members. IDA's members include every
person, firm, corporation or association current in its payment of the Idaho State Tax on milk
production, which includes every dairy owner/operator located in Bingham, Blaine, Bonneville,
Gooding, Jefferson, Jerome, Lincoln and Minidoka counties, which counties are located, in
whole or in part, within the boundary of the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESP A").
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The ESP A is an administrative boundary established by the Idaho Department of Water
Resources (the "Department") within which it exercises water rights administration, including
administration pursuant to its Conjunctive Management Rules ("CMRs"). The CMRs, and the
Department's final order implementing them with respect to delivery calls made by CrossPetitioner Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc., and Petitioner Clear Springs Foods, Inc. (the "Delivery
Call Proceeding"), are the subject of the instant action for judicial review brought under the
Administrative Procedures Act.
IDA was a party to the Delivery Call Proceeding. The Department's final order, among
other things, approved IDA's proposed mitigation of the depletive effects of ground water
pumping for commercial and stockwater uses by its participating members (i.e., IDA members
with dairies located within Water Districts 120 and 130 in the ESPA).

2.

IDA is Entitled to Intervention of Right Under Idaho R. Civ. P. 24(a).

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 24(a) provides:
Upon timely application anyone shall be permitted to intervene in an
action: (1) when a statute of the state ofIdaho confers an unconditional
right to intervene; or (2) when the applicant claims an interest relating to
the property or transaction which is the subject of the action and the
applicant is so situated that the disposition ofthe action may as a practical
matter impair or impede applicant's ability to protect that interest, unless
the applicant's interest is adequately represented by existing parties.
Idaho R. Civ. P. 24(a).
As previously stated, IDA was a party in the Delivery Call Proceeding and presented a
mitigation plan on behalf of its members that was approved by the Department's final order. To
the extent that the Petition and/or Cross-Petitions for Judicial Review may result in a voiding or
modification of the Department's final order for reasons such as the Department's misapplication
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of the CMRs or inappropriate legal conclusions or factual findings, IDA's approved mitigation
and its members' continued ability to divert ground water from the ESP A under their decreed
commercial and stockwater rights could be adversely impacted. In other words, IDA has a
significantly protectable interest that may be adversely affected by the disposition of this action.
3.

IDA's Motion is Timely.

This motion is timely because the agency record has not yet been lodged with the Court
and no deadline established by the Court's August 20, 2008 Procedural Order has yet passed.
IDA's intervention would not prejudice any other party, nor require any delay in the proceedings
or modification of the existing schedule established by the Court's Procedural Order.
4.

Existing Parties Do Not Adequatelv Represent IDA's Interests.

IDA agrees with the Department's decision in the final order concerning IDA's
mitigation plan. IDA also understands that, generally, other parties either also agree with how
IDA's mitigation plan was addressed in the final order or they have taken no position with regard
to it. All parties, however, are expected to assert conflicting positions concerning, among other
things, the conduct of the hearing, the appropriateness of the Department's application of the
CMRs, and the relevance or substantialness of certain facts with respect to the Department's
findings or conclusions. IDA mayor may not agree with one or another of these positions to the
extent they may directly or indirectly challenge the basis for the Department's approval ofIDA's
mitigation plan. For these reasons, the existing parties to this case do not and cannot adequately
represent IDA's interests. IDA, therefore, desires the right to participate as a party through
briefing and oral argument as its interests may arise or be affected.
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5.

Alternatively, IDA is Entitled to Permissive Intervention Under Idaho R.
Civ. P. 24(b).

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 24(b) provides in pertinent part:
Upon timely application anyone may be permitted to intervene in an
action: (1) when a statute confers a conditional right to intervene; or (2)
when an applicant's claim or defense and the main action have a question
oflaw or fact in common. ... In exercising its discretion the court shall
consider whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the
adjudication of the rights of the original parties.
Idaho R. Civ. P. 24(b).
As discussed previously, IDA was a party to the Delivery Call Proceeding and has a
mitigation plan that was approved in the final order that is being challenged on various grounds
by the Petitioner and Cross-Petitioners. IDA's defense and the main action involve questions of
law or fact in common. IDA's motion to intervene also is timely. Allowing its intervention will
not delay or prejudice the proceedings or existing parties.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, IDA respectfully requests that it be granted full intervenor
status under Idaho R. Civ. P. 24(a) or, in the alternative, under Idaho R. Civ. P. 24(b).
DATED this

2q~ay of August, 2008.
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP

Attorneys for Idaho Dairymen's Association
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I hereby certify that on the 2.
day of August, 2008, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated:
John Rosholt
John K. Simpson
Barker, Rosholt & Simpson, LLP
1010 W. Jefferson, Ste. 102
PO Box 2139
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 344-6034
jks@idahowaters.com
Daniel V. Steenson
Charles L. Honsinger
Ringert Clark, Chartered
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, ID 83701-2773
dvs@ringertc1ark.com
clh@ringertc1ark.com

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Express Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
ECFIElectronic Mail
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U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Express Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
ECFIElectronic Mail

Randall C. Budge, Esq.
Candice M. McHugh, Esq.
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey
201 East Center, Suite A2
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391
Fax: (208) 232-6109
rcb@racinelaw.net
cmm@racinelaw.net

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Express Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
ECFIElectronic Mail

Michael S. Gilmore
Deputy Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Civil Litigation Division
P.O. Box 83720
Boise,ID 83720-0010
Fax: (208) 334-2830
mike. gilmore@ag.idaho.gov

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Express Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
ECFIElectronic Mail
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J. Justin May
May Sudweeks & Browning
1419 W. Washington
Boise,ID 83702
jmay@may-Iaw.com
Robert E. Williams
Fredericksen Williams Meservy
P.O. Box 168
Jerome, ID 83338-0168
rewilliams@cableone.net
Phillip J. Rassier
Chris M. Bromley
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise,ID 83720-0098
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u.s. Mail, postage prepaid
Express Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
ECF/Electronic Mail
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u.s. Mail, postage prepaid
Express Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
ECF/Electronic Mail
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u.s. Mail, postage prepaid

8

Express Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
ECF/Electronic Mail
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IN THE DISTIUCT COlJRT Olf TIlE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANlll·'OR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
CI ,EAR SPRINGS rOODS) INC.,

) Case No. 2008·444
)

Pt!tilioIlcr,

) ORDER GRANTING IDAHO
) DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION
) ]lRTITION TO INTERVI~N~

VS.

BLUE LAKBS TROUT FARM; lNC.,
Cl'OSs~Pctitioner>
VS.

ID;\HO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATIORS, INC.; NORTH SNAKE
GROUND WATER DTSTRICTand MAGTC
VAl,I,EY GROUNO WATER O1STRICT,
CrOtl.,>-Petitioncr,
VS.

HAVIO R. TUTHILl., .TR., in his capacity as
Dirl'c!or oL'thc Idaho Department of Water
RC'!;ourccs .• find TIlE DRPARTMENT OF

W,\TII:n. RESOlTRCES,
Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)-

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

-<

)
)
)
)
)

)

IN -nU: MATTER OJl DISTRIBlI'flON
Off WATER TO WATER InCUTS NOS.
36~O·U3A, 36-040J3B, and 36-07148.

)
)

)
)

(Clear Springs Hclivcry CaU)

)
)
)
)

OIHno~ GRAN'l'tNG JDAflO UAJRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION PETITION TO INTERVf.;N E

c

Vc..

rAX NU. :31

IN TIm MATTER OF DISTRIBllTIONOF
WATl;.:lt TO WATER RIGHTS NOS. 3602356A, ~6-07210, and 36-07427.

)
.)

)
)

(B!tlC Lukes Delivery Cnll)

)
)
)

This matter cmne before the Court pursuant to a Petition oftlle Idaho /JaiJymen's

As,'Wcialionjor I,eave to intervene. A hearing W<lS held on the motion on September 30,
200~.

The Court Hnds that 1) the motion b timely; 2) the Petitioner was a pmiy 10 the

admini:;)tr41tive proceeding £l'om which review is being ;>oug11t; 3) the Petitioner's intcresl~
l.\n~

not udcqua1ely represented by exisling partles; 4) inventio11 would not result in undue

dclny 01' prejudice to the righls of existing parlie~;

~tnc.l4)

no existing patty opposed

Petitioner's intervention.

Therefore, p11rsmml to LR.C.P. 24(a), the Petition ofi/Ie Idaho Dairymen '8

AssociatiOJz!or LI.!(1ve to Intervene is Granted.
!T IS SO

ORDEI~ED

'L'
District Judge'

ORDEn (;:HANTING HlAHO UAlRYMEN'S ASSOCIATrON PETITION TO INTERVENJ<:
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NOTICE OF ORDERS
l.R.e.p.77(d)
I, Cynthia R. Eagle-Ervin, Deputy Clerk of Gooding County do hereby certify that
nd
on the 2 day of October, 2008, pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.R.C.P., I have filed this day and caused
to be delivered a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument: Order Granting
Idaho Dairymen's Assn Petition to Intervene to the parties listed below via US Mail postage
prepaid:
Philip Rassier
Chris Bromley
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, 10 83720-0098

Josephine Beeman
BEEMAN &ASSOCIATES
409 W. Jefferson
Boise, 1083702

Randy Budge
Candace McHugh
RACINE OLSON
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, 10 83204-1391

Justin May
MAY SUOWEEKS &BROWNING
1419 W. Washington
Boise, 1083702

Michael Creamer
GIVENS PURSLEY
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, 10 83701-2720
John Simpson
Travis Thompson
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
P.O. Box 485
Twin Falls. 1083303-0485
Daniel Steenson
RINGERT CLARK
P.O. Box 2773
Boise. 1083701-2773

CLERK OF THE OISTR T COURT

Notice of Orders
Certificate of Mailing
IRCP 77(d)
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J. Justin May, ISB # 5818
MAY, SUDWEEKS & BROWNING, LLP
1419 W. Washington
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: (208) 429-0905
Fax: (208) 342-7278
Attorneys for Rangen, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,
CASE NO. CV 2008-444
Petitioner,

RANGEN, INC.'S MOTION
TO INTERVENE

vs.
DAVID K. TUTHILL, JR., in his
capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources, and
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES,
Respondents.

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION
OF WATER RIGHTS NOS. 36-04013A,
3604013B, AND 36-07148

(Clear Springs Delivery Call)
IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION
OF WATER TO WATER RIGHTS
NOS. 36-02356A, 36-07210AND 3607427.

(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)

RANGEN. INC.'S MOTION TO INTERVENE - 1

COMES NOW Rangen, Inc., ("Rangen"), by and through its attorneys, May,
Sudweeks and Browning, LLP, pursuant to Rule 24 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
and moves to intervene in the above-captioned matter. Rangen is entitled to intervene as
a matter of right pursuant to Rule 24(a).

Alternatively, Rangen seeks permissive

intervention pursuant to Rule 24(b). This Motion is supported by the Memorandum filed
herewith.
Rangen requests oral argument on this Motion.
Dated this ~ day of November, 2008.

MAY, SUDWEEKS & BROWNING, LLP

Attorneys for Rangen, Inc.

RANGEN, INC. 'S MOTION TO INTERVENE - 2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this ~ day of November, 2008, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by delivering it to the following individuals by the method
indicated below, addressed as stated.
Phillip 1. Rassier
Chris M. Bromley
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
phil.rassier@idwr.idaho.gov
chris. bromley@idwr.idaho.gov

..,c? u.s. Mail
- - - Facsimile
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
- - - Hand Delivery
- - - E-mail

Randall C. Budge, Esq.
Candice M. McHugh, Esq.
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey
201 East Center, Suite A2
P.O.Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
crnrn@racinelaw.net

--,-~
_ _ U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile

_ _ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
- - - E-mail

Daniel V. Steenson
Charles L. Honsinger
Ringert Clark, Chartered
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, ID 83701-2773
dvs@ringertclark.com
clh@ringertc1ark.com

_'Pr=-_U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
- - - E-mail

Michael C. Creamer
Jeffrey C. Fereday
Givens Pursley LLP
601 Bannock St. Suite 200
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
208-388-1300 (facsimile)
mcc@givenspursley.com
icf@givenspursley.com

U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
- - - Hand Delivery
E-Mail
---

Michael S. Gilmore
Office of the Attorney General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-001 0
mike. gilmo re((uag. idaho. go v
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~

u.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
- - - Hand Delivery
- - - E-mail
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~

Robert E. Williams
Fredericksen Williams Meservy
P.O. Box 168
Jerome, ID 83338-0168
rewilliams@cab1eone.net

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
--_ _ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
E-mail
---

z:'

John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
Barker, Rosholt & Simpson, LLP
113 Main Avenue West, Ste. 303
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485
jks@idahowaters.com
tlt@idahowaters.com
p1a@idahowaters.com

U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
- - - Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
E-mail
---
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1419 W. Washington
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Attorneys for Rangen, Inc.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN Al~D FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,
CASE NO. CV 2008-444
Petitioner,
vs.

DAVID K. TUTHILL, JR., in his
capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources, and
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES,

MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF RANGEN,
INC.'S MOTION TO
INTERVENE

Respondents.

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION
OF WATER RIGHTS NOS. 36-04013A,
3604013B, AND 36-07148
(Clear Springs Delivery Call)
IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION
OF WATER TO WATER RIGHTS
NOS. 36-02356A, 36-07210AND 3607427.
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)

MEMORANDUM IN STJPPORT RANGEN, INC. 'S MOTION TO INTERVENE - 1
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COMES NOW Rangen, Inc., ("Rangen"), by and through its attorneys May,
Sudweeks and Browning, LLP, pursuant to Rule 24 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
and moves to intervene in the above-captioned matter. Rangen is entitled to intervene as
a matter of right pursuant to Rule 24(a).

Alternatively, Rangen seeks permissive

intervention pursuant to Rule 24(b).
INTRODUCTION

Rangen holds a number of water rights with a source in the Martin-Curren
Tunnel, a spring that is part of the Thousand Springs complex. The Martin-Curren
Tunnel, like the other springs in the Thousand Springs complex, is hydraulically
connected to the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESP A"). Rangen conducts research and
development and raises fish year round using spring water from the Martin-Curren
Tunnel under its water rights. The Martin-Curren Tunnel has experienced significant
decreases in flow due in part to ground water pumping on the ESPA Plaintiffs' members.
Rangen requested that the Director fulfill his duty to administer water rights in
accordance with priority, and Rangen's Delivery Call Proceeding is currently pending
before the Department of Water Resources.
ARGUMENT
1.

Rangen is entitled to intervention as a matter of right under Idaho R. Civ. P.
24(a).

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 24(a) provides:
Upon timely application anyone shall be permitted to intervene in
an action: (1) when a statute of the state ofIdaho confers an unconditional
right to intervene; or (2) when the applicant claims an interest relating to
the property or transaction which is the subject of the action and the
applicant is so situated that the disposition of the action may as a practical
matter impair or impede applicant's ability to protect that interest, unless
the applicant's interest is adequately represented by existing parties.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT RANGEN, INC. 'S MOTION TO INTERVENE - 2
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Idaho R. Civ. P. 24(a).

a)

Rangen has an interest in this proceeding.

Rangen has a direct property interest in its water rights and its ability to protect its
interest may be impaired by the outcome of this litigation. The water rights of Rangen,
the Plaintiffs, and other parties in this matter are interrelated. Like the springs that are at
issue in the above-captioned matter, the Martin-Curren Tunnel has experienced decreased
flows that can be attributed in part to depletions due to ground water pumping from the
ESP A. Some of the water rights causing ground water depletions have priority dates
junior to the water rights utilized in Rangen's facility.
Rangen was an intervenor in the administrative Delivery Call Proceeding from
which review is being sought. Rangen has its own Delivery Call Proceeding currently
pending before the Department of Water Resources involving many of the same issues
that are at issue in this case. Rangen has a direct and substantial interest in the subject
matter ofthe above-captioned proceedings.

b)

Rangen's ability to protect its interest may be impaired or impeded by
the disposition of this action.

Many of the issues involved in this instant action are substantially similar or
identical to the issues involved in Rangen's own proceeding currently pending before the
Department. This Court's ruling on those issues will likely have a significant impact on
the manner in which the Department handles Rangen's own proceeding. Consequently,
Rangen's ability to protect its water rights may be significantly affected by the Court's
disposition of this matter.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT RANGEN. INC. 'S MOTION TO INTERVENE - 3
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c)

Rangen's interests are not adequately represented by existing parties.

While Rangen has priority senior water rights similar to those of Petitioner and
Cross-Petitioner, its interests are not identical. Rangen holds water rights that are distinct
from those of the other parties to this action. The source of Rangen's water rights is
located in a different spring reach. For these reasons, the existing parties to this case do
not and cannot adequately represent Rangen's interests. Rangen, therefore, desires the
right to participate as a party through briefing and oral argument as its interests may arise
or be affected.

d)

Rangen's intervention is timely and would not result in undue delay
or prejudice to the rights of existing parties.

The agency record was recently lodged with the Court on October 16, 2008, and
no deadline established by the Court's August 20, 2008 Procedural Order has yet passed.
Rangen's intervention would not prejudice any other party, nor require delay in the
proceedings or modification of the existing schedule established by the Court's
Procedural Order. Rangen's motion is timely.
2.

Alternatively, Rangen is entitled to permissive intervention under Idaho R.
Civ. P. 24(b).
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 24(b) provides:
Upon timely application anyone shall be permitted to intervene in
an action: (1) when a statute confers a conditional right to intervene; or (2)
when an applicant's claims or defense and the main action have a question
of law or fact in common.... In exercising its discretion the court shall
consider whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the
adjudication of the rights of the original parties.
Idaho R. Civ. P. 24(b).

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT RANGEN. INC. 'S MOTION TO INTERVENE - 4
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a)

Rangen's claims and the main action have questions of law and fact
in common.

As discussed previously, Rangen was a party to the Delivery Call Proceeding and
has a direct and substantial interest in the subject matter of the above-captioned
proceedings by virtue of having priority senior water rights similar to those claimed by
Cross-Petitioner Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc. Rangen has a currently pending Delivery
Call Proceeding that involves many of the same issues of law and fact as presented by
this Petition for Review.
b)

Rangen's intervention will not unduly delay or prejudice the
adjudication of the rights of the original parties.

Rangen's motion to intervene is timely. For the reasons previously stated herein,
allowing Rangen's intervention will not delay or prejudice the proceedings or existing
parties. The agency record was recently lodged, no deadline established by the Court's
August 20, 2008 Procedural Order has yet passed, and there have been no hearings or
other substantive proceedings.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Rangen respectfully requests that it be granted full
intervenor status under Idaho R. Civ. P. 24(a) or, in the alternative, under Idaho R. Civ. P.
24(b).
Dated this ~ day of November, 2008.
MAY, SUDWEEKS & BROWNING, LLP

JJusQ~----

Attorneys for Rangen, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certifY that on this ~ day of November, 2008, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by delivering it to the following individuals by the method
indicated below, addressed as stated.
Phillip 1. Rassier
Chris M. Bromley
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
phil.rassier@idwr.idaho.gov
chris. bromley@idwr.idaho.gov
Randall C. Budge, Esq.
Candice M. McHugh, Esq.
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey
201 East Center, Suite A2
P.O.Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
cmrn@racinelaw.net
Daniel V. Steenson
Charles L. Honsinger
Ringert Clark, Chartered
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, ID 83701-2773
dvs@ringertclark.com
clh@ringertclark.com
Michael C. Creamer
Jeffrey C. Fereday
Givens Pursley LLP
601 Bannock St. Suite 200
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
208-388-1300 (facsimile)
mcc@givenspursley.com
jcf@givenspursley.com
Michael S. Gilmore
Office of the Attorney General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
mike. gilmore(mag. idaho. gov

~ U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
- - - Overnight Mail

_ _ _ Hand Delivery
- - - E-mail

~
__
_ U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
- - - Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
- - - E-mail

;r::' U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
- - - Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
- - - E-mail

'P

U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
- - - Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
- - - E-Mail

:7/

U.S. Mail
- - - Facsimile
_ _ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
- - - E-mail
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Robert E. Williams
Fredericksen Williams Meservy
P.O. Box 168
Jerome, ID 83338-0168
rewilliams@cableone.net
John K. Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
Paul L. Arrington
Barker, Rosholt & Simpson, LLP
113 Main Avenue West, Ste. 303
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485
jks@idahowaters.com
tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

~

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
--_ _ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
- - - E-mail
~

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
--_ _ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ _ Hand Delivery
- - - E-mail

JoJfi;J--.-
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S'l'ATg O.F IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTYs9;F GOODIN~

CLEAR SPR1NGS FOODS, INC.,

) Case No. 2008-0000444

Petitioner,

BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.,

Cross-Petitioner,
VS,

DEPUTY

)
) ORDER GRANTING RANGEN,
) INC. 'S MOTION TO
) INTERVENE
)
)
)
)
)
)

,"

.

.'

.)

IDAHO GROUND WATER
"." ;,:)
APPROPRIATIORS~ INC., NORTH SNAKE
)
(I ROUND WATER D1ST1UCT and MAGIC
)
VALLEY GROUND WATER DlSTRTCT,
)
)
Cross-Petitione-l'>
)
VS.

JDAIIO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC.
Cros:s-Petitioner,
VS.

RANGEN,INC.
Cross-Pctition(3i,
VS.

DAVID R. TUnnLL, JR., ill his capacily as
Director ()f the Jdaho DcpartmontofWater
Resources, and THE DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES,
R~spondcnts.

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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IN TI-m MATTER OJ.;' DISTRIRUTION
OF WATER TO WATER RIGHTS NOS.
36·0413A, 36~04013B,

~\nd

36·07148.

(Clcnr Springs J)clivcry CaU)

IN Tim MATTER O}l' DISTRIllUTIONOlf
WATl!:R TO WATER RIGHTS NOS. 36~
02.156A, 36~07210, and 36·07427.
(Blue

Lill(c~

Delivery Call)
-

)
)
)
)
)
)
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)
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)
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This lUntter cam~ before the. ~ourt pursuant to Rangen, Inc. 's Motion to Infervene.
A hcaring w.lS held on November 24, 2008. The Court finds that 1) the motion is timely;
2) the moving party was a party to the administrative hearing from which review is being
sought; 3) lhc moving pnrty's interests are not adequalely r~prcsented by existing parties;
4) intervention. would not result in .undue delay or prejudice to the rights of existing
parLie,s; nnd 5) no existing party opposed the moving party's intervention.
Thl:r~rore,

pursuant to tRC.P. 24(a). Rangen, 111(:. 's }yfotioll to Intervene is

G.nmtcll.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,

)
)

Petitioner,

)
)
)
)

vs.

BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.,

)
)

Cross-Petitioner,

)
)
)
)

vs.

IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATIORS, INC., NORTH
SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT
and MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER
DISTRICT,
Cross-Petitioner,

)
)
) Case No. 2008-444
)
) ORDER ON PETITION FOR
) JUDICIAL REVIEW
)

vs.

)
)
)

IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC.

)
)
)

Cross-Petitioner,

)
)
)
)

vs.

RANGEN, INC.

)
)

Cross-Petitioner,

)
)

ORDER ON PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

1
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vs.
DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR., in his capacity
as Director of the Idaho Department of
Water Resources, and THE
DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,
Respondents.

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION
OF WATER TO WATER RIGHTS NOS.
36-0413A, 36-04013B, and 36-07148.
(Clear Springs Delivery Call)

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTIONOF
WATER TO WATER RIGHTS NOS. 3602356A, 36-07210, and 36-07427.
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Ruling:
Remanded on issue of seasonal variation; Director abused discretion in ordering
"replacement plan" and failure to provide timely hearings; affirmed in other
respects.
,;
Appearances:
John K. Simpson, Travis L. Thompson, Paul Arrington, of Barker Rosholt & Simpson,
LLP, Twin Falls, Idaho, attorneys for Clear Springs Foods, Inc.
Randall C. Budge, Candice M. McHugh, Thomas J. Budge, of Racine Olson Nye Budge
& Bailey, Chartered, Pocatello, Idaho, attorneys for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators,

North Snake Ground Water District, and Magic Valley Ground Water District.
Daniel K. Steenson, Charles 1. Honsinger, S. Bryce Ferris, of Rigert Law Chartered,
Twin Falls, Idaho, attorneys for Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc.
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Phillip J. Rassier, Chris M. Bromley, Deputy Attorneys General of the State ofIdaho,
Idaho Department of Water Resources, Boise, Idaho, attorneys for David R. Tuthill, in
his capacity as Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
Michael C. Creamer, Jeffrey C. Fereday, of Givens Pursley, LLP, Boise, Idaho, attorneys
for the Idaho Dairymen's Association.

J. Justin May, of May Sudweeks & Browning, LLP, Boise, Idaho, attorney for Rangen,
Inc.

I.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

Nature of the case

This case is an appeal from an administrative decision of the Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources ("Director," "IDWR" or "Department") issued in
response to two separate delivery calls filed by petitioner Clear Springs Foods, Inc.
("Clear Springs") and cross-petitioner Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc. ("Blue Lakes")
(collectively as "Spring Users"). The delivery calls were filed as a result of reductions in
spring flows discharging from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer (ESP A) and which Spring
Users hold water rights for fish propagation. Cross-petitioners, Idaho Ground Water
Appropriators, Inc., North Snake Ground Water District and Magic Valley Ground Water
District (collectively as "Ground Water Users") represent various ground water users
holding ground water rights from the ESP A junior to those of the Spring Users and to
which the delivery calls were directed. The Final Order Regarding Blue Lakes and

Clear Springs Delivery Calls ("Final Order"), from which judicial review is sought was
issued July 11,2008, ordered curtailment of junior ground water rights or alternatively a
phased-in replacement water plan in lieu of curtailment. Petitioners and cross-petitioners
both contend the Department erred in response to the delivery calls and seek judicial
review pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act, Title 57, Chapter 52, Idaho
Code.
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B.

Course of Proceedings

1.

Blue Lakes' Delivery Call

TheBlue Lakes delivery call was initiated by hand delivered letter dated March
22,2005. Record ("R."). Volume ("Vol.") 1 at 1. The letter demanded that then-Director
Karl 1. Dreher direct the water master for Water District 130 to administer water rights
within the district as required by Idaho Code § 42-607 in order to satisfy Blue Lakes'
senior rights. The letter stated that Blues Lakes was entitled to delivery of a total of
197.06 cfs from Alpheus Creek pursuant to water rights 36-02356 (52.23 cfs with
December 29,1958, priority), 36-07210 (45 cfs with November 17,1971, priority) and
36-07427 (52.23 cfs with December 28, 1973, priority). The letter stated that Blue Lakes
was only receiving 137.7 cfs and at a low point in 2003 it received only 111 cfs and that
the shortages resulted in reduced fish production. The letter expressed that Alpheus Creek
is hydrologically connected to the ESP A.
On May 19,2005, Director Dreher issued an order ("May 19, 2005, Blue Lakes

Order") in response to Blue Lakes' demand. R. Vol. 1 at 45. Pursuant to the application
of the Department's Rules/or Conjunctive Management ofSurface and Ground Water

Resources IDAPA 37.03.11 et. seq. ("CMR"), Director Dreher found that junior ground
water diversions from the ESPA were materially injuring the 36-07427 water right. Id. at
58-59. The Director ordered a phased-in curtailment of ground water rights junior to the
December 28,1973, priority, determined to be causing the injury. Id. at 72-73. The
equivalent of 57,220 acres was ordered curtailed based on the application of the ESPA
model. Id at 61. ESP A model simulations estimated that the level of curtailment would
provide 51 cfs to the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl Gage spring reach of the Snake River,
which includes the springs tributary to Alpheus Creek. The Director estimated that the
51 cfs would result in a 10 cfs increase to the springs that are the source for Blue Lakes'
water right. The May 19, 2005, Blue Lakes Order provided that involuntary curtailment
could be avoided by providing replacement water sufficient to offset the injury and that
replacement water could be phased-in over a period of five years. Id. at 73-74. The
Director issued the May 19, 2005, Blue Lakes Order on an emergency interim basis to
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provide relief to Blue Lakes prior to conducting a hearing. Id. at 75. Blue Lakes filed a
petition for reconsideration and requested a hearing. Vol. 2. R. at 278.

2.

Clear Springs' Delivery Call

The Clear Springs delivery call was initiated by letter dated May 2,2005, which
included a graph depicting spring flow declines. R. Vol. 1 at 2. Clear Springs holds
seven water rights for fish propagation at its Snake River Farm facility totaling 117.67
cfs. The graph showed spring flows falling below 85 cfs. The letter requested the
administration of surface and ground water rights in Water District 130 to satisfy water
rights 36-04013A (15 cfs with September 15, 1955, priority), 36-04013B (27 cfs with
February 4,1964, priority), and 36-07148 (1.67 cfs with January 31,1971, priority).
On July 8, 2005, Director Dreher issued an order (July 8, 2005, Clear Springs
Order) in response to Clear Springs' request. R. Vol. 3 at 487. The Director found that
junior ground water diversions from the ESP A were materially injuring water rights 3604013B and 36-07148. Id. at 501. The Director ordered a phased-in curtailment of
ground water rights junior to the February 4, 1964, priority, determined to be causing the
injury. Id. at 523. The equivalent of 52,470 acres was ordered curtailed based on the
application of the ESPA model. Id. at 502. ESPA model simulations estimated that the
level of curtailment would provide 38 cfs to the Buhl Gage to Thousand Springs reach of
the Snake River, which includes the springs from which Clear Springs diverts for its
Snake River Farm facility. The Director estimated that the 38 cfs would result in a 2.7
cfs increase to the springs that provide the source for Clear Springs' water rights. Id. at
503. The July 8, 2005, Clear Springs Order provided that involuntary curtailment could
be avoided by providing replacement water sufficient to offset the injury and that
replacement water could be phased-in over a period of five years. Id. at 523. The July 8,
2005, Clear Springs Order was issued on an emergency interim basis to provide relief to
Clear Springs prior to conducting a hearing. Id. at 525. Clear Springs filed a petition for
reconsideration and requested a hearing. R. Vol. 3. at 557.

3.

Ground Water User's Response
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The Ground Water Users objected to the May 19,2005, Blue Lakes Order and
the July 8, 2005, Clear Springs Order and filed petitions for reconsideration and requests
for hearings. R. Vol. 1 at 161, Vol. 3 at 547 (Blue Lakes); Vol. 8 at 1499 (Clear Springs).
The Ground Water Users also filed a replacement water plan in response to the Director's

May 19,2005, Blue Lakes Order, which the Director approved (after requesting that a
supplemental plan be filed) on July 6,2008, but before the issuance of the July 8, 2005,

Clear Springs Order R. Vol. 3 at 449. On April 26, 2006, the Director issued an Order
Approving IGWA 's 2005 Substitute Curtailments in the Clear Springs delivery call. R.
Vol. 5 at 801. This Order recognized the substitute curtailment already being provided
by IGWA under the Blue Lakes' call, and requested "that, on or before May 30, 2006, the
North Snake Ground Water District and the Magic Valley Ground Water District must
submit plans for substitute curtailment to the Director ... " Id. at 811. IGWA submitted no
such plan and a hearing was held on June 5, 2006, for the sole purpose of whether the
Director should modify his "prior Orders approving the Idaho Ground Water
Appropriators' 2005 substitute curtailments in response to both the Blue Lakes delivery
call and the Clear Springs delivery call for its Snake River Farms facility." R. Vol. 6 at
1186. Previous to the hearing, the Ground Water users submitted joint replacement plans
for 2006 in response to both delivery calls. R. Vol. 5 at 881.

4.

Hearing on Petitions for Reconsideration, Recommended Order and
Final Order

On July 5, 2007, current Director, David R. Tuthill issued an Order Regarding

Petitions for Reconsideration (Blue Lakes and Clear Springs Delivery Calls) setting a
hearing on the petitions for reconsideration. 1 R. Vol. 9 at 1931. A hearing was held
November 28 through December 13,2007, before independent hearing officer Hon.
Gerald F. Schroeder ("Hearing Officer,,).2 Previously, on November 14,2007, the
hearing Officer issued an Order Granting In Part and Denying in Part Joint Motionfor

Summary Judgment and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. R. Vol. 14 at 3230. On
I

Various other interested parties also timely filed petitions for reconsideration. R. Vo!' 9 at 1931.
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January 11,2008, the Hearing Officer entered his Opinion Constituting Findings of Fact,

Conclusions ofLaw, and Recommendation. ("Recommended Order "). R. Vol. 16 at
3690. Summarily stated, the Recommended Order concluded: 1) In responding to the
delivery calls, the Director properly considered pre-decree information regarding the
Spring Users' water rights, R. Vol. 16 at 3699; 2) that the Spring User's means of
diversion is reasonable and therefore they are not obligated to pursue alternative means of
diversion or reuse water; Id. at 3700-01; 3) the Director's assignment of 10% uncertainty
to the ESPA model and use of the "trim-line" was reasonable, Id. at 3703-04, 3711-12; 4)
the Director's consideration of seasonal variation in analyzing material injury was
reasonable; Id. at 3707-08; 5) the Director's determination regarding the amount of
useable water resulting from curtailment [through "linear analysis"] was supported by the

evidence,Id. at 3710; 6) the finding of financial impact of responding to call has limited
relevance; Id. at 3713; 7) under the circumstances the orders of curtailment were proper;
!d. at 3714; and 8) the Director's order of replacement water plans as a form of mitigation
was proper, Id. at 3715-16.
On February 29, 2008, the Hearing Officer issued Responses to Petitions for

Reconsideration and Clarification and Dairyman's Stipulated Agreement clarifying
aspects of the Recommended Order. R. Vol. 16 at 3839. Director Tuthill issued a Final

Order Regarding Blue Lakes and Clear Springs Delivery Call ("Final Order") on July
11,2008. R. Vol. 16 at 3950. The Final Order adopted the findings of fact and
conclusions of law of the July 8, 2005, Clear Springs Order and the May 19, 2005, Blue

Lakes Order and orders of the hearing officer except as specifically modified. Id. at
3959.

5.

Petitions for Judicial Review

Petition for judicial review of the Final Order was timely filed by Clear Springs
Foods, Inc. on July 28, 2008. Cross-petition for judicial review was timely filed by Idaho
Ground Water Appropriators, Inc., North Snake Ground Water District, and Magic
Valley Ground Water District on August 8, 2008. In addition, Blue Lakes Trout Farm,
2 The delay in the delivery call proceedings resulted among other things from a constitutional challenge to
the CMR. See American Falls Reservoir Dis!. No.2 v. Idaho Department o/Water Resources, 143 Idaho
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Inc. timely filed a cross-petition for judicial review on August 11,2008. This case was
assigned to this Judge in his capacity as a District Judge and not in his capacity as
Presiding Judge ofthe Snake River Basin Adjudication, on July 31, 2008. Intervention in
this matter was granted to the Idaho Dairymen's Association on October 2,2008.
Intervention was also granted to Rangen, Inc. on November 25,2008.

C.

Relevant Facts

1.

The Water Rights at Issue

a)

Blue Lakes

Blue Lakes raises trout for commercial production. Blue Lakes holds three water
rights that it uses at its facility. Partial decrees were issued in the SRBA for all three
rights in 2000. Water right 36-02356A authorizes a diversion rate of 99.83 cfs with a
priority date of May 29, 1958; water right 36-07210 authorizes a diversion rate of 45 cfs
with a priority date of November 17, 1971; and water right 36-07427 authorizes a
diversion rate of 52.23 cfs with a priority date of December 28, 1973. Hearing Exhibit
(Exh.) 31. The three rights authorize a total diversion rate of 197.06 cfs for fish
propagation with a year-round period of use (January 1 through December 31). Jd. The
quantity elements are also defined in AFA (acre-foot per annum). Jd. The AFA is not a
quantity limitation as the volume is consistent with the authorized rate of diversion 24
hours per day and 365 days a year. The source for the rights is "Alpheus Creek
Tributary: Snake River." Jd. The decrees do not contain any conditions or limitations on
use. The source of Alpheus Creek is discrete springs discharging from the ESP A in the
Devil's Washbowl to Buhl reach of the Snake River which is approximately 24 miles
long. R. Vol. 9 at 1908.

b)

Clear Springs

Clear Springs raises trout and other fish for commercial production. Clear
Springs owns six water rights used at its Snake River Farm facility. Partial decrees were
862, 154 P.3d 433 (2007).
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issued in the SRBA for all six rights in 2000. Water right 36-02703 authorizes a
diversion rate of 40 cfs with a priority date of November 23, 1933; water right 36-02048
authorizes a diversion rate of 20 cfs with a priority date of April 11, 1938; water right 3604013C authorizes a diversion rate of 14 cfs with a priority date of November 20, 1940;
water right 36-4013A authorizes a rate of diversion of 15 cfs with a priority date of
September 17,1955; water right 36-4013B authorizes a rate of diversion of27 cfs with a
priority date of February 4, 1964; and water right 36-7148 authorizes a diversion rate of
1.67 cfs with a priority date of January 31, 1971. Exh.301-306. The six water rights
authorize a total diversion rate of 117.67 cfs. All water rights are for fish propagation
with a year-round period of use. !d. The source for the rights is "Springs Tributary:
Clear Lake Source is also known as Clear Springs." Id. Clear Springs diverts from a
collection system that receives spring flows discharging from outlets located on an
approximately 300 foot length of the canyon wall. The partial decrees do not contain any
conditions or limitations on the use. The springs discharge from the ESP A in the Buhl to
Thousand Springs reach of the Snake River which is about 11 miles long. Exh. 262 at 6.

c)

General Provision on Connected Sources

Blue Lakes' and Clear Springs' water rights are also subject to the decreed
general provision on connected sources decreed in the SRBA for Basin 36, which
provides:

The following water rights from the following sources of water in
Basin 36 shall be administered separately from all other water rights in
Basin 36 in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as established
by Idaho law:
Water Right No.
NONE

Source
NONE

The following water rights from the following sources of water in
Basin 36 shall be administered separately from all other water rights in the
Snake River basin in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as
established by Idaho law:
Water Right No.
NONE
ORDER ON PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
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Except as otherwise specified above, all other water rights within
Basin 36 will be administered as connected sources of water in the Snake
River Basin in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as
established by Idaho law.
Exh. 225 and 225A.

d)

Ground Water Users

The Ground Water Users are comprised of more than 1700 agricultural, municipal
and industrial water users across southern Idaho who divert from the ESP A.

2.

Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer (ESPA)

The ESPA is an unconfined aquifer underlying a geographic area of
approximately 10,800 square miles of southern and southeast Idaho. R. Vol. 16 at 3691,
Exh. 429. The ESP A connects with the Snake River and its tributaries along a number of
reaches resulting in either gains or losses to the River depending on the level of the
aquifer in relation to the River. R. Vol. 3 at 488-89. The ESP A consists primarily of
fractured basalt ranging in a saturated thickness of several thousand feet in the central
part of the Eastern Snake River Plain, to a few hundred feet in the Thousand Springs area
where the water is discharged through a complex of springs. Water flow through the
ESPA is not uniform. Water travels through the system at rates ranging from 0.1 feet per
day to 100,000 feet per day depending on subterranean geology, elevation and pressure
differentials. Id. at 487. The ESPA is estimated to contain as much as one billion acrefeet of water. The ESPA receives approximately 7.5 million acre-feet per year from the
following sources: irrigation related incidental recharge (3.4 million acre-feet),
precipitation (2.2 million acre-feet) flow from tributary basins (0.9 million acre-feet) and
losses from the Snake River and its tributaries (1.0 million acre-feet). Id. at 487-88. On
average between May 1980 and April 2002, the ESPA discharged approximately 7.5
million acre-feet on an annual basis through spring complexes located in the Thousand
Springs area and near the American Falls Reservoir and through the discharge of
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approximately 2.0 million acre-feet per year through depletions from ground water
withdrawals. Id. at 487.
Surface water irrigating on the Eastern Snake Plain began in the 1860's. Spring
flow measurements were not taken until 1902. Hearing Transcript (TR.) at 1117 (Dreher
Testimony). Irrigators diverted substantially more surface water than the consumptive
use required by the crops. From 1902 to the early 1950' s average daily springs discharge
increased from 4200 cfs to an average of 6800 cfs through incidental recharge. Id. Also
after the construction of Palisades Dam winter flow were stored in the reservoir as
opposed to run through canal

systems~

Brendecke, R. Supp. Vol. 3 at 4432. In some

places the level of the aquifer rose by as much as 100 feet. Id. at 1118. The early 1950's
marked the beginning of the use of deep well pumps on the ESP A. Spring flows then
began to decline as a result of conversion from flood irrigation to sprinker irrigation as
well as depletions caused by ground water pumping. Id. at 1120. As a result, spring
discharges and ESP A ground water levels have been declining in the last 50 years. In
2004, the average daily discharge was approximately 5200 cfs which is higher than the
1902 level of 4200 cfs. Id. In the early 2000's, the worst consecutive period of drought
years on record for the Upper Snake River Basin further reduced the level of the ESPA.
R. Vol. 2 at 488.

In general, spring flows are dependent on aquifer levels. TR. at 1785 (Brendeke);
(Harmon at 945); (Exh. 312 at 6, (Brockway). Ground water pumping from the ESPA
causes depletion to spring flows in the Thousand Springs reach. Id. Further reductions in
the aquifer are attributable to drought and conversions from sprinkler to flood irrigation.
TR. at 845 (Wylie). Most impacts to the Snake River from ground water pumping from
the ESPA are realized within in 20 years. TR. at 864 (Wylie). A moratorium on new
ground water permits was issued in 1992. Since that time a reasonable estimate is that
approximately 90% of the impacts to the Snake River from ground water pumping have
been realized. TR. at 1222 (Dreher).

3.

ESP A Model
A ground water model was used by the Director to predict the effects of

curtailment. The model has strength and weaknesses. The model was designed to
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simulate gains and losses on eleven different reaches as opposed to gains and losses to
individual spring complexes. TR. at 806 (Wylie). It was not designed to predict what
flows would be at individual springs in response to an administrative action. Id. at 85758 (Wylie); Id. at 1133 (Dreher); Brendecke, R. Supp. Vol. 3 at 4456. The model divides
the ESP A into approximately 11,500 individual one mile by one mile cells. Id. at 801.
Despite the lack of homogeneity in the ESPA the model treats all cells as homogenous.
The model was developed with input from stakeholders. Id. at 1130 (Dreher). The
model is well calibrated. Id. at 1132. No model is perfect -all models have uncertainty.

Id. at 1133 (Dreher); TR. at 816 (Wylie).

4.

Interim Administration and Formation of Water District
On January 8, 2002, pursuant to I.C. § 42-1417, the SRBA District Court Ordered

Interim Administration of water rights located in all or portions of Basins 35, 36, 41 and
47, which included the water rights at issue in this matter. See Exh. 8. As a precondition
for interim administration Idaho Code 42-1417 requires that water rights either be
reported in a director's report or partially decreed. I.C. § 42-1417 (a) and (b). On
February 2,2002, the Director entered an order creating Water District 130 pursuant to
LC.§ 42-604. A Final Order revising the boundaries of the water district was entered
January 8, 2003. The water rights at issue in this case are included in the water district.

See Exh. 29.

III.
MATTER DEEMED FULLY SUBMITTED FOR DECISION

Oral argument before the District Court in this matter was held April 28, 2009.
The parties did not request the opportunity to submit additional briefing and the Court
does not require any additional briefing in this matter. Therefore, this matter is deemed
fully submitted for decision or the next business day or April 29, 2009.
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IV.
APPLICABLE STANDARD OF REVIEW
Judicial review of a final decision of the director ofIDWR is governed by the Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act (IDAPA), Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code §42-1701A(4).
Under IDAP A, the Court reviews an appeal from an agency decision based upon the record
created before the agency. Idaho Code §67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 Idaho 59, 61, 831
P.2d 527,529 (1992). The Court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as
to the weight of the evidence on questions of fact. Idaho Code §67-5279(1); Castaneda v.
Brighton Corp., 130 Idaho 923, 926, 950 P.2d 1262, 1265 (1998). The Court shall affirm
the agency decision unless the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences,
conclusions, or decisions are:
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions;
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency;
(c) made upon unlawful procedure;
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or,
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.
Idaho Code §67-5279(3); Castaneda, 130 Idaho at 926,950 P.2d at 1265.
The petitioner or appellant must show that the agency erred in a manner specified
in Idaho Code §67-5279(3), and that a substantial right of the party has been prejudiced.
Idaho Code §67-5279(4); Barron v. IDWR, 135 Idaho 414,18 P.3d 219,222 (2001).
Even if the evidence in the record is conflicting, the Court §hall not overturn an agency's
decision that is based on substantial competent evidence in the record. 3 Id. The Petitioner
(the party challenging the agency decision) also bears the burden of documenting and
proving that there was not substantial evidence in the record to support the agency's
decision. Payette River Property Owners Assn. v. Board ofComm 'rs. 132 Idaho 552,
976 P.2d 477 (1999).
The Idaho Supreme Court has summarized these points as follows:

J Substantial does not mean that the evidence was uncontradicted. All that is required is that the evidence be of such sufficient
quantity and probative value that reasonable minds could conclude that the tinding - whether it be by ajury, trial judge, special
master, or hearing officer was proper. It is not necessary that the evidence be of such quantity or quality that reasonable minds must
conclude, only that they could conclude. Therefore, a hearing officer's findings offact are properly rejected only if the evidence is so
weak that reasonable minds could not come to the same conclusions the hearing officer reached. See eg. Mann v. Safeway Stores, Inc.
95 Idaho 732, 518 P.2d ! 194 (1974); see also Evans v. Hara's Inc., 125 Idaho 473,478,849 P.2d 934,939 (1993).
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The Court does not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as
to the weight of the evidence presented. The Court instead defers to
the agency's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous. In
other words, the agency's factual determinations are binding on the
reviewing court, even where there is conflicting evidence before the
agency, so long as the determinations are supported by substantial
evidence in the record .... The party attacking the Board's decision
must first illustrate that the Board erred in a manner specified in
Idaho Code Section §67-5279(3), and then that a substantial right
has been prejudiced.
Urrutia v. Blaine County, 134 Idaho 353, 2P.3d 738 (2000) (citations omitted); see also,
Cooper v. Board of Professional Discipline, 134 Idaho 449, 4 P.3d 561 (2000).

If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside in whole or in part, and
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. Idaho Code § 67-5279(3); University of
Utah Hosp. v. Board ofComm'rs ofAda Co., 128 Idaho 517, 519, 915 P.2d 1375,1377

(Ct.App. 1996).

V.
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

A.

Issues Raised by Spring Users

Director's Consideration of Conditions Prior to Entry of Partial Decree Including
"Seasonal Variability"
1.

Whether the Director's reliance on pre-decree conditions, and in particular

"seasonal variations" in spring flows, in determining material injury to senior rights of
Spring Users, was arbitrary, capricious or contrary to law?

2.

Whether the Director's determination that Clear Springs' water right 36-40 13A

was not materially injured based on "seasonal variation" was factually contrary to the
substantial evidence in the record?
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3.

Whether the Director erred both factually and as a matter of law in finding that

Blue Lakes' water right 36-7210 was not materially injured by junior ground water
pumping?

Director's use of the 10% "Trim-Line" in Applying ESPA Model
4.

Whether the Director's use of a 10% "trim-line" resulting in the exclusion of

certain junior priority groundwater rights from administration was arbitrary, capricious or
contrary to law?

Director's Apportionment of affects of Curtailment to Reach Gain Segments
5.

Whether the Director's use of a percentage of the reach gains to the Snake River

to reduce the quantity required for mitigation in lieu of curtailment was arbitrary,
capricious and contrary to law?

"Replacement Water Plans"
6.

Whether the Director exceeded his statutory authority through the implementation

of a "replacement water plan" process not provided for by statute or administrative rule?

7.

Whether the Director's acceptance of "replacement water plans" in 2005,2006

and 2007, despite Ground Water Users failure to comply with mitigation requirements set
forth in the Director's orders, was contrary to law, exceeded the Director's authority or
was arbitrary, capricious or a abuse of discretion?

8.

Whether the Director's failure to properly account for and require Ground Water

Users to fully perform outstanding mitigation obligations in 2005 (Clear Springs only),
2006 and 2007 (Spring Users) is arbitrary, capricious and contrary to law?

9.

Whether the Director's procedures for submission, review, approval and

performance of mitigation plans are arbitrary, capricious, contrary to law and the
constitutional rights of Spring Users?
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10.

Whether use of phased-in curtailment or mitigation obligations of junior Ground

Water Pumpers was contrary to law?

Public Interest Considerations

11.

Whether the Director's consideration of the "public interest" in limiting or

precluding administration of junior water rights is contrary to law?

B.

Issues Raised by Ground Water Pumpers

Sufficiency of Evidence Regarding Material Injury

12.

Whether the Director's finding that senior Spring Users suffered material injury

was supported by substantial evidence that additional water accruing from curtailment of
junior ground pumpers would enable Spring Users to increase fish production?

Swan Falls Agreement, State Water Plan and Full Economic Development of
Ground Water Resources

13.

Whether the Director's ordering of curtailment violates the State ofIdaho's

obligation to manage the ESP A in accordance with the minimum flows prescribed by the
Swan Falls Agreement and the State Water Plan?

14.

Whether the Director's ordering of curtailment is consistent with the full

economic development provision of the Ground Water Mailagement Act, I.e. 42-226 et.
seq. by curtailing tens of thousands of ground water-irrigated acres to fractionally

increase quantities to senior Spring Users?

15.

Whether the Director abused discretion by failing to compel Spring Users under

the CMR to convert from a surface water source to a ground water source?

Futile Call
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16.

Whether the Director abused discretion by failing to apply the futile call doctrine

with respect to the amount of time required for curtailment to produce increased spring
flows?

Application of ESPA Model
17.

Whether the Director erred by failing to account for known uncertainties in the

ESP A Model resulting in curtailment without a reasonable degree of certainty that
additional water will accrue to spring flows?

Due Process

18.

Whether the Director exceeded his authority by ordering curtailment on an

emergency basis without a prior hearing?

VI.
ANAL YSIS AND DISCUSSION

A.
The Director's reliance on pre-decree conditions, and in particular "seasonal
variations" in spring flows, in determining material injury to senior rights is not
contrary to law but in this case the Director impermissibly used the material injury
analysis to shift burden of proof to senior.

The Spring Users assert that the Director erred as a matter of law by considering
pre-decree conditions regarding the historic seasonal variability of spring flows in
determining material injury to senior rights resulting from ground water pumping. The
Spring Users hold multiple rights to the spring flows that supply water to their respective
facilities.

The rights are stacked and vary in priority. In determining material injury to

the individual rights the Director took into account the inherent seasonal fluctuations in
the spring flows in existence at the time the water rights were appropriated. To the extent
the Director determined that a particular right was not historically satisfied on a
continuous basis at the time of the appropriation the Director did not find injury to the
right if current flows were sufficient to meet the decreed quantity for the water right
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during any portion of the decreed period of use. Ultimately, the Director did not require
the Ground Water Users to supply replacement water for seasonal lows where the full
amount of the decreed right had historically never been satisfied. The Spring Users assert
that this is are-adjudication of their decreed rights. The argument being that the water
rights were decreed for a specific quantity on a year-round basis and the Director is
relying on historical conditions as opposed to the decreed elements of the water right.
The seasonal variations are not reflected in the partial decrees. The issue of whether
reliance on pre-decree conditions in responding to a delivery call constitutes a readjUdication of the senior's decreed right is a difficult question. Perhaps the Hearing
Officer summarized it best in referring to it as a "slippery situation." R. Vol. 16 at 3238.
The short answer is it depends on the allocation of the burden of proof.
The CMR expressly authorize the Director to take seasonal variability into
account in determining material injury to a senior right. CMR 010.14 defines "material
injury" as "[h]inderance to or impact upon the exercise of a water right caused by the use
of water by another person as determined in accordance with Idaho Law, as set for in
Rule 42." CMR 042.01.c provides:
042. DETERMINING MATERIAL INJURY AND REASONABLENESS
OF WATER DIVERSIONS (RULE 42)
01. Factors. Factors the Director may consider in determining whether the
holders of water rights are suffering material injury and using water
efficiently without waste, include but are not limited to:
c. Whether the exercise of junior-priority ground water rights individually
or collectively affects the quantity and timing of when water is available
to, and the cost of exercising, a senior-priority surface or ground water
right. This may include the seasonal as well as the multi-year cumulative
impacts of all ground water withdrawals from and area having a common
ground water supply.
CMR 043.03.b provides with respect to mitigation plans:
Consideration will be given to the history and seasonal availability of
water for diversion so as not to require replacement water at times when
the surface right historically has not received a jull supply, such as during
annual low-jlow periods and extended drought periods.
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(emphasis added). The Director's replacement water plan, despite creating issues
addressed elsewhere in this opinion, is akin to a mitigation plan. Had the Director
approved a mitigation plan in accordance with CMR 43 he would be acting according to
the law by not requiring «replacement water at times when the surface right historically

has not received afull supply, such as during annuallow-jlow periods. "
An undisputed fact in this case is that the spring flows inherently fluctuate

between high and lows on a seasonal basis and between years from factors other than
ground water pumping. R. Vol. 16 at 3707-08. Therefore if all ground water pumping by
all junior appropriators was eliminated, seasonal variations in flows would still exist. As
a result, a decreed spring flow right may never have historically received the decreed
flow rate for the entire decreed period of use. Ground water pumping by subsequent
appropriators also can influence the timing and degree of these seasonal variations.
Pursuant to the CMR, to the extent junior ground water pumpers are not the cause of the
seasonal lows then there is no material injury or concomitant obligation to supply
mitigation for the seasonal reductions in flows pursuant to a mitigation plan. CMR
010.14 (defining "material injury"); CMR 043.03.b (no replacement water where surface
right has not historically received a full supply). Although considered as one of the
factors in the material injury analysis, the determination is essentially akin to the
application of the futile call doctrine. If ground water pumping by juniors is not the
cause of the injury to the senior rights or not reducing the supply available to senior rights
then curtailment should not result in providing a usable qU<y1tity of water to the senior.
Director Dreher acknowledges this point throughout his testimony in explaining the
material injury analysis.

Q.

You also I believe testified that with respect to the seasonal
variation question, that if junior ground water rights were to be curtailed to
provide seasonal highs on a year round basis, then there would be no
ground water development. Could you explain that?
A.
Well, if the water rights held by the spring users are interpreted to
mean that any time, at any time during the year when their authorized
quantity is not being filled that injury is occurring, then their could be no
ground water use because if you curtailed all ground water on the plain
there would be instances during the year when some, not necessarily
all, but when some of the full quantity of the springs rights would not
be met.
19
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Q.

Curtailing juniors wouldn't produce water at that time and during -at that place in this [sic] quantities?

A.
Not for all of the rights. But potentially for some of the rights it
would, but not for all of the rights.

TR. at 1376 (Dreher Testimony)(emphasis added).

Q.
Then the third step would be to see if you curtailed the ground
water pumper, for example, would that water arrive at the spring
within a reasonable time in a reasonable quantity?
A.
Well, that's the opposite image of injury. I mean, you can
evaluate, you know, are junior priority ground water rights reducing the
supply available to the senior by simulating what would happen if you
curtailed those junior priority.

TR. at 1249 (Dreher Testimony)(emphasis added).

Q.
Mr. Dreher, do reduced spring flows necessarily constitute material
injury?
A.
Only to the extent that those reductions in spring flow are the
result of depletions associated with junior priority rights.
TR. at 1152 (Dreher Testimony)(emphasis added).

Q.
And again, I want to follow up on the issue of injury. If you
assume that someone had a water right that was 100 cfs water right on the
decree, and they were only receiving 50 cfs, if you would curtail juniors
and convert 25 cfs, would that additional shortage of 25 cfs be considered
injury also?
A.

No.

Q.

Because it's attributable to some other effects?

A.

That's correct.

Q.

Or its not attributable to junior depletions?

A.

That's correct.
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TR. at 1376-77 (Dreher Testimony). See also Final Order (R. Vol. 16 at 3950)
("Consequently, seasonal variations must be considered to determine what the Spring
Users would have received throughout the year absent junior water user's
appropriations") (citing Recommended Order at 19.)).
In responding to a delivery call the Director applies a ground water model to
simulate the effects of curtailment of junior rights determined to be impacting senior
rights. It follows that if all rights junior to the injured senior are curtailed, over time the
seasonal fluctuations should return to as they existed at the time of the senior's
appropriation. 4 The seasonal low flows will still be present and curtailment of juniors
will not result in eliminating these seasonal lows. (i.e. seniors appropriated subject to the
seasonal fluctuations prior to the subsequent ground water appropriation by juniors). As
such, it becomes futile to curtail in an attempt to increase seasonal lows. It also would be
contrary to law to require juniors to provide replacement water or other mitigation to
compensate for these seasonal lows. Futile call is a well established part of the prior
appropriation doctrine. See e.g. Gilbert v. Smith, 97 Idaho 735, 552 P.2d 1220 (1976);

lvIartiny v. Wells, 91 Idaho 215, 419 Idaho 470 (1966); Jackson v. Cowan, 33 Idaho 525,
196 P. 216 (1921); Moe v. Harger, 10 Idah0302, 77 P. 645 (1904). Accordingly, taking
into account seasonal variability is not necessarily a re-adjudication of the water right
despite the partial decrees not including conditions pertaining to seasonal fluctuations.
Rather, taking seasonal variability into account is a consequence of administering water
rights based on the effects of curtailment simulated through the ground water model, the
inherent fluctuating characteristics of spring flows, and the application of the futile call
doctrine. Therefore is not arbitrary or capricious or contrary to law. Taking into account
seasonal variability is also authorized under the CMR.
Simply put, a determination of material injury requires the Director to determine
what portion of a senior's water deficit is caused by naturally occurring seasonal lows as
opposed to the portion of the deficit that results from the exercise of junior rights. Both
the material injury analysis under the CMR and the futile call doctrine require the director
The flows may even return to lower than historical levels based on declining aquifer levels resulting from
reductions in incidental recharge. In which case no amount of curtailment will result in increasing spring
flows back to historical levels. See Brendecke, R. Supp. Vol. 3 at 4432 (never get back to pre-1955 levels).

4
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to exclude any water deficit attributable to such seasonal variations. Juniors cannot be
curtailed to provide water that a senior would not have received anyway due to seasonal
variations; nor can juniors be required to provide replacement water for such amounts. In
making the factual determination as to what portion of a senior's deficit is attributable to
seasonal variations, the Director necessarily needs to examine evidence that would show
what those seasonal variations looked like before pumping by hydraulically connected
juniors - i.e. what were the seasonal variations at the time of the senior's appropriation?
Such evidence may include computer modeling and/or historic records of spring
discharges. An examination of evidence relative to seasonal variations of springs at the
time of the senior's appropriation in not are-adjudication of the senior's right; rather
such examination is necessary to tease-out the effects of seasonal variations from the
effects of groundwater pumping by juniors.
However, the justification of seasonal variability under aspects offutile call is not
the end ofthe analysis. The problem arises, as occurred in this case, where there is
disagreement or lack of data regarding historic flow conditions at the time of the senior's
appropriation for purposes of determining whether or not material injury exists or, put
differently, whether curtailment of juniors would be futile with respect to seasonal lows.
In sum, who has the burden of proving the historical conditions and what is the
evidentiary standard? American Falls Reservoir Dist. No.2 v. IDWR, 143 Idaho 862, 154
P.3d at 433 (2007) (AFRD #2) involved a facial constitutional challenge to the CMR.
The district court declared the CMR to be facially unconstitutional for failing to "also
integrate the concomitant tenets and procedures relating to a delivery call, which have
historically been necessary to give effect to the constitutional protections pertaining to
senior water rights .... " Id. at 870, 154 P.3d at 441. The district court concluded that
"under these circumstances, no burden equates to impermissible burden shifting." Id at
873, 154 P.3d at 444.

The issue arose as a result of senior surface users asserting the

CMR were unconstitutional because the Rules required the senior making the call to
prove material injury after the Director requested information from the surface users for
the prior fifteen irrigation seasons instead of automatically giving effect to the decreed

However, this is also an aspect of futile call and should be determined pursuant to the appropriate burden of
proof and evidentiary standard. See
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elements of the water right. The Idaho Supreme Court held that the CMR were not
facially defective for failure to include the applicable burdens of proof and evidentiary
standards but held that "the Rules do not permit the shifting of the burden of proof ..

. requirements pertaining to the standard of proof and who bears it have been
developed over the years and are to be read into the

eM Rules." Id. at 874, 154 P.3d

at 445 (emphasis added). The Court held further that:

The Rules should not be read as containing a burden-shifting
provision to make the petitioner re-prove or re-adjudicate the right
which he already has. . . . While there is no question that some
information is relevant and necessary to the Director's determination of
how best to respond to a delivery call, the burden is not on the senior
water rights holder to re-prove an adjudicated right.
The
presumption under Idaho law is that the senior is entitled to his
decreed water right, but there certainly may be some postadjudication factors which are relevant to the determination of how
much water is actually needed. The Rules may not be applied in such
a way as to force the senior to demonstrate an entitlement to the water
in the first place; that is presumed by the filing of a petition
containing information about the decreed right. The Rules do give the
Director the tools by which to determine "how the various ground and
surface water sources are interconnected, and how, when, where and to
what extent the diversion and use of water from one source impacts
[others]." A & B Irrigation Dist., 131 Idaho at 422, 958 P.2d at 579.
Once the initial determination is made that material injury is
occurring or will occur, the junior then bears the burden of proving
that the call would be futile or to challenge, in some other
constitutionally permissible way, the senior's call.
Id. at 877-78,154 P.3d at 448-49. The problem is that if aspects of futile call are cloaked
in part of the material injury determination and not subject to the applicable burdens of
proofthen the burdens of proof are effectively circumvented.
In the instant case the Director found no material injury to certain water rights
after taking into account seasonal variations despite the spring flows falling below the
decreed amounts. There was disagreement between the Director and the Spring Users
over whether or not the rights in question were historically satisfied up to their decreed
quantities on a continuous basis or whether the rights were in fact impacted by seasonal
lows. Further, there was a lack of data regarding the flows at the time some of the rights
were appropriated. The Director noted in his testimony "so without additional historic
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measurements, we're just not in a position to make a determination, a factual
determination as to whether the seasonal variations are or are not more pronounced now
than they were when these rights were first established." TR. at 1150-51. Despite the
lack of data no presumptive weight was accorded the partial decree. This becomes
painfully obvious in the respondent's brief. "Inherent seasonal variability and the lack
of any historical information to support that water right no. 36-4013A was filled at
all times when it was appropriated led the Director to his conclusion that the right
was not injured." Respondent's Briefat 48 (emphasis added). "Inherent seasonal
variability and the lack of any historical information to support that water right no.
36-7210 was filled at all times when it was appropriated led the Director to his
conclusion that the right was not injured." Id. at 50 (emphasis added). In effect, the
lack of data regarding historical conditions and the insufficiency of the evidence
regarding conditions at the time of the appropriation was construed against the Spring
Users. The Spring User is put in the position of having to prove up the historical use of
his water right as opposed to defending against a futile call where the senior is accorded
the established burdens of proof- this in effect became are-adjudication of the quantity
element of the right. While it is appropriate for the Director to address aspects of futile
call and pre-decree information as part of the material injury analysis it is inappropriate to
shift the burden of proof to the senior. In sum, seasonal variability is relevant to
simulating and establishing the effects of a delivery call but not as a means for
establishing the quantity to which a senior is entitled viz a viz a material injury analysis.
Otherwise a senior right holder is put in the position of having to re-prove the historical
beneficial use of the right. Presumably, this was already accomplished in the SRBA.
The distinction is in the allocation of the burden of proof and evidentiary standard.
Ultimately the result maybe the same, but the determination cannot be made based on a
re-quantification of the senior's right, rather must be made based on determining the
effects of curtailment of junior right holders.
Accordingly, this Court concludes that seasonal variations are relevant in
predicting the affects of curtailment as opposed to re-defining the scope of the water
right. However, if addressed as part of a material injury analysis, the Director must apply
the concomitant burdens of proof and evidentiary standards.
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Therefore, this matter shall be remanded for that purpose.

The implementation of a "trim-line" margin of error in applying the ESP A
model is supported by the evidence and is not arbitrary and capricious.

B.

The Director used the ESP A model to simulate the effects of curtailment of
ground water rights junior to Clear Springs' 36-0413B water right (diversion rate of27
cfs with February 4, 1964, priority) and to Blue Lakes' 36-07427 water right (diversion
rate of 52.23 cfs with December 28,1973, priority). A limitation of the ESPA model
with respect to the instant delivery calls is that the model cannot predict or target the
effect of well withdrawals on the particular springs from which the Spring Users are
diverting. The model is designed to predict the effects of withdrawals to particular subreaches. The ESP A model divides the Thousand Springs area into six adjacent subreaches. Blue Lakes' diverts from discrete springs located in the Devil's Washbowl to
Buhl Gage spring reach, which is approximately twenty four miles long. Clear Springs'
diverts from discrete springs located in the Buhl Gage to Thousand Springs reach, which
is approximately 11 miles long.
The model simulations demonstrated that curtailment of junior priority ground
water rights would result in increased spring discharges to the Buhl Gage to Thousand
Springs spring reach by an average of38 cfs. The model simulations demonstrated that
curtailment of junior priority ground water rights would result in increased spring
discharges to the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl Gage spring reach by an average of 51 cfs.
In conjunction with running the model simulations in response to both delivery calls, the
Director assigned a 10 % margin of error factor, excluding from administration those
junior rights identified by the model to be causing injury but within the 10 % margin of
error or "trim-line."

5

The Director concluded that rights outside of the trim-line were

not subject to administration because of the uncertainty that they would contribute water
to the particular sub-reach. The Director also determined that rights outside of the trimline could not be used in conjunction with providing mitigation for injury.
5 Junior rights predicted by the model to provide less than 10 % of the quantity curtailed to the particular
spring reach were excluded from administration.
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The margin of error used by the Director was not established in conjunction with
the development of the model nor was it developed pursuant to any scientific
methodology or peer review process. 6 Rather, in responding to the delivery calls the
Director determined that because the model is a simulation it does not have 100 %
certainty and therefore must have a margin of error or uncertainty factor. TR. at 1166
(Dreher Testimony). The finding that the model does not have 100 % certainty and
should have a margin of error is supported by the evidence. No party offered testimony
that the model has 100 % certainty. There was testimony presented that the margin of
error was probably much higher than 10 % but that it had yet to be quantified by any
scientific methodology. TR. at 1901-02 (Brendecke testimony) (10% not adequate -50% probably too high). The Director arrived at the 10 % margin of error by using the
margin of error assigned to stream flow gauges used in the administration of surface
rights. The Director reasoned that the margin of error for the ground water model cannot
be better (less) than that for a surface gauge. Given the composition and lack of
homogeneity of the ESP A this finding is consistent with the evidence. The Hearing
Officer concluded that the Director's reasoning was sound as a matter of common sense
until a better margin of error is established. This Court agrees that the evidence, albeit
conflicting 7, supports the use of the 10 % margin of error as a minimum and is not
arbitrary or capricious. That is all that is available. No evidence was presented to
establish a higher margin of error or to controvert that the margin of error is less than
10%.
The next issue concerns the application of the margin of error to exclude from
administration junior rights falling within the margin of error. The Director justified
excluding water rights within the margin of error based on applying a "full economic
development of the aquifer" analysis. The Director reasoned:
You only curtail junior priority rights when you know it will result in a
meaningful amount of water being available to the senior.

6 Development of the ESPA model has not proceeded to the point where a margin of error has been
developed. R. Vol. 16 at 3702.

7

Exh. 312, Brockway Testimony at 12 (not possible to assign confidence level without extensive research).
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And the reason ties back to into the 42-226 provision, is that if you're
curtailing junior priority rights because it might make a difference but you
don't know for sure that it will, that's not providing for full economic
development pursuant to 42-226. And its also inconsistent with - the
portion of the common law doctrine of prior appropriation that promotes
maximum utilization of a scarce resource . . . [A]n equally important
principle in the prior appropriation doctrine is that that's articulated in
Idaho Code 42-226. And that[s] maximum utilization of the resource.

TR. at 1167-68 (Dreher testimony). The Hearing Officer justified the use of the trimline to exclude juniors from administration based on "public interest" considerations
which are incorporated into CMR 020.03. CMR 020.03 provides:
Reasonable Use of Surface and Ground Water. These rules integrate
the administration and use of surface and ground water in a manner
consistent with the traditional policy of reasonable use of both surface and
ground water. The policy of reasonable use includes the concepts of
priority in time and superiority in right as being subject to conditions of
reasonable use as the legislature may by law prescribe as provided in
Article XV, Section 5, Idaho Constitution, optimum development of water
resources in the public interest prescribed in Article XV, Section 7, Idaho
Constitution, and full economic development as defined by Idaho law. An
appropriator is not entitled to command the entirety of large volumes of
water in a surface or ground water source to support his appropriation
contrary to the public policy of reasonable use of water as described in this
rule.

The Hearing Officer concluded although the CMR acknowledge the prior appropriation
doctrine:
[CMR] 020.03 acknowledges other elements . . . . In American Falls
[AFRD #2] the Supreme Court determined that the Conjunctive
Management Rules are not facially unconstitutional. Rule 020.03 is at the
heart ofthe rules and how they will be applied. Had any rule been subject
to a facial challenge, 020.03 was one. It was adopted October 7, 1994,
and has remained untouched by the Legislature or the Supreme Court. It
incorporates the law as it developed. "First in time, first in right" is
fundamental to water administration but is subject to consideration of the
public interest. The Director is not limited to counting the number of
cubic feet per second in the decree and comparing the priority date to
other priority dates and then ordering curtailment to achieve whatever
result that action will obtain regardless of the consequences to the State,
its communities and citizens. These conclusions have significance in
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several issues in this case. They affect the Director's use of the so-called
"trim line," a point of departure beyond which curtailment was not
ordered.

R. Vol. 16 at 3706.

Although "full economic development" of ground water and "public interest
criteria" may bolster the Director's use of the trim-line, the Court concludes that the use
of a trim-line for excluding juniors within the margin of error is acceptable simply based
on the function and application of a model. 8 This case does not involve a "battle of the
models." Rather, there is only one model involved that was developed with input from
various stakeholders and calibrated using data over a 22 year period. The Hearing
Officer found that that despite its limitations, the ESP A model is the best science and
administrative tool available. R. Vol. 16 at 3703. The evidence also supports the
position that the model must have a factor for uncertainty as it is only a simulation or
prediction of reality. As such, the ESP A model, less any assigned uncertainty, must
represent the most conclusive evidence regarding the significance of the hydraulic
connectivity of ground water wells to a particular sub-reach and the effects of curtailment
to that particular sub-reach. Given the function and purpose of a model it would be
inappropriate to apply the results independent of the assigned margin of error.
Accordingly, the Director did not abuse discretion by applying the 10 % margin of error
"trim line."

C.
The Director's Apportionment of Flows to Spring Complexes is supported by
the Evidence and is not Arbitrary or Capricious.
The ESP A model was designed to predict the effects of curtailment to sub-reaches
but not to specific spring outlets within the sub-reach, which is a significant limitation
with respect to responding to these two delivery calls. Blue Lakes diverts from Alpheus
Creek which is fed from specific springs located in the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl Gage
spring reach. The Devil's Washbowl to Buhl Gage sub-reach is approximately 24 miles
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long. In conjunction with applying the ESP A model, Director Dreher determined that
curtailment of 57,220 acres would result in a gain of 51 cfs to the sub-reach. Through
the use of USGS data for particular springs used to calibrate the model, the Director
concluded that the springs that supply Alpheus Creek would realize 20 % of the gain or
10 cfs. The remainder of the gain exits the aquifer through other spring outlets in the
sub-reach. Clear Springs' diverts from a 300 foot section of springs located in the Buhl
Gage to Thousand Springs reach, which is approximately 11 miles long. In conjunction
with applying the ESP A model, Director Dreher determined that curtailment of 52,470
acres would result in a gain of 3 8 cfs to the sub-reach. Through the use of the USGS data
the Director determined that the springs that supply Clear Spring's facility would realize
6.9 % of the gain or 2.7 cfs. The remainder of the gain to the sub-reach exits the aquifer
through other spring outlets. The Hearing Officer concluded that the percentage
calculations that would accrue to the respective springs were supported by the evidence.

R. Vol. 16 at 3710. The Hearing Officer also found that the percentages of the gains that
would accrue to the respective springs supplying the Spring User's facilities were usable
quantities. R. Vol. 16 at 3710. While the methodology used by the Director to estimate
the percentage allocation to the specific spring complexes is far from perfect, this Court
agrees that the percentage allocation is supported by the evidence. The percentages
allocated to the spring complexes are based on the spring flow data used to calibrate the
ESP A model. While there was testimony presented that there may exist more accurate
methods for determining gains to particular spring complexes, no evidence of the
specifics for implementing the alternative methods or the results of such methods were
presented. See TR. 1866-67, (Brendecke Testimony); Exh 312 at 12-13 (Brockway
Testimony). Accordingly, given the data and methodology available to the Director, in
light of the limitations of the model, despite being subject to differences of opinion, the
apportionment was not arbitrary or capricious. While the Court does not find the
methodology to be arbitrary or capricious, the end result however, raises significant
issues with respect to the disparity between the useable quantity of water made available
to the Spring Users and the scope ofthe curtailment to the Ground Water Users.
The Court included the Director's reliance on full economic development to show that the Director
acknowledged that the concept of full economic development can appropriately be considered in

8
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D.
Reasonable Use and Full Economic Development, Public Interest Criteria,
the Swan Falls Agreement and the State Water Plan
The Hearing Officer recommended curtailment or replacement water in lieu of
curtailment based on the respective percentages calculated by the Director concluding:
The curtailment by the former Director would improve the position of the
Spring Users to the level they could reasonably expect when their rights
were adjudicated. From that there is harm to ground water users who are
curtailed, but it is reasonable considering priorities and the effects of their
pumping. The same would not be the case if the trim line were left out of
the consideration. This is not a case of saying crop farmers are more
important than fish farmers. It is the case where two businesses cannot
"command the entirety of large volumes of water in a surface or ground
water source to support [their] appropriation[s] contrary to the public
policy of reasonable use of water as described in this rule. Conjunctive
Management Rule 020.03.
R. Vol. 16 at 3713.
The Ground Water Users argue that the Director essentially protected the full
extent of the Spring User's rights "to the level they could reasonably expect when their
rights were adjudicated" without taking into consideration the requirement of full
economic development of the aquifer, public interest criteria or the Swan Falls
Agreement and the State Water Plan.
The Ground Water User's point out the significant' disparity between the amount
of water use curtailed and the anticipated benefit to Blue Lakes and Clear Springs:
Assuming the typical annual diversion of four acre-feet per acre for
ground water rights located in the zone of curtailment, the curtailment of
57,220 ground water-irrigated acres eliminates the use of 228,880 acrefeet annually. The estimated gain of 10 cfs to Blue Lakes amounts to
7,276.0 acre-feet at steady state-Just 3.2 percent of the total amount
curtailed acre-feet. The disparity is even more severe with respect to
Clear Springs where, assuming an annual diversion of four-acre feet per
acre, the curtailment of 52,470 acres eliminates the use of 209,880 acrefeet at steady state. The estimated gain to the Snake River Farm of 2.6 cfs
amounts to 1,896.8 acre-feet annually, or 0.9 percent of the total amount
curtailed.
conjunctively administering ground and surface water sources.
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Ground Water User's Opening Brie/at 16.
This Court agrees in part and disagrees in part with position of the Ground Water
Users. To add more perspective in the case of Clear Springs, the Director determined the
wells impacting the sub-reach supply water to 52,470 acres. At an inch (.02 cfs) per acre
standard approximately 1049 cfs is required to irrigate 52,470 acres. In essence the
Director ordered curtailment of the diversion of 1049 cfs to provide a senior right with
2.7 cfs. In the case of Blue Lakes, the Director determined the wells impacting the reach
supply water to 57,220 acres. At the same inch per acre standard 1144 cfs is required to
irrigate 57,220 acres. The Director essentially ordered the curtailment of 1144 cfs to
provide a senior right with 10 cfs. While the Director did take into account full economic
development and the Hearing Officer considered the public interest criteria in support of
using the margin of error trim-line, this Court reads the law regarding the state's policy of
full economic development of ground water resources as standing for more than just
lending support for factoring a margin of error into a scientific model to account for
uncertainty. However, for the reasons discussed at length below, in the end, the result
turns on the limitations of the model as applied to these particular set of circumstances;
the constitutionally engrained burdens of proof; and treating all ground water pumpers as
being similarly situated, which they are not.

1.

The "Full Economic Development" policy of the Ground Water Act applies
to hydraulically connected spring rights.
The prior appropriation doctrine is deeply rooted in Idaho law. Article 15 § 3 of

the Idaho Constitution provides:
The right to divert and appropriate the unappropriated waters of any
natural stream to beneficial uses, shall never be denied . . . Priority of
appropriation shall give the better right as between those using the water.
Idaho Const. Art. 15 § 3; see also lvfalad Valley Irrigating Co. v. Campbell, 2 Idaho 411,
18 P. 52 (1888) (recognizing doctrine prior to statehood). A core tenet of the prior
appropriation doctrine is the principle of "first in time first in right." 1899 Idaho Sess.
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Laws 380 (codified at I.C. § 42-106) ("As between appropriators first in time is first in
right."). Originally the Idaho Constitution was silent as to the appropriation of ground
water. In 1899, the Idaho legislature addressed ground water by declaring that
subterranean waters were subject to appropriation. 1899 Idaho Sess. Laws 3 80 (codified
at I.e. § 42-103) ("The right to the use of the unappropriated waters of rivers, streams,
lakes, springs, and of subterranean waters or other sources within the state shall hereafter
be acquired .... ") Historically, the prior appropriation doctrine was also applied to
disputes involving ground water. Hinton v. Little, 50 Idaho 371, 296 P. 582 (1931);

Silkey v. Tiegs, 51 Idaho 344,5 p. 2d 1049 (1931).
In Noh v. Stoner, 53 Idaho 651, 26 P. 531 (1933), the Idaho Supreme Court
addressed the issue of maintenance of water tables in a dispute involving a junior well
interfering with a senior ground water right. The Court concluded that senior well
owners were protected absolutely to the extent of their historical pumping level. Junior
well owners could continue to pump so long as they held the senior harmless for the cost
modifying or lowering the senior's means of diversion such that the senior received the
same flow of water. Id. at 657, 26 P.2d at 1114. In 1951, the Idaho legislature enacted
the Ground Water Act, Idaho Code 42-226 et. seq., which among other things, modified
the common law ruling in Noh. 1951 Idaho Sess. Laws, ch. 200 § 1, p.423. Although
amended several times since its enactment, in 1953 the Act was amended to include
provisions still in effect today and that are relevant to these proceedings. These
provisions include in relevant part:
The traditional policy of the state of Idaho, requiring the water resources
of the state to be devoted to beneficial use in reasonable amounts through
appropriation, is affirmed with respect to the ground water resources of the
state as said term is hereinafter defined and, while the doctrine of "first in

time is first in right" is recognized, a reasonable exercise of this right
shall not block foil economic development of underground resources.
Prior appropriators of underground water shall be protected in the
maintenance of reasonable ground water pumping levels as may be
established by the director of the department of water resources as herein
provided.
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I.C. § 42-226 (emphasis added). Idaho Code § 42-230 ofthe Act defines ground water as
"all water under the surface of the ground whatever may be the geological structure in
which it is standing or moving."
In Baker v. Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., 95 Idaho 575, 513 P.2d 627 (1973), the Idaho
Supreme Court addressed the application of the Ground Water Act in a dispute between
ground water pumpers. The Court noted that the holding in Noh was "inconsistent with
the full economic development of our ground water resources" and that "the Ground
Water Act was intended to eliminate the harsh doctrine of Noh." Id. at 581-82, 513 P.2d
at 633-34. The Court concluded that the Act is "consistent with the constitutionally
enunciated policy of promoting optimum development of water resources in the public
interest." Id at 584,513 P.2d at 636 (citing Idaho Const. Art. 15 § 7). Ultimately the
Court held that the Ground Water Act "clearly prohibits the withdrawal of ground water
beyond the average rate of future recharge" but that:

[A] senior appropriator is not absolutely protected in either his historic
water level or his historic means of diversion. Our Ground Water Act
contemplates that in some situations senior appropriators may have to
accept some modification of their rights in order to achieve the goal of full
economic development. ...
In the enactment of the Ground Water Act, the Idaho legislature decided,
as a matter of public policy, that it may sometimes be necessary to modify
private property rights in ground water to promote full economic
development of the resource ....
We conclude that our legislature attempted to protect historic water rights
while at the same time promoting full economic development of ground
water. Priority rights in ground water are and will be protected insofar as
they comply with reasonable pumping levels. Put otherwise, although a
senior may have a prior right to ground water, if his means of diversion
demands an unreasonable pumping level his historic means of diversion
will not be protected.
Id. at 584, 513 P.2d at 636 (citations omitted).

In Parker v. Wallentine, 103 Idaho 506, 650 P.2d 648 (1982), a subsequent case
that addressed the application of the Ground Water Management Act to a domestic water
right, the Idaho Supreme Court acknowledged "Article XV § 7 of the Idaho Constitution
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provides in relevant part: 'There shall be constituted a water resource agency ... which
shall have the power to formulate and implement a state water plan for optimum
development of resources in the public interest ... under such laws as may be prescribed
by the legislature.' ... The Ground Water Act was the vehicle chosen to by the
legislature to implement optimum development of water resources." Id. at 511-12, 650
P.2d at 653-54.
Although the cases addressing the Ground Water Act involve disputes between
ground pumpers, the language of the Act extends its application to hydraulically
connected surface sources. Idaho Code 42-237(a) and (g) provide in relevant part:
a.
In the administration and enforcement of this act and in the
effectuation of the policy of this state to conserve its ground water
resources, the director of the department of water resources in his sole
discretion is empowered ....
g.
To supervise and control the exercise and administration of all
rights to the use of ground waters and in the exercise of this discretionary
power he may initiate administrative proceedings to prohibit or limit the
withdrawal of water from any well during any period that he determines
that water to fill any water right in said well is not there available. To
assist the director of the department of water resources in the
administration and enforcement of this act, and in making determinations
upon which said orders shall be based, he may establish a ground water
pumping level or levels in an area or areas having a common ground water
supply as determined by him as hereinafter provided. Water in a well
shall not be deemed available to fill a water right therein if withdrawal
therefrom of the amount called for by such right would affect, contrary to
the declared policy of this acte], the present or future use of anv prior
surface or ground water right or result in the withdrawing of the ground
water supply at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated rate of future
natural recharge.
(emphasis added).
"Where a statute is clear and unambiguous the expressed intent of the legislature
must be given effect. ... There is no indication that the words of the Ground Water Act

9 The language "contrary to the policy of this act" modifies "any prior or surface or ground water right" and
therefore must be given effect. Senior surface and ground water users are protected in their means of
diversion so long as their appropriations are consistent with the policy of the Act. See supra I.e. § 42-226
for declared policy of Act (" while the doctrine of "firST in time is first in right" is recognized, a reasonable
exercise of this right shall not block full economic development of underground resources . .. ).
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should be interpreted in any way other than as they are normally used." Parker at 511,
650 P.2d 653 (citation omitted). Accordingly, under this Court's plain reading of the
language of the Act, any surface water appropriation fed from a hydraulically connected
ground water source regulated by the Act is effected by the Act. The Court's reading of
the Ground Water Act is also consistent with the "Reasonable Use of Surface and Ground
Water Policy" embodied in Rule 020.03 of the CMR, the constitutionality of which was
upheld by the Idaho Supreme Court in AFRD#2. See supra ("An appropriator is not
entitled to command the entirety oflarge volumes of water in a surface or ground water
source to support his appropriation contrary to the public policy of reasonable use of
water as described in this rule").
The policy of full economic development of ground water resources is consistent
with the prior appropriation doctrine which incorporates a "public interest" component.

See Schodde v. Twin Falls Land & Water Co., 224 U.S. 107, 123 (1912) (appropriator not
entitled to entire flow of river to support means of diversion); Poole v. Olavson, 82 Idaho
496, 502 356 P.2d 61, 67 (1960) (policy oflaw of state is to secure maximum use and
benefit, and least useful use of its water resources); Washington State Sugar Co. v.

Goodrich, 27 Idaho 26, 44,147 P. 1073, 1091 (1915) (policy of state to require highest
and greatest possible duty from water of the state); Farmer's Cooperative Ditch Co. v.

Riverside Irr. Dist., 16 Idaho 525, 535-36, 102 P. 481, 491-92 (1909) (economy must be
required and demanded in the use and application of water); I.C. § 42-101 ("Water being
essential ... depending upon its just apportionment to, andceconomical use by, those
making beneficial application of the same .... "); Idaho Const. Art XV § 5 (such priority
of right shall be subject to such reasonable limitations ... ); Idaho Const. XV § 7 (State
Water Resource Agency shall have power to formulate and implement state water plan
for optimum development of water resources in the public interest).
Ultimately what this means is that a senior surface right that depends on a
connected aquifer for essentially what amounts to "dead storage" to support the means of
diversion may not be not absolutely protected in the historic means of diversion to the
extent the "dead storage" is not subject to appropriation or development by subsequent
appropriators. While the senior would still be protected as to the full quantity of the
water right, the means of diversion may have to be modified to access the full quantity.
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In the end, what constitutes reasonable or acceptable amount of "dead storage" is a
determination left to the Director. Accordingly, the Director did not act contrary to
law by considering the public interest and full economic development in considering
the scope of curtailment of ground water wells in order to satisfy the rights of the
senior Spring Users.

2.

The Director did not err in his application of the full economic development
or public interest analysis.
The next issue is whether the Director erred or abused his discretion in the

determination of what constitutes full economic development. The Director used full
economic development for his implementation of the "trim-line." The application of the
"trim-line" effectively reduced the scope of curtailment in the case of Blue Lakes'
delivery call from 300,000 acres to 57,220 acres and in the case of Clear Springs'
delivery call from 600,000 acres to 52,470 acres. R. Vol. 16 at 3711. The Director
concluded that this result was not a monopolization of the resource. lO The Ground Water
Users point to the significant disparity between the useable quantities of water made
available to the Spring Users and the scope of the curtailment to the Ground Water Users.
This Court notes that the disparity is further exacerbated by the fact that the majority of
the projected increase to the respective sub-reaches is water not used by the Spring Users
and discharges from the aquifer through other spring complexes. While this Court
acknowledges the disparity, ultimately the case has to be evaluated within the context of
the standard of review.
The evidence in this case is overwhelming that the curtailment of ground water
does not result in a timely proportionate increase to spring flows. Implicit in the CMR is
the acknowledgment that there will be a disparity in the ground water use curtailed and
the quantity of surface water produced. For example, the CMR provide for phased-in
curtailment or mitigation where the effects of curtailment will not be immediately
measurable. CMR 020.04, 040.0Ia. The CMR do not establish an acceptable or

iO Without the trim line the scope of curtailment would have been much larger. Accordingly, ground
pumpers were permitted to continue to use water.
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reasonable ratio nor has the Legislature. Nor do the CMR require that a surface right
holder automatically convert to ground water pumping. Instead the CMR speak in terms
of "reasonableness." Accordingly, any public interest or full economic development
analysis has to start with the premise that a certain amount of undeveloped water or "dead
storage" is acceptable. The reasonable use of surface and ground water provisions of
CMR 020.03 and the full economic development provision of the Ground Water Act
contemplate a certain amount of balancing of the reasonable exercise of senior priority
rights against the State's po licy of full economic development of its water resources.
Finally, and right, wrong or indifferent, the Director is vested with a large amount of
discretion in making the determination as to what is "reasonable." AFRD #2 at 875, 154
P.3d at 446.
A significant issue in AFRD #2 was the lack of objective criteria provided in the
CMR, particularly with respect to the "reasonableness standard." This problem was
addressed at length in the opinion of the district court:
The application of the CMR's is further problematic because of the
absence of any objective standards from which to evaluate the criteria the
Director is to consider when responding to a delivery call. The CMR's list
the various criteria the Director is to consider when responding to a
delivery call, and then evaluate these criteria in the context of a
"reasonableness standard." However, there is nothing more concrete to
establish what is or is not reasonable. . . . The way the CMR's are now
structured, the Director becomes the final arbiter regarding what is
"reasonable" without the application or governance of any express
objective standards or evidentiary burdens. The determination essentially
becomes one of discretion, which is inconsistent of the constitutional
protections specifically accorded water rights. The absence of any
meaningful burdens also eliminates the possibility for any meaningful
judicial review of the Director's action as under applicable standards
of review, as any reviewing court would always be bound by the
Director's recommendation as to what constitute reasonableness.

American Falls Reservoir District # 2 v. IDWR, Gooding Dist. Court Case No. CV-20050000600, page 95 (June 2, 2006) (Hon. R. Barry Wood) (emphasis added). The Idaho
Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the CMR despite the lack of objective
standards or criteria. AFRD #2 at 875-76,154 P.3d at 446-47. If it is possible to defIne
such standards, perhaps this is a matter for the legislature to address.
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This however, does not mean the Ground Water Users were entirely without
recourse. "Once the initial determination is made that material injury is occurring or will
occur, the junior then bears the burden of proving that the call would be futile or to
challenge in some other constitutionally permissible way, the senior's call." AFRD # 2,
at 877, 154 P.3d at 449. The parties were given the opportunity for a hearing and to
present evidence in defense of the call and what is "reasonable." However, no results of
alternative methodologies were presented from which to review the Director's
determination of reasonableness. The ESP A model only predicts gains that would accrue
to the specific sub-reaches as opposed to the specific spring complexes. The Director
ordered curtailment based on the quantities that would accrue to the two sub-reaches.
Replacement water was ordered based on estimated quantity that would accrue to the
spring complexes supplying the facilities as a result of the curtailment. For want of a
better available methodology, the Director treated all ground pumpers determined to be
impacting the entire sub-reach the same, even though a well immediately adjacent the
spring complex may have much more significant of an impact to spring flows than a well
40 miles away. Evidence was presented by experts for both parties that methods exist
for more particularly analyzing which wells more directly impact specific spring
complexes. TR. at 1866-67 (Brendeke Testimony); (Exh. 312 at 12-13, Brockway).
Those methods may well have reduced the scope of the curtailment to produce the same
quantity of useable water to the Spring Users specific spring complexes, thereby making
the Director's scope of curtailment "unreasonable." Howeyer, the results of any other
methodology supporting a more targeted scope of curtailment were not presented at the
hearing.

11

The Director made the determination based on the evidence and

administrative tools that he had available.
The Director also made the finding that the Spring Users were employing
reasonable diversion, conveyance efficiency and conservation practices pursuant to CMR
042.0l.g. May 19, 2005, Blue Lakes Order at 59; July 8, 2005, Clear Springs Order at
36. He further found that based on the results of a field inspection there were no alternate

II The Court can only surmise that the Ground Water Users deliberately decided not to present such
evidence. To have done so may have resulted in the interest of one ground water user being pitted against
another. Thus far the ground water users have presented a united front in this litigation.
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means of diversion or alternate points of diversion. ld. Director Dreher, in his testimony
explained why it was not reasonable to require the Spring Users to drill horizontal wells
in order to obtain their water.

A.
Well, in my view it wasn't reasonable because those horizontal
wells would simply capture water that otherwise would have been
discharged through other spring complexes. And so it would have,
assuming that other water right holders where the source of supply was the
spring also drilled horizontal wells, essentially it would result in, you
know a number of entities constructing and further constructing horizontal
wells, essentially competing with each other for the same source of
supply. It was not going to increase the supply overall and therefore was
not reasonable.

Q.

Were there any other reasons that you determined that requiring
spring users to drill horizontal wells was not a reasonable requirement?

A.
Well, if -there was a need to construct a horizontal well, and if the
horizontal well would have enhanced [] the suppl[y]-which I already said
it wouldn't have. - I determined that it wasn't -that was not a reasonable
expense that should be born by the senior if the need for the horizontal
well was caused by injury from junior priority rights.

TR. at 1360 (Dreher Testimony). The Director not only determined that sinking a
horizontal well would not enhance water supplies but would also interfere with the spring
flows of other spring users.
In the end, the Director balanced the reasonable use. of the senior surface rights
against the State's policy of full economic development and the public interest as
required by the CMR. While there may be significant disagreement over the Director's
determination of reasonableness and the result ultimately reached, no concrete evidence
was presented of viable reasonable alternatives. Accordingly, based on the applicable
standard of review, this Court cannot conclude that that Director abused discretion
or acted arbitrarily or capriciously in his determination.
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3.

The Swan Falls Agreement and State Water Plan, while defining full
economic development of the ESPA, are insufficient for administering rights
on a smaller scale.
The Ground Water Users argue that the scope of curtailment also violates the

provisions of the State Water Plan and the Swan Falls Agreement. The Ground Water
Users' argument is that to the extent curtailment of ground water rights to maintain spring
flows results in flows exceeding the minimum flow requirements at the Murphy Gauge,
the State Water Plan and Swan Falls Agreement are violated. The Hearing Officer
concluded on summary judgment that that the Spring Users were not parties to the Swan
Falls Agreement and rejected the argument. R. Vol. 14 at 3240. While the Spring Users
were not parties to the Swan Falls Agreement, the State Water Plan and the Swan Falls
Agreement establish at least on a macro scale what constitutes "full economic
development" of the ESPA. The intent of the Swan Falls Agreement was to provide for
full development of the ESP A below Milner Darn and satisfy Idaho Power's hydropower
rights by meeting the minimum flow requirements at the Murphy Gauge. 12 See Exh. 437
at 5. For the reasons previously discussed, the rights of the Spring Users are subject to
the full economic development provisions of the Ground Water Act and the CMR.
The Ground Water Users argue that management of the ESP A based on the
minimum flows at the Murphy Gauge not only facilitates full economic development but
also provides protection to both spring users and hydropower rights. This is only
partially true. The State Water Plan and Swan Falls Agreement establish an overall
cumulative minimum for spring flows as measured at Murphy Gauge. The Murphy
Gauge is located on the main stern of the Snake River well below the Thousand Springs
area. Neither the State Water Plan nor the Swan Falls Agreement establishes minimum
flows for the particular sub-reaches or individual spring complexes at issue in this matter.
12 In brief terms, the State Water Plan sets a "zero flow" at Milner Dam to allow for full development of the
River above Milner. The source for the Snake River below Milner relies on tributary flows and gains from
spring discharges from the ESPA. The State Water Plan also sets minimum flows at the Murphy Gauge
located below the Swan Falls Dam on the Snake River. Development of the ground water on the ESPA
affects the minimum flows. In resolution of a dispute over the status ofIdaho Power's hydropower rights,
the State and Idaho Power entered into the Swan Falls Agreement. Among other things, the Swan Falls
Agreement provided for the amendment of the State Water Plan raising the minimum flows at Murphy and
for the development of additional ground water "trust rights" on the ESPA. The intent being that Idaho
Power would be guaranteed minimum flows and the ESP A would be fully developed once the minimum
flows were reached. In 1992, a moratorium was placed on the issuance of new rights.
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The Thousand Springs area is divided into six different sub-reaches and according to the
Director's finding regarding the trim-line, pumping in one sub-reach may have no effect
on the spring flows in a different sub-reach. Therefore, it is possible for ground water
pumping to disproportionately deplete a particular sub-reach without affecting other subreaches and still satisfy the terms of the Swan Falls Agreement. It is also possible for
ground water pumping immediately adjacent to a spring complex to impact the spring
complex and still satisfy the terms of the State Water Plan and Swan Falls Agreement. In
other words, it is possible to over-develop a particular sub-reach and still satisfy the Swan
Falls Agreement.
Second, the Swan Falls Agreement only provides a minimum protection for
spring flows if the Director administers ground water rights on a long range and on an
anticipatory basis to meet the minimum flows at Murphy Gauge. At one point between
2000 and 2004 there was concern that the flows at Murphy Gauge would drop below the
minimum flows. As a result of the delayed effect of curtailing ground water rights,
Director Dreher was prepared to issue curtailment orders to surface right holders on the
Snake River and then follow up later with the curtailment of ground water rights if
necessary. TR. at 1421-22. If surface rights were curtailed to meet the minimum flows,
none of the water realized from the curtailment would have benefitted the aquaculture
facilities. 13 ld. Accordingly, because the Swan Falls Agreement does not define full
economic development on a more regional basis and until such time as the ESP A is
administered on a long range basis to meet the minimum flOWS 14, the Swan Falls

13 Fonner Director Dunn illustrated this problem in his testimony when he explained his understanding of
what would happen if the flows at Murphy were to drop below the minimums.

Its my opinion that the state would be obligated to do one of two things. Either have
obtained storage water upstream that can be released down to augment the flow; or
they're going to have to compensate Idaho Power Company in dollars to help then
recover the loss of energy because the flows went down.
TR. at 1047 (Dunn).
14 Meaning the aquifer is managed such that sources other than ground water rights from the ESP A do not
need to be relied on to satisfY minimum t10ws in times of shortage even on a short tenn basis. If the
minimum t10ws are in danger of not being met then by implication spring t10ws are reduced. Relying on
non-ESPA sources to satisfY minimum t10ws effectively bypasses the springs affording no relief to the
Spring Users.
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Agreement and State Water Plan are not conclusive of full economic development in
responding to individual delivery calls.

E.

The replacement water plans.

In the May 19,2009 Blue Lakes Order, the Director found that Blue Lakes' water
right no. 36-07427 suffered material injury, due to the pumping of junior priority ground
water rights. Based on this determination, the Director ordered curtailment of 57,220
acres, which would produce 10 cfs to Blue Lakes. The Director further concluded that
"[u]nless a replacement water supply of suitable water quality for use by Blue Lakes
Trout is provided by the holders of junior priority ground water rights causing material
injury to water right no. 36-07427, or by the ground water district(s) or irrigation district
through which mitigation can be provided, the Director should order the curtailment of
such rights ... " R. Vol. 1 at 71. In sum, the Director ordered replacement water in lieu of
curtailment provided by the holders of the junior ground water rights. On June 7, 2005,
the Director partially approved the Ground Water Users' replacement water plan, without
a hearing. However, the Director ordered that the ground users had seven days to amend
their plan to sufficiently provide for the full 10 cfs required by the Director's original
Order. On July 6, 2005, the Director approved the ground water user's supplemental
replacement water plan.
Similarly, in his July 8, 2005 Order, the Director found material injury to Clear
Springs' water right nos. 36-04013B and 36-07148. Again, the Director ordered
curtailment of acres, but to be "offset by verified substitute curtailment, until there is no
longer material injury." Id. at 520. In 2006, the Ground Water Users filed ajoint
replacement water plan in response to both Orders issued by the Director. R. Vol. 5 at
881. However, this plan was not approved by the Director, and the Director did not order
curtailment at that time. On June 29, 2007, the Ground Water Users submitted another
replacement water plan. This plan was submitted in response to an Order Curtailing
Junior Priority Ground Water Rights, issued by the Director on June 15,2007. R. Vol 7
at 1446. On July 5,2007, the Director approved the Ground Water Users' replacement
water plan. In addition, the Director ordered that a joint hearing, presided over by an
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independent hearing officer, commence in the matter of both the Clear Springs and the
Blue Lakes delivery calls. Id.
Under the CMR, the Director is charged with determining material injury to a
senior water user in an organized ground water district, after that user has initiated a call
by filing a petition with the Director. See CMR 040 and CMR 042. As a part of this
process, if the Director finds material injury, he must determine what amount of water is
owed to the senior user, in order to determine if curtailment of junior water rights is
necessary. In this case, both parties argue that the Director exceeded his authority when
he ordered replacement water in his May 19,2009 Blue Lakes and his July 8,2005 Clear
Springs Orders. First, the Ground Water Users argue that the Director exceeded his
authority by not providing the parties an opportunity for a hearing before ordering a
replacement water plan. Second, the Spring Users argue that the Director does not have
the power to order replacement water under the CMR. Third, the Spring Users argue the
Director also exceeded his authority when he approved replacement water plans without a
hearing, as required by the CMR. Finally, the Spring Users argue that the Director
abused his discretion when he did not order curtailment after finding that the initial
replacement water plans were insufficient to satisfy senior surface rights.

1.

I.C. § 42-607 and the CMR do not expressly require the Director to
hold a hearing before issuing an order of curtailment in an organized
water district.
Blue Lakes and Clear Springs initiated the delivery'calls at issue in this matter by

requesting that the watermaster for Water District 130 administer water rights in Water
District 130. Water District 130 contains water rights that are hydrologically connected
through the ESPA to both Clear Springs' and Blue Lakes' water rights. I.C. § 42-607
provides for the distribution of water rights within a water district:

42-607. Distribution of water.
It shall be the duty of said watermaster to distribute the waters of the
public stream, streams or water supply, comprising a water district, among
the several ditches taking water therefrom according to the prior rights of
each respectively, in whole or in part, and to shut and fasten, or cause to
be shut or fastened, under the direction of the department of water
resources, the headgates of the ditches or other facilities for diversion of
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water from such stream, streams or water supply, when in times of scarcity
of water it is necessary so to do in order to supply the prior rights of others
in such stream or water supply; provided, that any person or corporation
claiming the right to the use of the waters of the stream or water supply
comprising a water district, but not owning or having the use of an
adjudicated or decreed right therein, or right therein evidenced by permit
or license issued by the department of water resources, shall, for the
purposes of distribution during the scarcity of water, be held to have a
right subsequent to any adjudicated, decreed, permit, or licensed right in
such stream or water supply, and the watermaster shall close all headgates
of ditches or other diversions having no adjudicated, decreed, permit or
licensed right if necessary to supply adjudicated, decreed, permit or
licensed right in such stream or water supply. So long as a duly elected
watermaster is charged with the administration of the waters within a
water district, no water user within such district can adversely possess the
right of any other water user.
I.C. § 42-607 makes clear that a watermaster in an organized water district, such as Water
District 130, must administer adjudicated or licensed rights in times of shortage in order
to supply senior water users. The legislature authorized the Director to create such water
districts under I.C. § 42-604, in order to allow for ease of administration in times of
shortage. There is no express requirement under this section for the watermaster to hold
a hearing prior to shutting off the head gates or ditches of junior water right holders.
However, because water rights are property rights, a due process argument can be made
that notice and a hearing are indeed required before curtailment of such rights by a
watermaster under I.C. § 42-607 even absent an expressed requirement for a hearing
within the statute itself.
I.C. § 42-603 authorizes the Director to adopt rules and regulations for the
distribution of water. The CMR supplement the Director's authority in I.e. § 42-607.
The CMR expressly distinguish between delivery calls made within an organized water
district (CMR 040), calls made outside an organized water district (CMR 030), and calls
made within a ground water management area (CMR 040). The CMR treat delivery calls
made outside of an organized water district as a "contested case" under IDAPA
37.01.01 15 , and expressly provide for notice and an administrative hearing process. CMR
030.02. Similarly, CMR 041.01 also requires a hearing, once a delivery call is initiated in
a ground water management area:
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041. ADMINISTRATION OF DIVERSION AND USE OF WATER
WITHIN A GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT AREA (RULE 41).
01. Responding to a Delivery Call. When a delivery call is made
by the holder of a senior-priority ground water right against
holders of junior-priority ground water rights in a designated ground water
management area alleging that the ground water supply is insufficient to
meet the demands of water rights within all or portions of the ground
water management area and requesting the Director to order water right
holders, on a time priority basis, to cease or reduce withdrawal of water,
the Director shall proceed as follows:
3. The petitioner shall be required to submit all information
available to petitioner on which the claim is based that the
water supply is insufficient.

b. The Director shall conduct afact-jinding hearing on the petition
at which the petitioner and respondents may present evidence on
the water supply, and the diversion and use of water from the
ground water management area.
(emphasis added). However, the CMR do not require the same procedure before an order
of curtailment is entered in an organized water district, under CMR Rule 40:

040. RESPONSES TO CALLS FOR WATER DELIVERY MADE BY
THE HOLDERS OF SENIOR-PRIORITY SURFACE OR GROUND
WATER RIGHTS AGAINST THE HOLDERS OF JUNIORPRIORITY GROUND WATER RIGHTS FROM AREAS HAVING
A COMMON GROUND WATER SUPPLY IN AN ORGANIZED
WATER DISTRICT (RULE 40).
01. Responding to a Delivery Call. When a delivery call is made by the
holder of a senior-priority water right (petitioner) alleging that by reason
of diversion of water by the holders of one (1) or more junior-priority
ground water rights (respondents) from an area having a common ground
water supply in an organized water district the petitioner is suffering
material injury, and upon a finding by the Director as provided in Rule 42
that material injury is occurring, the Director, through the watermaster,
shall:
3. Regulate the diversion and use of water in accordance with the
priorities of rights of the various surface or ground water users
whose rights are included within the district, provided, that
IS

IDAPA 37.01.01 consists ofIDWR's procedural rules.
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regulation of junior-priority ground water diversion and use where
the material injury is delayed or long range may, by order of the
Director, be phased-in over not more than a five-year (5) period to
lessen the economic impact of immediate and complete
curtailment; or
b. Allow out-of-priority diversion of water by junior-priority

ground water users pursuant to a mitigation plan that has been
approved by the Director.
02. Regulation of Uses of Water by Watermaster. The Director, through
the watermaster, shall regulate use of water within the water district
pursuant to Idaho law and the priorities of water rights as provided in
Section 42-604, Idaho Code, and under the following procedures: ...
In an organized water district, as in this case, according to the CMR, the Director must
either order curtailment of the junior water rights, or allow out-of priority diversions
pursuant to an approved mitigation plan. Mitigation plans under the CMR are governed
by Rule 43:
043. MITIGATION PLANS (RULE 43).
02. Notice and Hearing. Upon receipt of a proposed mitigation plan the
Director will provide notice, hold a hearing as determined necessary, and
consider the plan under the procedural provisions of Section 42-222, Idaho
Code, in the same manner as applications to transfer water rights.
Once a mitigation plan has been proposed, the Director must hold a hearing as
determined necessary and follow the procedural guidelines,.[or transfer, as set out in I.C.
§ 42-222, which provides in relevant part:

Upon receipt of such application it shall be the duty of the director of the
department of water resources to examine same, obtain any consent
required in section 42-108, Idaho Code, and if otherwise proper to provide
notice of the proposed change in a similar manner as applications under
section 42-203A, Idaho Code. Such notice shall advise that anyone who
desires to protest the proposed change shall file notice ofprotests with the
department within ten (10) days of the last date of publication. Upon the
receipt of any protest, accompanied by the statutory filing fee as provided
in section 42-221, Idaho Code, it shall be the duty of the director of the
department of water resources to investigate the same and to conduct a
hearing thereon.
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(emphasis added). While the CMR are vague with respect to procedural framework
components, the Idaho Supreme Court acknowledged such and upheld the
constitutionality of these rules in AFRD#2. As such, the Director is required to follow
the procedures for conjunctive administration as outlined in the CMR when responding to
a delivery call between surface and ground water users.

3.

The Director exceeded his authority by ordering replacement
water without a hearing and approving a mitigation plan without a
hearing.
In this case, the Director issued two orders in response to the delivery calls

initiated by Clear Springs and Blue Lakes. In each order, the Director ordered
curtailment, but allowed the junior Ground Water Users time to submit "replacement
water plans." The face of each order contained the following paragraph:

"IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED that any person aggrieved by
this decision shall be entitled to a hearing before the Director to contest
the action taken provided the person files with the Director, within fifteen
(15) days after the receipt of written notice ofthe order, or receipt of
actual notice, a written petition stating that the grounds for contesting the
action and requesting a hearing. Any hearing conducted shall be in
accordance with the provisions of chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code, and the
Rules of Procedure of the Department (IDAPA 37.01.01.) Judicial review
of any final order of the Director issued following the hearing may be had
pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1701A(4)."
R. Vol. 1, at. 75 and R. Vol. 3, at. 525. As a result, while I.C. § 42-607 and the CMR do

not provide for a hearing before an order of curtailment is entered, the Director
appropriately provided for a hearing, should any person aggrieved by his orders request
one. After the Director entered his May 19,2005 Blue Lakes Order, the Ground Water
Users filed a request for a hearing within the IS-day timeframe, on June 2, 2005. The
Ground Water Users now argue that their due process rights have been violated because
they were not afforded a hearing at that time. 16 IDWR contends that the Director was

16 The Ground Water Users have filed six requests for hearing in this matter. Blue Lakes also filed at least
one request for hearing. See July 5, 2007 Order Approving Dairymen's and IGWA 's 2007 Replacement
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within his authority to order replacement water without a hearing in either delivery call
because such orders were issued on an "emergency basis." This Court disagrees.
The Director categorized the circumstances surrounding these calls as an
emergency because the Ground Water Users had already made preparations for the
upcoming irrigation season. As a result, the Director believed that the Ground Water
Users required certainty as to what they were obligated to provide to the senior users,
prior to the start of the irrigation season. All delivery calls are emergencies in this sense.
However, the urgent nature of a delivery call does not excuse the Director from following
the procedural requirements set out in the CMR, and in his own orders. The Director and
IDWR are correct that issuing an initial order is proper because it puts the junior Ground
Water Users on notice as to what is owed to the seniors, and places the senior Spring
Users on notice as to what amount of water they are entitled to pursuant to the Director's
investigation and determination of material injury. For practical reasons, before the
Director can hear evidence about water supply, diversion, and use of water, he must first
issue an order, informing the parties of his initial determination of material injury.
However, once a hearing is requested by one ofthe parties pursuant to the provisions of
the curtailment order itself, the Director is then required to hold a hearing. IDAPA
37.01.01.740; I.e. § 42-1701A.
Further, this is consistent with constitutional due process requirements. The
Federal and the Idaho State Constitutions require that no state "shall deprive any person
oflife, liberty, or property without due process oflaw." US. Const., Amend. 14 §I;
Idaho Const. art. I, § 13. A court must weigh three factors in order to determine what
procedures are required to satisfy constitutional due process: "First, the private interest
that will be affected by the official action; second, the risk of an erroneous deprivation of
such interest through the procedures used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or
substitute procedural safeguards; and finally, the Government's interest, including the
function involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens that the additional or
substitute procedural requirement would entail." Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319,335,
96 S.Ct. 893,903, (1976). Generally, notice and a hearing are required by law before

Water Plan, ReSCinding 2007 Curtailment, and Setting Hearing and Prehearing Schedule, R. Vol. 9, 1910.
Clear Springs also filed a request for hearing on July 25,2005. R. Vol. 3 at 557.
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deprivation of property rights, except in "extraordinary situations." Lowder v. Minidoka
County Joint School Dist., 132 Idaho 834, 840, 979 P.2d 1192, 1198 (quoting Boddie v.
Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371, 379, 91 S.Ct. 780, 786, (1971)). In some cases, however,
taking into consideration the Mathews factors above, a postdeprivation hearing will
satisfy constitutional due process. Zinermon v. Burch, 494 U.S. 113, 128-129, 110 S. Ct.
975,984-985 (1990).
In this case, the Director did not provide a hearing before issuing orders of
curtailment. 17 In addition, he did not hold a hearing on the 2005 orders of curtailment
until 2007. Taking into consideration the interests of the senior and junior water users,
along with the Director's interest in efficiently administering water rights, this Court
finds that providing the parties with a hearing after the initial curtailment orders were
issued would have been consistent with due process. A hearing is not required before the
curtailment orders are issued because, as mentioned above, the Director is required by the
CMR to make an initial material injury determination and must put both the senior and
junior water users on notice of his decision. However, after the initial order is issued and
pursuant to the constitutional requirements of due process, the parties pursuant to notice
and upon request are entitled to a hearing before the junior rights are curtailed and before
the senior rights are injured further.

4.

The Director's order of replacement water was a mitigation
plan for purposes of the CMR.
The Spring Users argue that the Director does not have the authority under the

CMR to order a replacement water plan. They contend that the Director must either order
curtailment of junior rights, or accept out-of-priority diversions pursuant to an approved
mitigation plan. IDWR in turn argues that the Director has the authority to order
replacement plans in order to offset the injury suffered by the senior water users as an
alternative to curtailment, pursuant to his authority under I.C. § 42-602. Further,IDWR
argues that the Director is not limited to the procedures set out in the CMR, because

17 The Director did hold a hearing on June 5, 2006, for the sole purpose of reviewing 2005 mitigation plans.
See R. Vol. 6 at 1186. In addition, the Director ordered a hearing in front of an independent hearing
officer, which took place in late 2007. See R. Vol. 7 at 1446.
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under Rule 5, "[n]othing in these rules shall limit the Director's authority to take
. alternative or additional actions relating to the management of water resources as
provided by Idaho law."
Replacement water is a tool that the Director may use when administering water
rights under I.C. § 42-602, in order to offset injury to senior users during times of
shortage. Generally, however, replacement water provided by a junior to satisfy a senior
water right is delivered directly to the senior's place of use in order to replace the water
that the senior cannot receive via his traditional means of diversion. In this case, the
Director ordered that "replacement water" be delivered to Clear Springs and Blue Lakes
via a number of methods, including substitute curtailment and aquifer recharge. Due to
the unique relationship between surface and ground water, replacement water delivered
via recharge and substitute curtailment is delayed, whereas replacement water delivered
directly to the senior's place of use has an immediate effect. Therefore, there is a distinct
difference between a replacement water plan in the traditional sense and the replacement
water plan ordered in this case. The replacement water plan ordered in this case is for all
intents and purposes a mitigation plan under the CMR. Perhaps Mr. Luke characterized it
best in this testimony where he states: "Yeah. It seems like semantics to me." TR. at 748
(Luke). While the Director has the authority to order replacement water in order to
immediately offset injury, in this case, the Director's "replacement plan" was instead a
"mitigation plan" within the application of the CMR.
Finally, while it is true that the Director's authority,is not limited to the standards
set out in the CMR, the CMR provide the mechanism for the Director to use when
conducting conjunctive administration. The Idaho Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of these rules inAFRD#2. Therefore, the Director should adhere to the
CMR when responding to a conjunctive management delivery call.

5.

The Director exceeded his authority when he did not provide
opportunity for a hearing in response to the submission of
the Ground Water Users' mitigation plans.
As mentioned above, CMR 043 sets out the procedures for responding to the

submission of a mitigation plan. Once a junior water user files a mitigation plan with the
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Director, the Director must hold a hearing as determined necessary before approving such
a plan. Rule 43 requires the Director to follow the procedures for a transfer under I.e. §
42-222. In this case, the Director did not provide for a hearing after the junior Ground
Water Users submitted mitigation plans. Instead, he approved such plans without a
hearing, and therefore exceeded his authority.
Without providing an opportunity for a hearing consistent with CMR 043, the
Director had no authority to approve a mitigation plan and should therefore have issued
an order curtailing junior ground water pumping. While the Director held a hearing in
June 2006, this was almost one year after his initial approval of the Ground Water User's
Blue Lakes mitigation plan, and is an untimely response to a delivery call under AFRD#2.
R. Vol. 6 at 1186. As was cited by all parties in this case, the Idaho Supreme Court held
in AFRD#2 that before having a hearing, "[i]t is vastly more important that the Director
have the necessary pertinent information and the time to make a reasoned decision based
on the original facts." Id. at 875, P.3d at 446. However, the Court also held that "a
timely response is required when a delivery call is made and water is necessary to
respond to that call." Id. at 874, P.3d at 445. Clearly, this is such a case. Because the
Director waited one year to hold a hearing on mitigation plans that were submitted to him
soon after issuing his curtailment orders, he abused his discretion. The delay in holding a
hearing as required by the CMR was unreasonable, in light of the "emergency" nature of
all delivery calls. Under the CMR, a more appropriate course of action for the Director to
follow would have been to issue the initial curtailment ord~r, provide the junior Ground
Water Users time to submit a mitigation plan before making that order final, and then
hold a hearing on the order of curtailment and material injury (as discussed in the
previous section) and the mitigation plan at the same time. 18

18 This matter was further complicated by the overlap between the two delivery calls. A mitigation plan
submitted by the Ground Water Users in response to the Blue Lakes call was determined by the Director to
apply to both delivery calls, even though it was submitted by the Ground Water Users prior to the
Director's July 8,2005, Clear Springs Order. See R. Vol. 5 at 805-811. The Director did not require an
additional mitigation plan specific to Clear Springs until April 2006, nine months after his July 8, 2005,
Clear Springs Order. !d. Thereafter, the Director held a hearing on the sufficiency of the mitigation plans
submitted by the Ground Water Users. However, this hearing took place almost a year after approving the
Ground Water Users 2005 mitigation plan and eleven months after issuing his July 8, 2005, Clear Springs
Order. R. Vol. 6 at 1186.
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In his July 5, 2007 Order Approving Dairymen's and the Ground Water Users'

2007 Replacement Water Plan, Rescinding 2007 Curtailment, and Setting Hearing and
Prehearing Schedule, the Director stated that the reason for the delay in hearing was due
to "legal maneuvering of the parties, requests by the parties for schedule changes, and
matters wholly unrelated to the delivery call proceeding initiated by Blue Lakes see

AFRD#2." R. Vol. 9 at 1910. In addition, the Hearing Officer and IDWR argue that
because the constitutionality of the CMR was up on review before the Supreme Court,
the Director was within his discretion to delay the hearing. None of these factors provide
an excuse for failure to conduct a timely hearing. When the Director recognized material
injury to Clear Springs and Blue Lakes under the criteria set out under CMR 042, he was
obligated to follow the procedures outlined in the CMR and provide the parties with due
process. By delaying the hearing on this matter, both parties continued to suffer injury
and uncertainty, at great expense to both sides.

6.

The Director abused his discretion when he did not order curtailment
once he found that the mitigation plans were inadequate to satisfy Clear
Springs' and Blue Lakes' rights.
In 2005, the Ground Water Users submitted mitigation plans that were approved

by the Director, both of which appeared to be sufficient to satisfy senior priority rights
under the Director's original curtailment orders. However, in 2006 the Director did not
approve the Ground Water Users' 2006 mitigation plans, due to Judge Wood's decision
that the CMR were unconstitutional. At the time, the Director argued that he could not
have approved mitigation plans until the Idaho Supreme Court heard the matter. The
Spring Users argue that the Director still had the duty to administer water rights under
Title 42, including the duty to accept mitigation plans. However, at that time, the
Director took no action.
In 2007, after the Idaho Supreme Court's decision reviewing the CMR in

AFRD#2, the Director once again ordered curtailment. R. Vol 7 at 1446. The Ground
Water Users in tum submitted ajoint mitigation plan in response to the Director's Order

a/Curtailment. The Ground Water Users were required by the Director to provide 30 cfs
under phased-in curtailment, but the joint mitigation plan provided for only 19.6 cfs to
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Blue Lakes. As a result, enforcement of the Director's Order was stayed so that the
juniors could have a chance to provide the full amount of water required. In addition,
the Ground Water Users were also required to provide 23 cfs under the phased-in
curtailment. However, the Ground Water Users' mitigation plan provided for only 10.6
cfs to Clear Springs. Again, curtailment was suspended by the Director so that the junior
Ground Water Users could submit another plan. Finally, after the Ground Water Users
submitted a supplemental joint mitigation plan, the Director approved it without a
hearing, even though the amount of mitigation provided still fell short of what he initially
required. See Director's Order, R. Vol. 9 at 1911. The Director approved the Ground
Water Users supplemental plan because he found that the senior users were owed less
replacement water for two reasons: 1) it was late in the irrigation season, so they required
less water and 2) the Director used a different analysis to determine how much water
would be needed by the senior users (he used a 'steady-state' version of the model
originally, but in this determination, switched to a 'transient' analysis). In any event, the
Director acknowledged in his Order approving the supplemental plan that the amounts in
the plan were insufficient to meet the senior's needs. However, the Director rescinded
his earlier Order of Curtailment and approved the mitigation plan regardless. ld.
The Spring Users argue that the Director abused his discretion by approving
mitigation plans that admittedly were insufficient to satisfy senior surface rights. This
Court agrees. Under CMR 040, the Director, upon a finding of material injury, is
required to order curtailment of junior rights, or accept out~of-priority diversions pursuant
to an approved mitigation plan. CMR 043 provides the factors that the Director should
take into account when approving such a plan:
03. Factors to Be Considered. Factors that may be considered by the
Director in determining whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent
injury to senior rights include, but are not limited to, the following:
a. Whether delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the
mitigation plan is in compliance with Idaho law.
b. Whether the mitigation plan will provide replacement water, at
the time and place required by the senior-priority water right,
sufficient to offset the depletive effect of ground water withdrawal
on the water available in the surface or ground water source at
such time and place as necessary to satisfY the rights of diversion
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from the surface or ground water source. Consideration will be
given to the history and seasonal availability of water for diversion
so as not to require replacement water at times when the surface
right historically has not received a full supply, such as during
annual low-flow periods and extended drought periods.
c. Whether the mitigation plan provides replacement water
supplies or other appropriate compensation to the senior-priority
water right when needed during a time ofshortage even if the
effect of pumping is spread over many years and will continue for
years after pumping is curtailed. A mitigation plan may allow for
multi-season accounting of ground water withdrawals and provide
for replacement water to take advantage of variability in seasonal
water supply. The mitigation plan must include contingency
provisions to assure protection of the senior-priority right in the
event the mitigation water source becomes unavailable.
o. Whether the petitioners and respondents have entered into an
agreement on an acceptable mitigation plan even though such plan
may not otherwise be fully in compliance with these provisions.
(emphasis added). The CMR contemplate that the Director will take into account
whether or not the plan will satisfy the senior priority water rights, and only approve such
a plan if it accomplishes that goal, unless some other agreement can be reached between
the Spring Users and the Ground Water Users. For instance, CMR 040.05 provides:

05. Curtailment of Use Where Diversions Not in Accord With
Mitigation Plan or Mitigation Plan Is Not Effective. Where a mitigation
plan has been approved and the junior-priority ground water user fails to
operate in accordance with such approved plan or the plan fails to mitigate
the material injury resulting from diversion and use of water by holders of
junior-priority water rights, the watermaster will notify the Director who
will immediately issue cease and desist orders and direct the watermaster
to terminate the out-of-priority use of ground water rights otherwise
benefiting from such plan or take such other actions as provided in the
mitigation plan to ensure protection of senior-priority water rights.
(emphasis added). In this case, no agreement between the parties was reached, and the
mitigation plan was by the Director's own admission inadequate to satisfy senior priority
rights. See Director's Order, R. Vol. 9 at 1911. As stated above, the Idaho Supreme
Court upheld the constitutionality of the CMR as the guidelines and procedures for
conjunctive administration in the State of Idaho. The Director is obligated to follow the
rules when administering ground and surface water rights in an organized water district in
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response to a delivery call. As such, under the CMR, if a mitigation plan is not sufficient
to satisfy senior priority water rights, the Director must order immediate curtailment.
The rules do not provide for another alternative.
While the Court has determined that the Director abused his discretion and
exceeded his authority by failing to hold a timely hearing on proposed mitigation plans
and ordering replacement water without holding a timely hearing, and failing to order
curtailment after finding the mitigation plans to be inadequate, the Court recognizes, as
did Justice Schroeder, that the remedy at this point is to move forward since a hearing
was ultimately held and curtailment may yet be ordered on remand.

F.
The use of phased-in curtailment or mitigation obligations by junior Ground
Water Pumpers is not contrary to law.

The use of phased-in curtailment is expressly authorized by the CMR. The Idaho
Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the CMR pursuant to a facial challenge.
Accordingly, this issue has already been decided. CMR 020.04. provides:

020. General Statements of Purpose and Policies for Conjunctive
Management of Surface and Ground Water Resources (Rule 20).
04. Delivery Calls. These rules provide the basis and procedure for
responding to delivery calls made by the holder of ~ senior-priority surface
or ground water right against the holder of a junior-priority ground water
right. The principle of the futile call applies to the distribution of water
under these rules. Although a call may be denied under the futile call
doctrine, these rules may require mitigation or staged or phased
curtailment of a junior-priority use if diversion and use of water by the
holder of the junior-priority water right causes material injury, even
though not immediately measurable, to the holder of a senior-priority
surface or ground water right in instances where the hydrologic
connection may be remote, the resource is large and no direct immediate
relief would be achieved if the junior-priority water use was discontinued
(emphasis added). CMR 040.01 provides:
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040. Responses to Calls for Water Delivery Made by the Holders of
Senior-Priority Surface or Ground Water Rights Against the Holders
of Junior-Priority Ground Water Rights From Areas Having a
Common Ground Water Supply in an Organized Water District
(RULE 40).
01. Responding to a Delivery Call. When a delivery call is made by the
holder of a senior-priority water right (petitioner) alleging that by reason
of diversion of water by the holders of one (1) or more junior-priority
ground water rights (respondents) from an area having a common ground
water supply in an organized water district the petitioner is suffering
material injury, and upon a finding by the Director as provided in Rule 42
that material injury is occurring, the Director, through the watermaster,
shall:
a. Regulate the diversion and use of water in accordance with the priorities
of rights of the various surface or ground water users whose rights are
included within the district, provided, that regulation of junior-priority
ground water diversion and use where the material injury is delayed or
long range may, by order of the Director, be phased-in over not more than
a five-year (5) period to lessen the economic impact of immediate and
complete curtailment; or
b. Allow out-of-priority diversion of water by junior-priority ground water
users pursuant to a mitigation plan that has been approved by the Director.
(emphasis added). Phased-in mitigation in the form of replacement water is in lieu of
curtailment. Accordingly, mitigation need not put a senior in better position than would
otherwise occur under curtailment. The use of phased-in curtailment is therefore not
contrary to law.

G.
The Director did not abuse discretion by failing to apply the futile call
doctrine with respect to the amount of time required for curtailment to produce
increased spring flows.
This issue was substantially answered in the issues pertaining to full economic
development. However, CMR 010.08 defines "Futile Call" as:
A delivery call made by a holder of a senior-priority surface or ground
water right that, for physical or hydrologic reasons, cannot be satisfied
within a reasonable time of the call by immediately curtailing diversions
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under junior- priority ground water rights or that would result in waste of
the resource.
IDAPA 37.03.11.010.08. The Hearing Officer determined:

The parameters of a futile call in surface to surface delivery do not fit the
administration of ground water. If the time for the delivery of water to
avoid a futile call defense that is applicable in surface to surface water
delivery were applied in calls for the curtailment of ground water, most
calls would be futile.
What these facts establish is that in the administration of ground water to
spring flows the fact that curtailment will not produce sufficient water
immediately to satisfy the senior rights does not render the calls futile. A
reasonable time from the results of curtailment to be fully realized may
require years, not days or weeks. This is the reverse process of depletion
of the water flowing to the springs from the aquifer over a substantial
number of years. The Director's orders of curtailment recognized that the
Spring User's calls were not futile, though remediation would take
considerable time. The evidence supports that determination.

R. Vol. 16 at 3709.
The CMR acknowledge that relief from curtailment will not be immediate. CMR
020.04 "Delivery Calls" provides that the rules "may require mitigation or staged or
phased in curtailment of junior priority use if diversion and use of water by the holder of
the junior priority water right causes material injury ... even though not immediately
measurable ... where the hydrologic connection may be remote, the resource is large and
no direct immediate relief would be achieved if the junior priority water use was
discontinued." IDAPA 37.03.11.020.04. The Ground water Users argue that the solution
to reasonable use lies in reigning in the scope of the curtailment so that a significant
portion of the curtailed water use will within a reasonable time accrue to the springs.
Opening Briefat 47. The Director made a determination of "reasonableness." This Court

acknowledges and the evidence supports that the lesser the distance between a curtailed
ground water right and the target springs, the greater the return on curtailment and the
less time it takes for the effects of curtailment to be realized. TR. at 931 (Harmon); TR.
at 1414 (Dreher); Brendecke, R. Supp. Vol. 3 at 4455. Again, evidence was presented by
experts for both parties that methodologies exist for more particularly analyzing which
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wells more directly impact specific spring complexes. See supra.

Those methods may

well have reduced the scope of the curtailment to produce the same quantity of useable
water to the Spring Users specific spring complexes, thereby making the Director's scope
of curtailment "unreasonable." However, the burden was on the Ground Water Users to
present the results of such an alternative. AFRD # 2, at 877, 154 P.3d at 449. In the
context of the applicable standard of review, this Court can only affirm the Director's
decision.
VI.
CONCLUSION

1.

The case is remanded so that the Director may apply the appropriate burdens of

proof and evidentiary standards when considering seasonal variations as part of a material
injury determination as explained herein.

2.

While the Court has ruled that the Director has abused his discretion and

exceeded his authority by failing to hold a timely hearing on proposed mitigation plans
and ordering replacement water without holding a timely hearing and failing to order
curtailment after finding the mitigation plans inadequate, there is no practical remedy at
this point in these proceedings.

3.

"
In all other respects, the decision of the Director is affirmed.

IT IS SO ORDERED

Dated

Sud'> e

\ 9!

'uot

JOHN M. MELANSON
District Judge
'~
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NOTICE OF ORDERS
I.R.C.P.77(d)

I, Cynthia R. Eagle-Ervin, Deputy Clerk of Gooding County do hereby certify that on
the ::2Z day of June, 2009, pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.R.C.P., I have filed this day and caused to be
delivered a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument: Order on Petition for
Judicial Review of Agency Record to the parties listed below via US Mail postage prepaid:

Philip Rassier
Chris Bromley
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, 10 83720-0098
Randy Budge
Candace McHugh
RACINE OLSON
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, 1083204-1391
Michael Creamer
GIVENS PURSLEY
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, 1083701-2720
John Simpson
Travis Thompson
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
P.O. Box 485
Twin Falls, 10 83303-0485
Daniel Steenson
RINGERT CLARK
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, 10 83701-2773

Notice of Orders
Certificate of Mailing
IRCP 77(d)

Josephine Beeman
BEEMAN &ASSOCIATES
409 W. Jefferson
Boise, 10 83702
Justin May
MAY SUOWEEKS & BROWNING
1419 W. Washington
Boise, 1083702
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Randall C. Budge (ISB #1949)
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BAILEY, CHARTERED
201 East Center Street
Post Office Box 1391
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Altomeysfor the Ground Water Users

IN THE ,DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,

Case No. CV -2008-444

Petitioner~

GROUND WATER USERS'
PET1TION FOR REHEARING

VS.

BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.,
Cross-Petitioner,
VS.

IDAHO GROTJND WATER APPROPRIATORS,
INC .• NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER
DISTRICT. and MAGIC VALLEY GROUND
WATER DISTRICT,
Cross-Petitioners,
vs.

IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Cross-Petitioner,
VS.

DAVID K. TUTHILL, JR., in his capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Water Resources; and the
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IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER
TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02356A, 36·07210,
AND 36-07427
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)

IN THE MATIER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER
TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36·04013A, 36-04013B,
AND 36-07148
(Clear Springs Delivery CaU)

Tdaho Grollnd Water Appropriators, Inc., North Snake Ground Water DistTict, and Magic
Valley Ground Water District. acting for and on behalf of their members (collectively, the
"Ground Water Users"), through counsel, respectf1.111y petition the Court tor rehearing pursuant
to Idaho Appellate Rule 42 in response to the COl..Jrtfs Order on Petition for Judicial Review
dated June 19,2009 (the "Order"), on the following issues:
1. Since the Director did not independently apply the law of full economic development
of ground water resources set forth in I.C. § 42-226, does the Director have discretion
to reconsider that law on remand?
2. Does the Order stand for the proposition that the Director can order curtailment
without first making a finding that curtailment wiH not unreasonably interfere with
full economic development of the resource pursual.1t to I.e. 42-2267
3. Does the statutory mandate for full economic development of ground water resources
set forth in I.C. § 42-226 require the Director consider the extent to which curtailment
will enable the Spring Users to produce more, larger, or healthier fish?
4. Are individual water users entitled to, collectively or individually, preclude the
additional development of the ESPA that was secured by the Swan Falls Agreement?
5. Does the Order stand for the proposition that the material injury and futile call
analyses are one and the same?
6. How does the Director detennme material injury without considering evidence about
water supply, diversion, and use of water?
7. Can the Director fInd material injury without evidence being presented that the Spring
Users in fact need additional water that can be put to beneficial use?
'>oJ"
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8, If the Order stands tbr the proposition that the Spring Users have no obligation to
SUppOlt their allegations of material injury, were the Ground Water Users wrongfully
precluded from discovering records concerning diversions, fish production, facility
design and improvements, etc.?
The Ground Water Users will within 14 days submit a brief in support of this request for
rehearing pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 42.
DATED this 1ti!!day of July, 2009.

RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE &
BAILEY, CHARTERED
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)
)
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)
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7-10-'09 12:20 FROM-

T-222 P003/0a6 F

COMES NOW, the Petitioners Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc. ("Blue Lak(m") and CleaJr
Springs Foods, Inc. ("Clear Springs") (hereillafter collectively referred to as "Spring Users"), by
and through its undersigned counsel, pursuant to Idaho Civil Rule of Procedure 84(r) and Idaho
Appellate Rille 42, and hereby respectfully request a :rehearing of this Court's Order on Petition

for Judicial Review ("Order") dated June 19.,2009. The Spring Users request a tc::hearing ofth,~
Order on the following issues:

1.

Whether the evidenct~ and findings in the rec~rd establish that Bluc~ Lakes'

watel~

right 36-7210 and Clear Springs' water right 36-4013A are injured. by junior ground water
diversions.
2.

The necessity and scope of the Court's remand relating to

'~le

Director'H

consideration of the "seasonal variations", giveI!- the substantial and uncontroverted evidence:Url
the record and the findings by the Hearing Officer establishing that Blue Lakes t water nght 36721.0 and Clear Springs' water right 36-4013A are materially injure.d by junior ground watelr
diversions.
3.

Whether Idaho law requires a hearing to be held prior to regulation of junior

priority ground water rights in an organized water district that are eausing malttlrillll injury

tl;t

senior surface water rights: and do not have an apprmred mitigation plan in place.
4.

Given the Court's fmdings that the Director abused his discretion by failing to

hold timely hearings on mitigatio:n plans and by failing to order curtailment after fmding
mitigation plans to be inadequate, whether it is necessary for the Court to remand ~he case to the
Director with instructions on proc,edures that will provide for the timely administration and
enforcement of mitigation plans.
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The Spring Users will submit a memorandum in support of this petition witlliln fourteen.
(14) days as provided by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(r) and Idaho AppelHate Rule 42(c).
The Spring Users further respectfully reque-,st O!al argument on this petition.
DATED this 11It:aay of July 2009.
RJNGERT LAW, CHTD.

BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMlP'SON LlLP

Attorneys for Blue Lakes Trout FanYl, Inc.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,
Petitioner,
vs.

BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.,
Cross-Petitioner,
vs.

IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., NORTH
SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT
and MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER
DISTRICT,
Cross-Petitioners,
vs.

IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC.
Cross-Petitioner,
vs.

RANG EN, INC.
Cross-Petitioner,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 2008-0000444
ORDER ON PETITIONS FOR
REHEARING

)
I Director David Tuthill retired as Director of Idaho Department of Water Resources effective June 30,
2009. Gary Spackman was appointed as Interim Director. LR.C.P. 25 (d) and (e).
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vs.

)
)
)

GARY SPACKlVIAN, I in his capacity as
Director of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources, and THE IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,

)
)
)
)
)

Respondents.

)

)

)
)

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION
OF WATER TO WATER RIGHTS NOS.
36-04013A, 36-04013B, and 36-07148.

)
)
)

(Clear Springs Delivery Call) -

)

)
)
)
)

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION
OF WATER TO WATER RIGHTS NOS.
36-02356A, 36-07210, and 36-07427.
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)

)
)
)
)
)
)

Appearances:
Jolm K. Simpson, Travis L. Thompson, Paul Arrington, of Barker Rosholt & Simpson,
LLP, Twin Falls, Idaho, attorneys for Clear Springs Foods: Inc.
Daniel K. Steenson, Charles L. Honsinger, S. Bryce Farris, Jon Gould, of Ringert Law,
Chartered, Boise, Idaho, attorneys for Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc.
Randall C. Budge, Candice M. McHugh, Thomas J. Budge, of Racine Olson Nye Budge
& Bailey, Chartered, Pocatello, Idaho, attorneys forIdaho Ground Water Appropriators,
Inc., North Snake Ground Water District, and Magic Valley Ground Water District.
Phillip J. Rassier, Chris M. Bromley, Deputy Attorneys General of the State ofIdaho,
Idaho Department of Water Resources, Boise, Idaho, attorneys for Gary Spackman, in his
capacity as Interim Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources.
Michael C. Creamer, Jeffrey C. Fereday, of Givens Pursley, LLP, Boise, Idaho, attorneys
for the Idaho Dairymen's Association.
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J. Justin May, of May Sudweeks & Browning, LLP, Boise, Idaho, attorney for Rangen,
Inc.

I.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND AND FACTS
This case is an appeal from an administrative decision of the Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources ("Director," "IDWR," or "Department") issued in
response to two separate delivery calls. This Court issued its Order on Petition/or

Judicial Review in this matter on June 19,2009 ("June 19,2009 Order"). On July 10,
2009, Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc. and Clear Springs Foods, Inc. (collectively "Spring
Users") filed a Joint Petition/or Rehearing. On July 13,2009, the Idaho Ground Water
Appropriators, Inc., North Snake Ground Water District, and Magic Valley Ground
Water District (collectively "Ground Water Users") also filed a Petition/or Rehearing.
The facts and procedural history of this case are explained in detail in the Court's
June 19, 2009 Order. The nature of the case, course of proceedings, and relevant facts
are therefore incorporated herein by reference.

II.
MA TTER DEEMED FULLY SUBMITTED FOR DECISION
Oral argument before the District Court in this matter was held September 29,
2009. The parties did not request the opportunity to

subm~t

additional briefing and the

Court does not require any additional briefing in this matter. Therefore, the matter is
deemed fully submitted for decision on the next business day, or September 30, 2009.

III.
APPLICABLE STANDARD OF REVIEW
Judicial review of a final decision of the director ofIDWR is governed by the Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act (IDAP A), Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code § 42-1701 A( 4).
Under IDAPA, the Court reviews an appeal from an agency decision based upon the record
created before the agency. Idaho Code § 67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 Idaho 59, 61, 831
P.2d 527, 529 (1992). The Court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as
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to the weight of the evidence on questions of fact. Idaho Code § 67-5279(1); Castaneda v.
Brighton Corp., 130 Idaho 923, 926, 950 P.2d 1262,1265 (1998). The Court shall affirm
the agency decision unless the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences,
conclusions, or decisions are:
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions;
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency;
(c) made upon unlawful procedure;
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or,
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.
Idaho Code § 67-5279(3); Castaneda, 130 Idaho at 926,950 P.2d at 1265.
The petitioner or appellant must show that the agency erred in a mam1er specified
in Idaho Code § 67-5279(3), and that a substantial right of the party has been prejudiced.
Idaho Code § 67-5279(4); Barron v. IDWR, 135 Idaho 414, 18 P.3d 219,222 (2001).
Even if the evidence in the record is conflicting, the Court shall not overturn an agency's
decision that is based on substantial competent evidence in the record. 2 Id. The Petitioner
(the party challenging the agency decision) also bears the burden of documenting and
proving that there was not substantial evidence in the record to support the agency's
decision. Payette River Property Owners Assn. v. Board ofComm 'rs. 132 Idaho 552,
976 P.2d 477 (1999).
The Idaho Supreme Court has summarized these points as follows:
The Court does not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as
to the weight of the evidence presented. The Court instead defers to
the agency's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous. In
other words, the agency's factual determinations are binding on the
reviewing court, even where there is conflicting evidence before the
agency, so long as the determinations are supported by substantial
evidence in the record .... The party attacking the Board's decision
must first illustrate that the Board erred in a manner specified in

Substantial does not mean that the evidence was uncontradicted. All that is required is that the evidence
be of such sufficient quantity and probative value that reasonable minds could conclude that the findingwhether it be by a jury, trial judge, special master, or hearing officer was proper. It is not necessary that
the evidence be of such quantity or quality that reasonable minds 1I111S[ conclude, only that they could
conclude. Therefore, a hearing officer's findings of fact are properly rejected only if the evidence is so
weak that reasonable minds could not come to the same conclusions the hearing officer reached. See eg.
Mann v. SafewayStores. Inc. 95 Idaho 732,518 P.2d 1194 (1974); see also Evans v. Ham's Inc., 125 Idaho
473,478,849 P.2d 934,939 (1993).
2
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Idaho Code Section § 67-5279(3), and then that a substantial right
has been prejudiced.

Urrutia v. Blaine County, 134 Idaho 353,2 P.3d 738 (2000) (citations omitted); see also,
Cooper v. Board of Professional Discipline, 134 Idaho 449, 4 P.3d 561 (2000).
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside in whole or in part, and
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. Idaho Code § 67-5279(3); University of

Utah Hosp. v. Board ofComm'rs ofAda Co., 128 Idaho 517, 519, 915 P.2d 1375,1377
(CLApp. 1996).

IV.
ISSUES PRESENTED

A.

Issues Raised by Spring Users.

The Spring Users raise a number of issues on rehearing. The Court characterizes
those issues as follows:

l.

Whether the evidence and findings in the record establish that Blue Lakes' water

right 36-7210 and Clear Springs' water right 36-4013A are injured by junior ground
water diversions?

2.

Whether the Court properly remanded the case to the Director to apply the

appropriate burdens of proof and evidentiary standards when considering seasonal
variations as part of a material injury analysis?

3.

Whether Idaho law requires a hearing to be held prior to the regulation of junior

priority ground water rights in an organized water district after a determination of
material injury?

4.

Whether this Court, after holding that the Director abused his discretion, should

remand this case to the Director with instructions for timely administration?
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Issues Raised by Ground Water Users.

B.

The Ground Water Users also raise a number of issues on rehearing. The Court
characterizes those issues as follows:

1.

Whether the Court properly treated the Director's analysis of seasonal variation as

a material injury issue, rather than a futile call issue?

2.

Whether the Director had sufficient evidence to support a finding of material

injury?

3.

Whether the Director correctly applied the law of full economic development?

4.

Whether the Spring Users' delivery call can preclude development consistent with

Swan Falls Agreement and State Water Plan?

V.
ANAL YSIS AND DISCUSSION

A.
Seasonal Variations, Material Injury, Futile Call and Water Rights 36-7210
(Blue Lakes) and 36-4013A (Clear Springs).
"
The Spring Users assert that evidence and findings in the record conclusively
establish that water right nos. 36-7210 and 36-4013A are materially injured by ground
water diversions and that this Court should not remand the case to the Director for
application of the appropriate burdens of proof and evidentiary standards when
considering seasonal variations as part of a material injury analysis. Specifically, the
Spring Users assert that the Director's material injury analysis is flawed because it takes
into account seasonal variations. However, as this Court previously explained, if
curtailment occurs, seasonal low flows will still be present and curtailment of juniors will
not result in eliminating these seasonal lows. It is undisputed that the spring flows
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fluctuate between highs and lows on a seasonal basis and between years from factors
other than ground water pumping. R. Vol. 16 at 3707-08. Therefore, as this COUli
explained, if all ground water pumping by juniors was eliminated, those seasonal
variations would still exist. Under these circumstances, it follows that the senior spring
water users appropriated their rights subject to seasonal fluctuations which existed prior
to the subsequent ground water appropriations by juniors. As former Director Dreher
testified, "If you curtailed all ground water on the plain there would be instances during
the year when some, not necessarily all, but when some of the full quantity of the springs
rights would not be met." TR. at 1376. As such, it becomes futile to curtail the juniors in
an attempt to increase seasonal lows in order to fill the quantities decreed.
Much has been made bythe parties of this Court's statement in the June 19,2009
Order that a material injury analysis under this particular set of circumstances is akin to

application of the futile call doctrine. The Court's intent was not to rule that the two
principles are the same, only that they can be analogous and share some of the same
characteristics. To the extent they share the same factors, which party should bear the
burden of proof? As this Court explained:
Simply put, a determination of material injury requires the Director to
determine what portion of a senior's water deficit is caused by naturally
occurring seasonal lows as opposed to the portion of the deficit that results
from the exercise of junior rights. Both the material injury analysis
under the ClVIR and the futile call doctrine require the director to
exclude any water deficit attributable to such seasonal variations.
Juniors cannot be curtailed to provide water that a senior would not have
received anyway due to seasonal variations; nor can juniors be required to
provide replacement water for such amounts.
June 19,2009 Order, p. 21-22. The Court used this analogy in order to explain why the
application of a material injury analysis is not a re-adjudication of a decreed water right,
provided the appropriate burden of proof is applied. As explained by our Supreme
Court, the CMR do not shift the burden of proof to make the senior re-prove or readjudicate his water right:
Once the initial determination is made that material injury is occurring or
will occur, the junior then bears the burden of proving that the call would
be futile or to challenge in some other constitutionally permissible way,
the senior's call.
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American Falls Reservoir District No.2 v. IDWR, 143 Idaho 862,877-878, 154 P.3d 433,
448-449 (2007). Thus, when the material injury analysis includes what is also
fundamentally a determination requisite to a futile call analysis, the junior must bear the
burden of proof on that issue, just as the junior would bear that burden in a futile call
analysis. Otherwise, the senior is essentially put in a position of re- proving the historical
use of the right. In this case, the lack of available historical flow data was improperly
construed by the Director against the senior.
The Court has a difficult time reconciling the argument that the concepts of
material injury and futile call do not share overlapping characteristics in some
circumstances. The concept of material injury takes into account a broad range of
circumstances. See CMR 042.01. One of the circumstances considered by the Director
in this case was that although the rights of the senior spring users and junior ground
pumpers are hydraulically connected, ground water pumping by junior right holders was
not responsible for all of the seasonal lows, nor was such pumping materially injuring
said rights. As a result, the Director found that the senior is not entitled to replacement
water or administration of ground water rights to satisfy senior rights affected by seasonal
lows. However, this Court views this determination to be similar to the determination
made in a futile call. In one instance, as occurred in this case, the burden of proof was
placed on the senior making the call to establish the extent of material injury. But, in the
context of a traditional futile call analysis, the burden of po of would be on the junior
defending against the call. Yet, the inquiry in both cases is essentially the same and both
cases originate in the same way - a call for administration by a senior. It would be
inconsistent to allocate the burden of proof differently in the two cases. In this Court's
view, requiring the senior to re-prove beneficial use at the time of the appropriation is
suspiciously close to revisiting the adjudication process.
Accordingly, the case must be remanded in order to permit the Director to apply
the appropriate burdens of proof and evidentiary standards when considering seasonal
variations as part of a material injury determination.

The Director Did Not Err in his Application of the Full Economic
Development or Public Interest Analysis.

B.
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The Ground Water Users ask this Court to remand to the Director to reconsider
his application of the policy of full economic development. The Ground Water Users
argue that the Director incorrectly based his determination of full economic development
on the ESP A model's margin of error; therefore, remand is necessary to require the
Director to make specific findings concerning the "broad scope of curtailment."
Reviewing the Director's analysis of full economic development within the
context of the proper standard ofreview, this Court held in its June 19,2009, Order that
the Director's determination was reasonable and not an abuse of discretion. Indeed, this
Court gave great deference to the Director's determination of "reasonableness" under the
Conjunctive Management Rules (CMR). Such a determination of "reasonableness"
required the Director to balance the State's policy of full economic development, the
exercise of senior priority rights, and the public interest. A determination of full
economic development, as contemplated by the CMR and Idaho Code § 42-226, is not an
analysis of the "highest and best" use of the water or the "best economic return" from the
use of the water. Rather, full economic development denotes expansive utilization of the
aquifer, and does not necessarily dictate a preference of a more profitable or popular
water use over another. Applying the balancing test, the Director made findings that the
Spring Users were employing reasonable diversion practices and that the amount of
undeveloped water or "dead storage" in the aquifer was reasonable under the
circumstances.
The Director made such determinations based on the evidence presented. Such
evidence included current and proposed alternative methods of diversion for the Spring
Users, the ESPA model results, and argument from the Ground Water Users that the
scope of curtailment under the model violated the policy of full economic development.
Further, the Director was presented with evidence that alternative methods (aside from
the ground water model) existed to perhaps narrow the scope of curtailment. However,
the results of such methods were not presented at the hearing.
The Ground Water Users argue that some may interpret the Court's June 19,2009
Order to stand for the proposition that the Director's authority to limit administration by

priority is dependant upon the existence of "viable reasonable alternatives." Such an
interpretation would be misguided. In this case, the Director was provided with results
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from the ESP A model, and while alternative methods existed to narrow the scope of
curtailment, neither side presented the results of such methodology. Thus, the Director
did not abuse his discretion by utilizing the results of the model when applying the policy
of full economic development. This does not mean that in future cases, the Director may
only limit administration by priority

if alternative methods are presented.

More

accurately, the Court's holding signifies that the Director has discretion to consider and
weigh the evidence. Because no alternative methods to the ESPA model (perhaps in the
form of curtailment based on proximity to the spring complex) were presented to the
Director, he could not consider such alternatives. Therefore, the Director did not abuse
his discretion by relying upon the model when applying the policy of full economic
development.
While the Ground Water Users urge this Court to remand to the Director for a
more "independent" analysis of full economic development, the Director previously
made that determination based on the evidence and argument presented at the hearing.
The Director balanced the reasonable use of the senior Spring Users against the State's
policy of full economic development, within his discretion. Again, while there may be
dispute over the Director's ultimate conclusion, the Director arrived at his decision based
on the evidence presented. No viable alternative methods to the ESPA were presented at
the hearing. The Director's determination was reasonable based on the information and
argument presented and as such, this Court will not substitute its judgment for that of the
Director. Accordingly, based upon the applicable standard of review, the Court cannot
-;;

conclude that the Director abused his discretion or acted arbitrarily or capriciously in his
determination.

C.
The Swan Falls Agreement and the State Water Plan Are Not Conclusive of
Full Economic Development in Responding to Individual Delivery Calls.

The Ground Water Users request that this Court reconsider its determination that
the Swan Falls Agreement and the State Water Plan are not conclusive of full economic
development in individual delivery calls. As stated in the Court's June 19, 2009 Order,
neither the Swan Falls Agreement nor the State Water Plan establish minimum Hows for
specific sub-reaches or spring complexes. The Swan Falls Agreement and the State

V
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Water Plan establish minimum flows to be met at Murphy Gauge, which is located on the
main stem of the Snake River well below Thousand Springs. As discussed in this Court's
decision, the Swan Falls Agreement contemplated management of the aquifer on a large
scale or macro level. This is illustrated by the possibility that reaches farther upstream
(such as those in this case) may be depleted; even while the minimum flows at Murphy
are met. The Court has reviewed its decision on this issue and declines to amend its
previous conclusion.

D.
Because the Director's Orders Provide for a Hearing, the Director Erred by
Not Providing a Hearing After Making a Determination of Material Injury.
The Spring Users argue that the Director is not required to hold a hearing before
issuing an order of curtailment of junior ground water rights in an organized water district
after a determination of material injury is made. In support of this argument, the Spring
Users rely on an Idaho Supreme Court case, Nettleton v. Higginson, 98 Idaho 87, 558
P.2d 1048 (1977).3 In its June 19,2009 Order, this Court held that because the Director's
orders in response to the delivery calls provided for a hearing should one be requested,
the Director erred by not holding a hearing when the Ground Water Users requested one.
The Court also held that such a hearing would be consistent with the requirements of due
process. Further, as the Court mentioned, holding such a hearing is practical, in that it
can be held in conjunction with the hearing conducted on the mitigation plan, thereby
eliminating delay and further injury to senior users.
The Spring Users assert and this Court agrees that I.e. § 42-607 does not
expressly require a hearing prior to curtailment of junior water users in an organized
water district. The CMR also set forth different procedures when a call is made against
water users in an organized water district (CMR 040); against water users in a ground
water management area (CMR 041); and against water users not in an organized water
district ground water management area or a water district where the regulation of ground
water has not been included as a function of the water district (CMR 030). For responses
to delivery calls not in an organized water district, ground water management area or a
The facts in Nettleton are distinguishable from the facts in this case. Nettleton addressed unadjudicated
beneficial use water rights in an organized water district, and was issued prior to the adoption of the
Conjunctive Management Rules. It is ambiguous as to its broader application.
3
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water district where the regulation of ground water has not been included as a function of
the water district, CMR 030 requires the filing of a petition for a contested case and
service upon all known respondents. CMR 030.02. For responses to delivery calls in a
ground water management area CMR 041 requires the filing of a petition and a "factfinding hearing on the petition at which the petitioner and respondents may present
evidence on the water supply, and the diversion and use of water from the ground water
management area." CMR 041. 0 l. b. However, in organized water districts no such
similar procedures are required. Rather, CMR 040 provides for regulation through the
water master upon a finding that material injury is occurring. CMR 040.0 1.a. and b.
However, as explained in the June 19,2009 Order, the CMR require a hearing
after junior water users submit a mitigation plan and prior to the approval of such a plan.
However, neither I.C. § 42-607 nor the CMR preclude the Director from providing for a
hearing after the material injury determination and prior to curtailment. In this case, the
Director issued two orders in response to the delivery calls initiated by Clear Springs and
Blue Lakes. Both sides took issue with at least a portion of the Director's material injury
determination. Each order included language that explicitly provided for a hearing,
which was consistent with the requirements of due process because it allowed each side
the opportunity to be heard. To the extent that the Court's the June 19,2009 Order can
be read to hold that constitutional due process requires that the Director hold a hearing
after the material injury determination is made, that portion of the opinion is withdrawn.
Therefore, this Court affirms its earlier decision that the Director erred by failing
~;

to hold a hearing as provided in his orders.

VI.

CONCLUSION

The Com1 has reviewed its June 19,2009 Order, and concludes as follows:

1.

The case is remanded so that the Director may apply the appropriate burdens of

proof and evidentiary standards when considering seasonal variations as part of a material
injury determination as explained herein. Although the CMR do not specifY timing for
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the filing of mitigation plans, in order to avoid prejudice to either side, it is imperative
that any mitigation plan submitted in response to a material injury determination be
approved (after a hearing, in accordance with the CMR and this Court's decisions) prior
to allowing juniors subject to administration to commence water use.

2.

While the Court has ruled that the Director has abused his discretion and

exceeded his authority by failing to hold a timely hearing on proposed mitigation plans
and ordering replacement water without holding a timely hearing and failing to order
curtailment after finding the mitigation plans inadequate, there is no practical remedy to
cure those errors at this point in these proceedings. The issues presented have been heard
by two different Directors, a Hearing Officer, and finally, this Court.

3.

In all other respects, the decision of the Director is affirmed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated:

}):C,

4 I LoO or
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NOTICE OF ORDERS
I.R.C.P. 77(d)

I, Cynthia R. Eagle-Ervin, Deputy Clerk of Gooding County do hereby certify that
on the 4th day of December, the Court filed this foregoing instrument pursuant to I.R.C.P. 5(e)(1)
and on the ih day of December, 2009, pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.R.C.P., I have this day caused to
be delivered a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing instrument: Order on Petitions
for Rehearing to the parties listed below via US Mail postage prepaid:

Philip Rassier
Chris Bromley
Idaho Department of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098
Randy Budge
Candace McHugh
RACINE OLSON
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391
Michael Creamer
GIVENS PURSLEY
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Josephine Beeman
BEEMAN &ASSOCIATES
409 W. Jefferson
Boise, 10 83702
Justin May
MAY SUOWEEKS & BROWNING
1419 W. Washington
Boise, 10 83702

John Simpson
Travis Thompson
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
P.O. Box 485
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0485
Daniel Steenson
RINGERT CLARK
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, ID 83701-2773
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Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949)
Candice M. McHugh (ISB# 5908)
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7465)
R.,ACfNE OLSON !\IYE BUDGE
& BAILEY, CHARTERED
201 E. Center St.; P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
(208) 232-6101 - Telephone
(208) 232-6109 - Facsimile
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Attorneys for the Appellants - Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc., North Snake Ground Water
District, and Magic Valley Ground Water District (collectively, the IIGround Water Users'~

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, L~ AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,
Petitioner/Respondent,

Case No. CV-2008-0000444

vs.
BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.,

GROUNDWATER USERS'
NOTICE OF APPEAL

Cross-Petitioner/Respondent,

vs.
IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS,
INC., NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER
DISTRICT, and MAGIC VALLEY GROUND
WATER DISTRICT,

Fee Category: L-4
Fee Amount: $101.00

Cross-Petitioners/Appellants,

vs.
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Cross-Petitioner/Respondent,

vs.
RANGEN, INC.,
Cross-Petitioner/Respondent,
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vs.
GARY SPACKMAN., in his capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Water Resources; and
the IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,
Respondents/Respondents.
IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02356A,
36-07210, AND 36-07427
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-04013A,
36-04013B, AND 36-07148
(Clear Springs Delivery Call)

TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC., BLUE
LAKES TROUT FARM, INC., IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION, INC.,
RANGEN, INC., GARY SPACKlvlAN, IN HIS OFFICIAL CAPACITY AS DIRECTOR
OF THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, AND THE IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES; AND THE PARTIES' ATTORNEYS AS
IDENTIFIED ON THE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BELOW; AND THE CLERK OF
THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

1.

The above named Appellants, IDAHO GROlJND WATER APPROPRIATORS,

INC., NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT, and MAGIC VALLEY GROUND
WATER DISTRICT (collectively, the "Ground Water Users") appeal against the above named
respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the District Court's final Order on Petition for
Rehearing, entered in the above entitled action on the

4th

day of December, 2009, the Honorable

Jo1m M. Melanson presiding.
2.

The Appellants have the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

Order on Petition/or Rehearing is appealable under and pursuant to Rule ll(f) of the Idaho
Appellate Rules.
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3.

The Appellants intend to assert the following issues on appeal:
a.

Whether Due Process requires the Director to hold a hearing before

ordering and enforcing curtailment in the context of conjunctive water administration.
b.

Whether the Director erred by failing to administer the Eastern Snake

Plain Aquifer in compliance with the Swan Falls Agreement and State Water Plan.
c.

Whether the Director erred by guaranteeing Blue Lakes and Clear Springs

an artificially inflated aquifer level.
d.

Whether the Director erred in his application of the law of fun economic

development of groundwater resources (Idaho Code § 42~226) by ordering the
curtailment of more than 70,000 groundwater irrigated acres, when nearly all (98-99%) of
the curtailed water is sacrificed to provide only 1-2 percent of the curtailed water to Blue
Lakes and Clear Springs.
e.

\Vhether the Director erred by denying the Ground Water Users' discovery

of the evidence necessary to prove futile call.
f.

Whether the Director erred by failing to apply the futile call doctrine.

g.

Whether the Director erred by accepting testimony that curtailment will

enable the Spring Users to produce more, larger or healthier fish, over the Ground Water
Users' objection and contrary to the Order re Discovery.
h.

Whether there is substantial evidence in the record to support the

Director's conclusion that additional water that will accrue to Blue Lakes and Clear
Springs from curtailment will actually be put to beneficial use.
1.

~'bether the

Director erred by refusing,to account for known uncertainties

in the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Model.
4.

No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record.

5.

The Appellants request that the transcript of the administrative proceedings held

before the Idaho Department of Water Resources be made a part ofthe record on appeal. The
Appellants currently possess a copy of the transcript, as it was previously prepared in
conjunction with the District Court's judicial review of this action. A copy of the transcript may
be obtained from Burnham Habel & Associates, phone number
6.

1-800~867-5701.

The Appellants do not request that any documents be included in the clerk's

record other than those automatically included under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
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7.

The Appellants request that all of the exhibits included jn the agency record be

copied and sent to the Supreme Court.

8.

I certify:
a.

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter.

b.

That the fee required for the preparation of the reporter's transcript was

paid in conjunction with the District Court's judicial review of this action.
c.

That the estimated fee for preparation ofthe clerk's record has been paid.

d.

That the appellant filing fee has been paid.

e.

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

to Rule 20.
DATED this 15th day of January, 2010.
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE &
BAILEY, CHARTERED

Randall C. Bu ge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15 th day of January, 2010, the above document was
served upon the persons below in the manner indicated:

DOCUMENT SERVED: Ground Water Users' Notice of Appeal

[ J u.s. Mail/Postage Prepaid

Deputy Clerk
Gooding County District Court
P.O. Box417
Gooding, Idaho 83330

[]
(]

[X]

I Daniel V. Steenson

[X]

Charles L. Honsinger
RINGERT CLARK
P.O. Box 2773
Boise, Idaho 83701-2773
dvs@rillgeliclark.com
clh(a>ringertclark.com

I

I

[X]

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
E-Mail

[X]

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid

[]

[J
[]

Phlllip J. Rassier
Chris Bromley
IDAHO DEPT. OF WATER RESOURCES
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098
nhil.rassier(cl:)id\\'r.idaho. gov
chris.bromley@idwr.idaho.gov

Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery

[ ] Facsimile
[]
[]

[X]

Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
E-Mail

Michael S. Gilmore
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
rnike.gilmore(t1),agjdaho.gov

[X] U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[X] E-Mrul

JeffFereday
Mike Creamer
GIVENS PURSLEY
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
jcf@givenspurslev.com
mcc@givensQurslev.com

[X] U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
( ] Facsimile
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ J Hand Delivery
[X] E-Mail

,

J. Justin May
MAY SUDWEEKS & BROWNING
P.O. Box 6091
Boise, Idaho 83707
i,rnay@rnav-law. com

. [X] U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
r
_I
ail

I
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John Simpson
Travis L. Thompson
BARKER ROSH OLD
I P.O. Box 2139
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139
. ikS@idahowaters.com
I tlt@idahowaters.com

I

Josephine P. Beeman
BEEMAN & ASSOCIATES
409 W. Jefferson
Boise, Idaho 83702
I jo.beeman@beemanlaw.com
Robert E. Williams
FREDRICKSEN WILLIAMS MESERVY
P.O. Box 168
153 E. Main Street
Jerome. Idaho 83338-0168
rewilhams@,cableone.net

~OTICE

OF APPEAL

l [X]

I.

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
[ ] Overnight Mail
[] Hand Delivery
[X] E-Mail

[J

I [X]
i [J

U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
Facsimile
[] Overnight Mail
[] Hand Delivery
[X] E-Mail

[X] U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid
[] Facsimile
[] Overnight Mail
[] Hand Delivery
[X] E-mail
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FILED

Daniel V. Steenson, ISB #4332
John K. Simpson, ISB #4242
Charles L. Honsinger, ISB # 524 2010 fEB -8 PM "':Jftvis L. Thompson, ISB #6168
C:: paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198
S. Bryce Farris, ISB #5636
Jon Gould, ISB #6709
GOODING COU:~TY CLeMRKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON, LLP
RINGERTLAW,CHTD.
~f'
~10W.JefferSOnST.'Suite102
455 S. Thirst St.
BY:
~. Box 2139
P.O. Box 2773
oise, Idaho 83701-2139
Boise, Idaho 83701-2773
Telephone: (208) 336-0700
Telephone: (208) 342-4591
Facsimile: (208) 344-6034
Facsimile: (208) 342-4657
Attorneys for Clear Springs Foods, Inc.
Attorneys/or Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,
Petitioner/RespondentiCross-Appellant,
vs.
BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.,
Cross-P eti tionerlRespondentiCross-Appellant,
vs.
IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS, INC.,
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT, and
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT,
Cross-PetitionerslAppellants/Cross-Respondents
vs.
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Cross-Petitioner/RespondentiCross-Respondent,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV -2008-444

NOTICE OF CROSSAPPEAL
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RANGEN, INC.,
Cross-P etitioner/respondentiCross-Respondent,
vs.

)
)

GARY SPACKMAN, in his capacity as Director of the
Idaho Department of Water Resources; and the IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES,

)
)
)
)
)

Respondents/Respondents/Cross-Respondents

-----------------------------------)
)

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO )
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02356A, 36-07210, and
)
36-07427
)
)
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)
)
)
)
IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO )
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-04013A, 36-04013B, and
)
36-07148
)
)
(Clear Springs Delivery Call)
)
)

TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED CROSS-RESPONDENTS, IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT, MAGIC
VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT, IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC., RANGEN, INC., GARY SPACKMAN, IN HIS CAPACITY AS DIRECTOR OF
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, AND THE IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES; AND THE PARTIES' ATTORNEYS OF
RECORD AS IDENTIFIED ON THE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BELOW; AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above-named Cross-Appellants, CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC. and BLUE

LAKES TROUT FARM, INC., cross-appeal against the above named cross-respondents to the
Idaho Supreme Court from the District Court's final Order on Petition/or Rehearing, entered in
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - Page 2

the above entitled action on December 4,2009, Honorable District Judge John M. Melanson,
presiding.
2.

The Cross-Appellants have a right to cross-appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court,

and the Order on Petition for Rehearing described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order
under and pursuant to Rule 11 (g), Idaho Appellate Rules.
3.

4.

Cross-Appellants intend to assert the following issue(s) on appeal:
a.

Whether, as a matter oflaw, a "plus or minus" uncertainty factor is a
nullity for purposes of conjunctive administration, or may instead be
applied by the Director to exclude certain junior ground water right
holders from administration.

b.

Whether the Director unconstitutionally applied the conjunctive
management rules by shifting the burden of proof to injured senior surface
water right holders through exclusion of certain junior ground water rights
from administration based upon model uncertainty.

Cross-Appellants join in Appellants' request that the transcript ofthe

administrative proceedings held before the Idaho Department of Water Resources be made a part
of the record on appeal.
5.

Cross - Appellants request the following documents to be included in the Clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included in the Clerk's record pursuant to LA.R. 28 :
a.
6.

None.

Cross-Appellants join in Appellants' request that all exhibits included in the

agency record be copied and sent to the Supreme Court.
7.

I certifY:
a.

That a copy of this notice of cross-appeal has been served on the reporter.

b.

That the fee required for the preparation of the reporter's transcript was

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - Page 3

paid in conjunction with the District Court's review of this matter.
c.

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid.

d.

That the cross-appellate filing fee has been paid.

e.

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to Rule 20, Idaho Appellate Rules.
Dated this 5th day of February, 2010.

RJNGERT LAW c~

BY~ ]~

~

Charles L. Honsinger
Attorneys for Cross-PetitionerlRespondenti
Cross-Appellant Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc.

Dated this 5th day of February, 2010.
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON, LLP

BY~
TraVIS L. Thompson
Attorneys for Cross-PetitionerlRespondenti
Cross-Appellant Blue Lakes Trout Farm, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 5th day of February, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of the
foregoing by delivering the same to each of the following individuals by the method indicated below,
addressed as follows:
Randall C. Budge
Candice M. McHugh
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd.
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204
rcb@racinelaw.net
cmm@rainelaw.net

Phil Rassier
Chris M. Bromley
Deputy Attorneys General
Idaho Department of Water Resources
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0098

[~ U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid

LJ
[~
[~

V]

Federal Express
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Electronic Mail

[~ U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid
[~

Federal Express
[~ Hand Delivery
[~ Facsimile
~ Electronic Mail

phil.rassier@idwr.idaho.gov
chris.bromley@idwr.idaho.gov

[29

Mike Creamer
Jeff Fereday
Gi vens Purlsey
PO Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720
icf@givenspursley.com
mcc@givenspurslev.com

U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid
[~ Federal Express
[~ Hand Delivery
[~ Facsimile
[~ Electronic Mail

Michael S. Gilmore
Attorney General's Office
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Mike.gilmore@ag.idaho.gov

[~ U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid

J. Justin May
May Sudweeks &Browning LLP
1419 W. Washington
Boise, ID 83702
imay(Q)mav-law. com

[~

[~
[~
~

Federal Express
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Electronic Mail

[.Zj U.S. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid
[~

[~
[~
(~

Federal Express
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Electronic Mail
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Robert E. Williams
Fredericksen Williams Messervy
PO Box 168
Jerome, ID 83338-0168
rewilliams@cableone.net

riJ
LJ
[~

[~

KJ

US. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid
Federal Express
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Electronic Mail

[29

Deputy Clerk
Gooding County District Court
PO Box 417
Gooding, ID 83330

US. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid
Federal Express
[~ Hand Delivery
[~ Facsimile
[~ Electronic Mail

Josephine P. Beeman
Beeman & Associates
409 W. Jefferson
Boise, ID 83702
j. beeman@beemanlaw.com

[~ US. First Class Mail, Postage Prepaid

[~

[~

Federal Express
[~ Hand Delivery
[~ Facsimile
[Xl Electronic Mail

/:&L1~

Person Serving Document
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EXHIBIT LIST
Clear Springs Food, Inc, etal vs IDWR, etal
Gooding County Case #CV 2008-444
Supreme Court Case #37308-2010

1. Agency Record (submitted by Agency on Petition for Judicial Review on CD)

EXHIBIT LIST

In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHTS NOS. 3602356A, 36-04013B AND 36-07148 (CLEAR
SPRINGS DELIVERY CALL).
IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHTS NOS. 3602356A, 36-07210 AND 36-07427. (BLUE
LAKES DELIVERY CALL).

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

--------------------------------------------------------

)

CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioner-Respondent-Cross Appellant,
v.

BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.,
Cross-Petitioner-Respondent-Cross
Appellant,
v.

)
)

IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC" NORTH SNAKE
GROUND WATER DISTRICT, MAGIC
V ALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Cross Petitioners-Appellants- Cross
Respondents,
v.

GARY SPACKMAN, in his capacity as
Director of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources and IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
WATER RESOURCES,
Respondents-Respondents on AppealCross Respondents.

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO
AUGMENT THE RECORD
Supreme Court Docket No. 37308-2010
Gooding County Docket No. 2008-444

v.

IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
INC., and RANGEN, INC.,
lntervenors-Respondents-Cross
Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

A MOTION TO AUGMENT was filed by counsel for Respondents Idaho Department of
Water Resources and Interim Director Gary Spackman on April 15,2010. Therefore, good cause
appearIng,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Respondents' MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD
be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the item listed below, a
copy of which accompanied this Motion, as an EXHIBIT:
1. Exhibit 424 - Geologic Map and Profiles of the North Wall of the Snake River Canyon,
Thousand Springs and Niagara Spring Quadrangles, Idaho on CD.

DATED this

\

q.'fi" of April 2010.
For the Supreme Court

Stephen W. KenyonU=lerk
cc: Counsel of Record

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD

Docket No. 37308-2010

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,
Petitioner-Respondent
Vs
BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.
Cross-Petitioner-Respondent
Vs
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., NORTH
SNAKE GROUND WATER USER
DISTRICT and MAGIC VALLEY
GROUND WATER DISTRICT
Cross-Petitioner / Appellant
Vs.
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSN
Cross-Petitioner-Respondent
Vs
RANGEN, INC.
Cross-Petitioner-Respondent.
Vs
GARY SPACKMAN, in his capacity as
Director of the Idaho Department of
Water Resources,
Respondents-Respondents

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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IN THE MADER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS 36-02356A,
36-07210, AND 36,07427
(Blue Lakes Delivery Call)
IN THE MADER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER
TO WATER RIGHT NOS, 36-040l3A 36-04013B
And 36-07148
(Clear Springs Delivery call)

I, Cynthia R. Eagle-Ervin, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth
Judicial District, of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding, do hereby
certify that the above and foregoing Record in the above entitled cause was compiled
and bound under my direction as; and is a true, full and correct Record of the pleadings
and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate
Rules.
I, do further certify that the Agency Record (submitted on CD) in the
above entitled cause will be fully lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with
the Clerk's Record as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the
said Court this _5_ day of February, 2010.

urt

Bf''--.~--r_.t:::7
Cynt '. . Eagle-Ervin
Deputy Clerk

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

***************
CLEAR SPRINGS FOODS, INC.,
Petitioner-Respondent
Vs
BLUE LAKES TROUT FARM, INC.
Cross-Petitioner-Respondent
Vs
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS, INC., NORTH
SNAKE GROUND WATER USER
DISTRICT and MAGIC VALLEY
GROUND WATER DISTRICT
Cross-Petitioner/Appellant
Vs.
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSN
Cross-Petitioner-Respondent
Vs
RANGEN, INC.
Cross-Petitioner-Respondent.
Vs
GARY SPp\CKMAN, in his capacity as
Director of the Idaho Department of
Water Resources,
Respondents-Respondents

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court No. 37308-201 0
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

IN THE MADER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
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WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS 36-02356A
36-07210, AND 36,07427

(Blue Lakes Delivery Coil)
IN THE MADER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER
TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-04013A 36-04013B
And 36-07148

(Clear Springs Delivery coil)

I, Cynthia Eagle-Ervin, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding, do hereby certify that I
have personally served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record
and the Court Reporter's Transcript, along with a list of Exhibits offered or admitted to each
of the Attorneys of Record in this case as follows:
Randy Budge
Candace McHugh
RACINE OLSON
P.O. Box 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83201

Phillip Rassier
Chris Bromley
Idaho Dept of Water Resources
P.O. Box 83720
BOISE, ID 83720

--W-r

IN WITNES WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
said Court this
day of February, 2010.

CLERK O~E DISTRICT COURT

BY: __-=~~~__~__________
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